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a.n essential'and

, (!Jlat the director.
ill the the~tre
to&.yc is
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signifiCant
member of the, profession is.. Undoubtedly
an
Understatement.
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Tbat·this is indeed the case is a relB.tively moderll. developme;t~ Ac-
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di!e~tor ~s o~·~

Less:,than a hundred years/ago the

by disgruntled critics
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idell projected
1
that
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ideal is a reality; however, the specii'ic rOle of the director iii the
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theatre as he exists todey,is as vari~d as the personalities of the indi~
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viduals who call themselves.,, directors:
<· nOubtless''jt.st·' what the director's
'
-..
.- .
- ·.
..
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_,·,[,,

-~:··

"

'

~

~

rOle . should or co~d be is, subject for•' almost eridles~ (proi'essiociJ.l and
academlc debate.· .. ·.

. ~,,,;:'jt~V~~'jJf:;r,;;.'

. . . ..

any of ~:thes~. theoretical

This study does not presume cto iresol'vs'
•

.

'

.

-

"

'j

.

.

·~

.

· - ·- .

~·

questions nor to postu.J.ate.any
one . directing
approa~liat.... the' ex£)ense
of
.._,
•. ·-,.,...
.
.:
•'

any other.

"

This study does,, seek to 3describe care~. the professional
··-·f-·

.
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·.

-- ·_f

-
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"

-. ',--, __
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•
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•
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•

accomplishlllents of one contemporacy ,director', ·Peter ·Brook, ;in' an" effort
- ··\-~ '.·-----, - • -.--- . ~:~ ,

:._-·v- ,_ _ _

V· / .. ,

--l~, y. .-·~~:·rt:;_,,

-

--

to arrive at a generalized perspective through individua.l •.tilla.J.Ysis. The

i'~rst task of this

study

i~ to co~p~~e .a p~~~essio4 .. ,b~o~~P;_o~

Brook 1 s work-to chronicle',his achievements.
.

-Al.~,_(

.,,, •,t;.

-''·.--:.~'•,:'

'

:uite~estillgJ.y enb~, al<. :~_--,•: ,.;·,,·~~::··)
.'''-_._,:;

v•,_,_

••

••

''

/•"

1

though Brook s stature in the profession is widely· acknowledged, rio
;;_~

,..

,~---~

,

. Y"' . ·,
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~:;;,)•},,·':

'" .... ,-·

-

.. ,

comprehensive study to date .has attempted to br:iiig together available
. ,.

··-·~-, _ _ . . 4

l"•t'>'-";-~·-_-.,~·r{;,-.

-.

·~

-- .... -·· -·

. ·--·

!lToby Cole and H~~~Kri~~·:·~c)y,(ed-s~Y;- nir~ct~~s·' o~;~rectin!2' ~(New York: The Bobbs-Herrill· Company, Inc.,. 1,963), ·;,~

iii'

·

c~nt~~t ·.of Brook Is

Wormation concerning the scope and

career. While

.n~· ~c)iri::Prehensive study has been underlclten, af:t~r carei'ul research it

.a~e~ed
;;~·

, >··.-·'·-.

that an extensive body of

m.at~Aai(C:oncernedwith. indi'l,TiduaJ.

t'A

.

:~-:

_.)

.-

"'/"

productions as well genre of Brook 1 s wrk Ye:x:l.sts. ill periodical 11tera-

t,;~r

soUL-~~s

·It is :from this potpourri of

that

'this

paper is 'Written.

While the first objective of this'
study,.-,: ·i~ to chronicle the
.
,--~·'·,_.,.~-

·.

"'f\'-i-~:-!"'

ev.e.~~.s.of
. '

-·~--~

.. _"

;:

':

'

Peter Brook 1 s professional career, the second objective is to

t':

sEi~ate the genre of his work in the .;J.a.rious medili and describe and
~J.i~e his treatment and philosophy of • each area~ This. study will ~so
... ,,"-.,'

'-,.

,l·

;~

•

:.· ,- ·.

:~:-

:.,

(' •"

•

' .,

••

-.

-:;·..:;'

-~-,

e:mmine his rehearsal technique and his. wrk with experimental projects.
.
.
-The i;(;'cly of the paper is divided into ki.x chapters.
~

Chapter I entitled 11Biography11 d~~s.with'the chro:riological

·

e'V:~ts:. of' Peter Brook 1 s life to date~ EllllPhasizingprofessiori.aJ. accom.

'

'-'·--:

--"""J.'~

-

·•.

.

___ .._; .... ';\ _.:L:.

, -

'.-;;

;,,

·):.•._

plishnients often in the light of current theatrical criticism. This
~-

1

!-o./~.'"'·-~~-

chapter seeks to establish

mjTiad

-

_.•·~

a sequence

,

·":·: .,,

--<~~-~

.)-;;,'i;

. .,;·,

o.f events and an overview ot: the

experiences undertaken by Mr. ,Broo~.
Chapter II entitled 11Brook

and. th~l· Qi,~~all

e:xmuines Brook Is gen.'
;:. ,..
_,. _ _·;:.
i-t:"·
.'· '·"'-t
eral attitude concerning the problems o.f,;directing for the opera, briefiy
-,,, •• '·_

-••• ··"

."1\;1;

.\."

' .-. 'r- .'' ·: ·:,.•. .:,,'

''

'

'-'

discusses some of his early' works ru;d their critical reception, and then
.--'•.-

-t.:_

,.....

·-:·;_~_-:;_,;-~:.:_-··

.

follciws him in detail through the process

,

_,'."'L_.;·" --~_.

?£
directing Faust f'or the
,_.,,

M~t~opolitan Opera from inception to~!op~ri~grd~t.
In Chapter III Brook 1 s cont~i'bhtions t~' 'the film media are de.-·-··
..
~-,,.
'U· ·-'+··. .f~-. ~.
scribed.
In an effort to discover the -,_reasons
...
.,
. for his limited recogni'

tion ~as a film maker an analrsis of it.s

unde~aken.

Entitled

11 B:roo~~and

his methodology in regard
"

•• .

the

';lPPro~~h'' to.

'c~~,;;

the cinema is

thls·chapter

~:xElnines

t~'' i'our major' fi.llns ~ attemp~~· .f.~
-:'"'1,

)_:·,1 "'"~

';

_, ·'

-. ··-- .. '·..,

draw con-

~ ,:':":.,· ._!_·:.-.'::_··' ·.

elusions as to the reasons f'or the relative success or failure of each.
Brook Is wrk in exper:l.mental''theat~e is· discussed ·iJi Chapter rl •

'"1"'" ' .

'··-;...,'

~~::"'',•;\

.,.·l_:~_;V

._,,

''O)t~' _f

.

"1'--~-"'

A.detailed description
of
his work with the
'
.,
--~

~?y\ \~)

~--{:<>:' .,.

"Th~atr~

Cru~lt~n
- r

of

_,_,~-'

pro-

~--.-

_,<.'

ject
in conjunction with
the london AcadeJJzy" of MUsic and · Dramatic
Arts
,.- ··1::
._,_<I
·
~

~heatre Club·~

1963-64 provides a practical indication of, new per-

-~-~.-.Yi 1:.

~

· ·-· .

~i

-;_.I,

-

spectives ~·his directorial philosophy. 'Also ilicluded in this chapter
is. an

acco~t''~f

Broo:,·:·. production of

~,~:_·".::.:~.·.<.~.~Y>....

.

c'~l

+

Marat/~de ~i the subse~uent
. ,. " '

criticism cif his achievement.
'~ • "}

t

-~

·

' ·"

,_,_,.__

. -··t -';-:,

'Jri'i v~

.

:u{an'~i'fort
to. glean some of' the elements of' Brook 1.s rehearsal
\!:
'E

technique,,C~pter V, using Charles Marowitz 1 s
'~(;:l·t~

,1,

->~iii

' "7(;.

·-·· :;

1'Lear
:/·_,. .-'.-.,. .

.,

thgn' as a'guide,

._ ' ·... :.c~;::;::-~1_,

follows Mr., Brook through the process of directing King Lear for the
·,---,

. .:f-:tr-···-"-l{~,-·\~

~~ ··,·

_

It;oyal Shakespeare
"

Com~y.
'----~

P:r-. ·
-------.. ,,/r{~
By examining Brook'.s.:app:soach to•·a:specii'ic

F_

<;.7·:-,-,,_~,;~.;;

-,~ .1:'.,,

;,){{k - - ;:,

:,.,~

P1aY general"attitudE),S ~d directorial t~chniques 'ili-e deduced~
,.',

.

_;:,- (i \

Chapter VI, "COnclusions," first of all;eXamines
?.--·;('·';···

'·-,'1·

philosophy
theatre to

Broo~ 1 s

stated

··"';

of
'the theatre and his projected drerilns:and ideali(for a
··,t{),. ,:
·- · ,_ _:.::,
_.:~~-::''·":rr

c~me.
-~~:;~~-

Seconclly, the three periods of

B~ook's

;ro'fk' :U.e deline1

ated and discussed, and the general characteristics of his directing are
'synthesized.
...w,~-:.t··~;--,

The methodology of this study includes extensive· res'earch in
_,cr

~

-·\

-f~:

theatrical mat~rials concerned with the plays, fil.msrand o:Pe?a's directed
;:~;·

'

by Peter Brook.

:

J

''

~-

'";'";' •'

~~-~

...:.

.

Heavy reliance is placed on reviews and critiCal no~

1

--~·

tices as '~en·: as intervie~s
with Brook in relation·, to· his productions.
r
c
~,....

i(

-;.;;.o-

\

"'·

:-~ ~-

i

;"-·.. ,__

After the mat~~ials are' amassed they are divided·into genre groupings

C;:~ter VI,,

and selected· :ccordingiffor use in a particular chapter.
h'

for example,

is

-~·.;./

'M9·~:~'-

''

-~r·,-l<":)

based :Ul''great;,part on articles

··,l;:;-

.

~itten
.. ":---··

A',,~ ~..t

by

l'~t'~i Brook
.

-~L_ .fl

-~

himself. The ,bibliography of- materials includes., several television
•

'"/~ __ ~

--~-

''<--.•;

t·

·--._>i:::·.

':~~\,!':;

interviews as' well as a radio ~'interview.
;'IX
>;w
"'
..
:":~}::~1~~_.)-,r . ._
~'"~·~/
The lllOst obvious;value' of a study such as this is it'~,:descrip~~:-. ~,

r:>~- .-.,

·. -J

),,.

•J

·e-

J,-_,·;

.',,, •.·-·

~';;~~/;('

. _ \•·.., .. ,'---~;,

tive content. 'As an historical
study also this'. . paper;·brings
together
.
_,.-.
..
. ,. .,
.,.,.~

,,)

a barometer of' opinion selected from critical reviews concerning Brook 1s
works.

Since Peter Brook is still a relatively young man, and there.

are indications that his career is in many 'Ways just now reaching a
solidity and maturity, there is an even greater incentive i'or research
to keep abreast of' his professional deveJ.opment.

Further studies might

include an examination of Brook 1s unique approach to directing

Shake~:·

speare or an examination of his continued work with experimental projects, notably in the i'ilm media.

i-Iith such a formidable

background~

of

achievement and such a promising i'uture, Peter Brook is indeed a man of
the theatre to be watched.

vi
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CHAP.rER I
Biography
The theatre of the 1960's is permeated with a British accent.
;~·-

Not to undermine in a:ny way the accomplishments mde by .AmericM or
Continental theatre enterprise, it would be folly not to admit._t'-the wealth
...,__ .
of British talent and imagination influencing dramatic Eictivity
.. in this
..
·•·,)
-~;·

decade.

A:rrJ discussion or significant achievements in contemporary
'?

theatre would probably not go far without mentioning the classic
contribu_"'",
"'-, .,
tors such as Tyrone Guthrie, laurence Olivier, Paul Scofield,,•,John
Gielgud,
-..
..
'··.;:,~

-~~.,

Michel St. Denis or Alec Guineas; closely following these are .the bre.?d
of younger British theatre professionals-Harold Pinter, John Arden,.,
~- 'f:
-~-,
Robert Bolt, John Osborn, Peter O'Toole, Albert Finney and Pet~r HalJ..•
!

Among these men who are at the helm in charting tbee.trlcal destiny
':'.:\"'

in the twentieth century is a young man of 42, whose record of theatrical
-~

growth runs off' the ledger.

:-:·f.

•

He is Peter Brook. In tracing his lite,

one cannot fail to see the prodigious earmarks of a man of great energy 1
imagination and vision.
The "enfant terrible"l of dll'e-cting was born Peter

~
.

on March 21, 1925, in London.

'

His father, Simon Brook, was a

;.-!

Paul.:Brook,
;~"', :~-

ma.nutac~
\i./

turing chemist, and his mother, Ida (Janson) Brook was a

scientist.2;~
F~ 0

ltrhis is a recurrent epithet coined by an early critic.
:;-lalter Rigdon (ed.), The Biographical Encyclopaedia & Who's 'Who
of' the American Theatre (New York: James H. Heineman, Inc., 1966), 3.20.

1

( '-~

/,/

2
,, . -~

':·;!.':

Peter

'WB.S

the second son born to this couple; his

-·-.; :;_; ;_

of,3:~r brot,~_I.',
-y

Alexis Brook, becallle .a consulting psychiatrist.3
Brook's interest in the theatre is traced to.an early age. He
.-

·'

'f<f·v··;..;.

recalled an experience that took place the Christmasy'cir his '~:beth year.
1
· ...:: ~-:
._,._?;~i7·~:r
His father had given him a toy theatre complete 'With working lights,
l,

:_;

'·?: '.,:~~-.:

\

curtains and a trap door, and he and Alexis staged the complete HamJ.et,
-~!; "-~·+' --~ l

;' ~

with young Peter acting all the parts.

11 It

lasted siX

ho\l.l"~,'\but

as it

;~ ~~~ '~-~- ~'
was Christmas Day I claimed it as my day, and th!3 family bad to sit and
1:•

-~~-.,·:)5

watch. 11 4

-

-l '_~;·;~::

Never again, however,
captive teclmiques to engage an audience.

After grammar s_chooling in
-r::~t::-~·

Switzerlalld. and England, Brook filled the years up

t,d• 19.41. ~th' second:,

~;;,~

'

ary education at the \ofestminster School in London and the GreshSm School
in Norfolk.
.~ J!

He is said to have played a French pri~o~er
h

1,

~-~~- _,

i_'

ill···· HenrY V and

pr~dhctions.5.,

the First Player in The Beggar's Opera in school

.

- _·'' :··

-~;~,

.>

In 1941, following his graduation, Brook deia.Yed his,:~ollege
--~ 7:

. ./::f~E'~

~:·

--~+1:1~& _ ·:

plans to spend the year 'With a London i'ilJn studio where he)was employed
in script writing and cutting.

With this experience :behilld

1942. 6

entered Ma.gdelan College, Oxford, in the fall of

As an undergraduate Brook spent all of the tke
~~-

hiiri. he

:.~'\,/ '-~

outrii~~
• >._,/

his

-~-

academic pursuits of' English literature and foreign languag~s'-experi. _:

menting in the theatre and films.

_:·

-.e(

According to university authorities

Brook found himself' ineligible to become a m.ember of the Oxt'ord Uni'\

5Eric Johns,
6ru.gdon.

111-!onder

'·-,

Boy1 11 Theatre World 'XLV j

'

. ·"

:,)(~,,,

.

:;g, ''

-J~,;:'

)

c'versity Dramatic So~ie~!' having b~~~ so shor'f; a time at . ,t,he university. 1

:~~.,..c~unter,~:~his he}~~~~yed the Oxfor{Univers~~t.•~im So~ie~f and set
>

i~ ):,

'<~o.i

:y ~'<; ,.'

~-"

-, _ •,f'

,,, ,• ,"'->c'

~'."',

~·

_.

I

:'about to direct a fillll adaptation of laurence' Sterne Is A Sentimental
:_\_

.-·''

,~~-~~lf~);'("-~

'',

•-·~-~~.-~;~)·;;~-~~--~-,

'"~•''-

'

-: .

•"'"~:~''- -~ . •

'

-~·:) ~\(;-'>'

·:~~;u-ney T~ugh Fr~~~e.,rd Itaixat the age o~.,l9•7
J~;;Y,_
The film vas. an experiment in mimeoarama:· Brook produced vhat
•

-~'

0'

-~

t

1:~-:

..

,>:it (;:~:.'·_'_ ~. ,· . ·-~

~-·

4•'>}~

0

.

:<

f,_

-

<O

'.

was in effect a silent. film which was coupled vith. a narration from the

•-

i;~~\\_d\"·;''

~-,:-_ ..

<

,

,

:~- .. ·-~.;

•'I

•

•

, ''{

~ok and il'lcidentd mU.sic. 8 It is significant that this early wrk
.:z ':tr';._::~---_.,,._, .
..--J~t~~~\_f-~'\
- ~ . -~~--~_ ,.,_ ,~::_--< .:: i';}"
.. ,,: placed emphasis on the illustrative . and the visual, and can be seen as

~._,:~. -..:·-·-~-~:t..

: :·

'

_.;:a ..foreshadowing
~~

·-

··

o.f

This film
._,

a

~~:

·,\_·_~i'~>;tr~·-·

-~-.

~ ·~-e·~· _~··· ·.· ;~:::··--,-.

ws. not Brook Is

'"·.

.,...

(-.-~--,:

_ \ . ; : ,., .:~.

'

''

1:,

"dominant characteristic ill his directing.

j.,-'<._·· .• ,..

-.-... ~

' e~erience. In 1943;·'during a

·\~\.:t;·_:~i{- ·>:-\~

.

actUal
f'irst.
full length~
directing
t;f,'
•
·._
,., ....
'-.

·~·"

_,.__,)i.i~·-,.,_".,

.'"'·.·:·~-

sch6oi'holiclay~ 'lJ.~"had prciduc~d a

~OM-otand &:~a~~ T~ ¥~~~~:~~ !'"• ~":':'~'at .t. ·';;

three-

or
Toroh
·''.Theatre off Knightbridge ill LO:iia.on'. 'For this endeavor Brook called in
~-"":·;;

tJi;i ~~-i~

Jt~~·-~~f;b::

·I

,~_J::c (-~r_

-·;-~

ttr·:

:an expert on Black magic, Alastair Crowley, to adVise him on 'special

.·. .
-__ ". ··_,;~~(>.t
•r·.-~,~.. ;-_-~-~.,~-'·:.'· / .. -. • . - .·.;.,_.~_-,·.J'-•c_~!':t~--~_.•:,;'
• ,,
.;, 'T_·
·:~rrects. Althoughl:tha: productio~'di{not cr~t~ ,;;;;. parti~ sensa-.~
.
-., . <,
~·=,-~7·(2r~~t{ / <". ':-"; ·.-:·
'. ---~~\:~-~~;.;·:'<
··>· .
tion 1 it ws reputed-. to have been' "a relllarkable_ achievement ••• a
~

•

toUr

,. ,;·-

''"·~·-·

de force. n9

~-~"-.•}::~

;

•., ;~~~

tn'c

"'"·

>... ,,~,.·,

()t-~))~;-~:;. ,•};,_ .,·~
.~.
B. A-. degree in Eiigl.ish literature and
.: _. ·~::;~~:.:~~:~- -, '.'.,:. ,_,_:· -'\. '_.. -~:t~::r ,Y:t''"
'f .

.
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After receiving his
">{,~-'-i-~~-.:~_--·

i

-;

.foreign languages from Oxford in 1944, Brook vent to work with the
:~-'
~~-l\:_:;1-~. . ,_ ,j_'!--~~·-\){)t<J.f,;:~::):.{·;_- .(:;.): ...· ' 'jj::·"' 1 f_·-~;:,:~ ·*. ,.:-'·
Crovn Film Unit in LOndon where'he'labored making film shoijs and
>

'·'

:~

' ... ::•f

'"_~'!. '···~''

".~ "--"

"

..

,..

aCJ.vertising 11 epics 11 ; for varlous' commercial prod~cts.l0 Nineteen i'orty~
~-~:?-1
_.,·)~-~~ ~:~:-" :·j·:~.:
.
'._:'- : :·)'.:,;_ · ·Jl:-_: _~: ·-.. ::;
;~;'~\-~
five and 1946 were i,Jnp~rtan1iyears f~~;this activej·oung'director.

. . '"

.

Early in

. . ._. .

:;.-'

' ~· .. ·'

,:

_.,

k t~:~

·:L_ )-~:~--~~--~_fi~fJ-~tici/ ,.:[,.

~><"~;··)

:!4· f'

;·~-~-"-1;J<

._.:_\·.:·t.

,...,,~; '~~·-.·_·_._

'

,- . _.i:A:··.

_·. ---. .

-.--·

!-:-f

1945 the twenty-yem.~id st'aged CoCteau 1 s The Infernal 'Machine

at a srnall"neighbor¥od theatre'in"LOndon, the Chanticleer,
:~<:L:ir.\;~:~:]~~·:¥_ ·
~ -~,~-- ~:i~~st,
7Moritz.

,_<i

as vell as
,~ ··

l

I

e'.'.·

.. r·~;/<~t;"~f'
'~-Cl;

. ·•.··

.~l

'\~{tff~~~~\\;·~ir~t~

4

,t;-:·1

t!

The Barretts of Wimpole Street at the 11Q11 Theatre in London •.. Shortly
"·'\..,r'" ,. ... ·'
.!"'~:f< . ,.~--' '

,:'\., ...

after this he was engaged by the Entertainments National Service Asso-

.

-~~1-~~r~J e._~-~--"-~·

ciation to stage a touring production for the British Armed Forces or
Sbaw'.s Pygmalion with l'JarY Grew in the title role. 11
.

·~·

0

•

Brook 1 s first major break occurred when William~.Al:istrong,
. '';t(

......

-~-

director of the Liverpool Repertory Theatre, attended a,dies~ rehearsal
... " .. ~-~;;};:~,.,,.
of Pyrnalion •. Armstrong was so impressed with Brook's talent"and;imag,,- •.

--d'

.

:

___

~-

-~-,-~~

ination that he reported his. discovery to Sir Barry Jackson who, promptly
)

;!,.~~--~~:~·:·;: -.~:- :,·:"-·,.,._. .- '

invited Brook to join the directing staff of the Birrn:lngham Repertory

-,,

Theatre.

~~)&~-

>

Brook eagerly accepted and during the 1945-46 ~:~e~son.,diJ:'ected

Han and Superman, King Jolmand

~e Lady from the Sea.at Birlnirig1laln.l2
,,} @~i't~>.:.~

Sir Barry Jackson was well pleased with the

21-Year~ld!s

achieve-

ments, and when he went to Stratford-on-Avon he invited'J3#~k::to produce
Love 1 s Labor 1 s Lost for the 1946 season.

year

The following

iilter-

._,,..,

national notariety or, in .some oases, infa.rny came Brooki·~·:·wa.f\With his
'\;0. t\-•· :~~.;{}~' ~~controversial production of Romeo and Juliet . at Stratford:'& Variety
.

:J·!¥.:-~_i,,,

applauded
his daring and "healthy lack of respect £or Shakespearean
tra.
........
,

dition, ul:3 and called the production "color-drenched,

_,

vigo;~us~,11 l4

ever, all critics did not share Variety's enthusiasm:

•'-

How-

..--

It is impossible to find any excuse for casting DapliDeSliiter,as
Juliet, who may be many things but not under any cireumstances a
.
~-·.:· :,
bouncing English Schoolgirl.I5
or
His lighting was startling, his crowd scenes excitj.n,.g, his duels
llRigdon.
l:3varietz, April 16, 1947,:3.

12Moritz.
14Ibid.

l5sewell Stokes, "Charades by Old Favorites, 11
XXXII, (January, 1948), 49.

..

·

·~er(,:

,'

7;'\-· l ~\

.'<

•:;,'

5
,,,

, ,.t:h,:.r·~~-

-

'-~~ j~,..N:•':>

j

. scintillating, his incidental music haunting. The only trouble
was that he bad no interest ini'either Romeo or Juliet. Quite.i;:,;;,
rightly the critics c~gtised_~-~;,,f.?r he was becoming impo~~~
enough for PUili.sbment.
.... ,,
.. ·,
Brook 1 s importance \las indee{ growing, and 'on June 4, 1946'; he
•,'·'
•

staged e.

•

_,.

'~<'

'

·--~ ·-----)·

productio~·of

;<>,

--

-.\. --·.·

-

.-

the novel by

·-

'iK- '

-

Dosteoevsky 1 s Brother's Ka.ramozov.adapted from
i 0 .

Alec GUineas (who also,a~t~cl· in the play)
. at the Lyric'
\:

Theatre, Hammersmith.

i'.

That fall the 2i~year-old directed the first

Jean-Paul Sartre:.'to be given in london} The Vicious Circle (No

Ebdt)

J-:~):::...;

at the Arts Theatr~'; · This production_.-~so featured Alec Gui.D.es~'·''with'
\ /'

;,

· Beatrix Lehmann and Betty Ann Davies~j)) :

'.};

\f

.

··..1, .

The po\-rer of .the play was matched<~ a production 'which shatt~r~d
the ordinary: th;eatre-goer looking for a pleasant · _evening'· s ,,e!ltertainment in ,the .theatre. 7 ·
...
·
.,
,

on July 17., 1947/1

Yet the London'

liest End was still
)

;o be conquered.!'
__ -.

"··~

1
'

.. · . <·>"j-'.

'

-

'

•.

' , ,. .

{'i;,.

The season. of 1948-49 brought Brook to another significant, bef~:J·~-,_~~).

.

~ T><,;;'f ___ ---__

·1:.

ginning.

-~

-;:_:-!',

. ,_ . . ,

_._):,

.:<~~~r -~>-

---

.

,..-"-,· . . -

He was engaged by the Royal, Opera House at Covent Garden to

become Director

o~

Productions.

He

in the fall of 1948, followed by The Ma.rriage of Figaro,. The OlYmpians

and Salome in

194cj~19

Brook told

~ T~e

reporter the.t his new
..

sai~~e'
,

_, ·-~-

,·-:·

"is not a production; it's an hallucination. n20 The;designer for this
madcap offering wi~ Salvador
·.~

nhi.

'.:·

.

0

,\

~

' '

~'.

~everly j3liXter I Gerard. F~y and Graddoak M,;nr~' "His ~od~c~
tion of Dark of the Moon," v1o:dd:R9view, III, (Hay, :L949), 17-18.• :~· /
..

1

r

17Ronald Barker, "Enfant·.Tei:rible;"
(Aprll, 1954}; 6;.

==-~=..;:;.;~~:..a

lSRigdon.
8J.~

':

II'.'

6

< -}'

'

,.

Brook's~West

;'•

(''"\·\~,.\-;

'

-

t·:<,·~~~.

End opportunity came finally'in 1949 when
~-

H. M. Tennent'ttci\, a wealthy British
.·. _~:·. ·

.:-

~0~

production:age~cy, e~gage.d'hlln
?:

-:s:.

to

.'~-:?-,:~_i;:"":·:L

<'_

direct Howard Richardson and William Berney'. s Carolina folk, drama, Dark
~·.
'll' •.
of the Moon. 'He. took on the assignment. '·The play.'had its 11out-o.f-town 11

.

' .·

:'

.

·.

,

~---

-

>t.

"

-·-l

'·

\

I,

,,

/''·'·;'\

tryout in Bright~~ where enthusiasm proved to,be . at·a :minimu:ni:': From
.
.
\
~-'
Brighton the management booked the show i'or,a trial~at the Lyric Theatre,
~.

_,-

--

.

·;

'j~,·

'

'

'·1 •l.

'

(; --·,:. ;·.~·-

,-:

Hammersmith, before the Aprill2 opening at:the Ambassad~.rs Theatre.21
Nothing less

tball.

greet~d'the offering~···.;· d~bn

immediate success

"-:;···

:

critic gave this :account:
!

·-

~1

.

{

..

'

',

-•.• '·'f,',,. ', . '

·>;

We who attend first nights;· watched the:unfolding of something which
seemed a hodge-podge of 'Tobacco ROad~ 1 'Oklahoma, 1 'Macbeth;'·· and
'Iolanthe. 1 ~ • • All I can tell you is tbat, at the end.: of tne play
on the opening night, even the dramatic critics cheered • • • ;\ But·.
the star of, the show is Peter Brook who had developed ·:from L 1 enfant
terrible. to L' enfant prodigge and is already wondering what.,worlds
are left for: him to conquer.22
, C:· r ; :.·.
\ ·. ·
"'

-;l-'

I•.

,,

~1/

\

At the age of 24 Brook. had an eye to .these· worlds:

'':it

Praise
and
'
··_

., .... ;,\)

glowing critidism as well as cbB.stisement. was . often 'laVished ori· fh~
;f ' -r~·

.,,

_._ "• . ·.-

whose imagillativ~ achievements surpassed
-~·:~.

)

.?.tE

-.- ,

-·

his
·.

:~·

'

youthful visage• A c~itio ·

. .--

_,l

\)

.

for Theatre World summed up the situation in 1949f. ·

. ·'' ;

.~.

man

i~·-··

!,., '

Peter Brook's career goes to"show that-age!haS nothing,to~do With
one's success or ability as ·a. producer. It is a flair apparent;at
the outset, ,though some benefit will naturally, be gained-from·
experience. '·One who saw Irving, Ellen' Terry; Duse, Berilhardt and
half-a,..dozen. other immortals•cannot claim to be a good .producer, ·
simply on ,the strength of 1 his playgoini experience •. Peter Brook,
who never saw any of thein'_but · is well-:-read and widely-travelled, ·
will probably. ofi'er more attractive eiltertajnment with a'dB.zzlingly
· original conception of his own. He is_.the·first to pay homage to
great figures of the past; 'but it is. useles's- trYing to recapture a
glory that belonged to another day. We live in different _times and
., .. "' · ·.:.:.
· ·,.,
must create our O'WI1 glory._2:3,
The ye;r~ 1950 and 19Si.were nothing less tban a fJ.urry of '
:t')

~;/-~.--~-~

!'

·-·

actiVity for the:,busy Mr.
·~

He

i

di~~cted

} '· .,

21Baxt;~~;
22Ibid2)

···\.A''

Fay and

:Munro;
};;!--·

23Jobns.

.. ,

lnouilh's

.'

Ring Aro~d

the

'{-·

:,~

'

7

,~!~?,.

J'\·l.

~· .·

·,'

Moon'at the Globe Theatre in London which opened January:26, 1950.

---:::£

.

,,~~F:,~~:

';}';f;tF~-~~-.

Shortly following;this, in March he. staged a controver~~~ production
,, ~-":".

'--:

rh-~

.

ot"YM:easure for Measure starring Jo~ !lie1gud at Stratf~rd.. The Lyric,
--~'~ .. - ;___
·,~-- !
~~Harririlersmith, saw;the opening on August 2:3, 1950, of his production of
,{f

\ '

;

.

__ :·_

~

;, ·'

c

~

The Little Rut which l.ater was. exported to the United,States.
·-;,~, .

/_

,;,;/

'

Five pro-

-~

ductions by Brook had their openings in 1951: The Winter 1 s Tale at the
·:ttt,r -~~\
)/''··\\·
.:~,
,-, :'1:,~
Phoeriix in June; 'A'Penny for a Sonrs..at the Haymarket T_heatre; Figure of
~("'·.(

•r

"~

"''

~i(''" _,-''(

-·

:fun-~t the Ald-wych·on October 16;- Colo~be at the New Theatre, Lo_ndont;
J:.~-£~

ori~Dece.mber
,. ;_,~-- :{~~:'

-

-~~;'

'\1-

~

.

_~

...J:'.h.,A._l

13; and a production entitl.ed La mort d'un" commis voyageur

.

.

f

~::~:-~~-~;

": :}

for ·the Theatre ·National. in Brussels, · BelgiUlll.

:fran~ic year Bro~k?fFfound

Novem~~~

time on

ac~f~~s 1 Natasha~;~. 24
The

., i, ·

folli:{~~g

:3, .1951, td'::marry.
the talented
'•.
.

-i~'~k

tu'i:ne~Y~o

year Brook

'-~.-~ ...)>:::~_

:")

-<

Somehow, during this

' {' ~. _.•.-" ·•:,·~~----)c.:''

the mediUlll (~ch he considered
,'

.$· ··-.,-,.

'hi~ (•i :first love /th:~ cinema .n 25 He tinde~took the fi~g .of '£he Beggar 1 s
.i~P. i

~·/')~:·;~ (,_

-~i

L/'ff( (,---·

~>. 1

,.

Opera based on the>John Gay work. 'The ~fil.m starred Ie.urence Olivier as
·iJ~,:

·::

-~)f:.-_·)

:_ 'L,,~,.t_t.'

F

~4'}

/..

_;~

Captain Ma.cheath' with Stanley H611o'Wa.y and Dorothy Tutin in supporting

:, J~,;~:r

.

f-fiC~~-__..-

...

roles.•. This :work still stands

,:. - .•·._. '\;'\

as

),l\ .'':'.'<

Brook's only British· f:i.lm to be made

-,-"!'.7'·'".

1..·. 1 ~

:' ·'.

-~:.-il(';<

under n~rmal studio"-·conditions. ,,:Critics:agreed that hi:idirection
ap;rbpriate and
. F.

.

·-

hi's

,"·'~\,.

work in

cro~ s6'i:~~~Jespecially no't~ble;26 it
;:_:i;~---~,-_,._f,-.,r;;:': ;_ ·- :·~·.-.

\IS-S

ws not

.;··1- ·,.

·

a coi:nmercial success, and this'may""hS.ve served to keep Brook sey of this
'"'---~

medi'ilin

~

:Cor many years to come.
,.

,/~-~

-··,:il :-:'· ,_: ._-_;·,' ,.,

Th~l;t.'~;so~s :Cor the failure

,, q.j<A ,(''.'~~-?,:,

;

~,

cussed in the chapter antitled" 11 Brooli: 'and' the Cinema. II
........

~

,(:

''-"·.-r',""·~:>.;,__;.l,~-- .. ••.

~

will be dis-

·~·

\-/'

With the advent of the W~rier Brothers release of. The Beggar's

,fiF·. ,;

. '{:-·:'

"')~·~ :~;'.": .·F''' ::. ·~~1:..

·-:"_}-~;lr·

OPera in the United States in\l953:Bro6k took on a period of diverse
>~-~~t

._ ___

and iconcentrated activity.

- ·''

-~--

-~·-;r~:., ~:,_..:f_J.z;:-{~·. . . ·~- ~r

_

;. .,.')~~·-·~~>':

His. talent was spread to America.
-~/~;;:"•':I)J~~~;,':>:<::i Jt

.,

The Little

~~~,his great success in Eng1and,~d ,France, -was his,first Broadwy
24Ri~don.

()ina:~ ~·l~- ·~.\~\

'-"-~!-···

\:' .,.1(' )i'·'1j]

8

:~;.;{:·.,:_:.~~~~...:,_,:.;···· ~

.;·\

'

_/

>

f(;\)}~'

The play-gei:{e~~ received weak notices, but ne~ly all

oi'f'ering.

r~rl~wers /:~;~is ad:_) B~ook
s di;ection. Z7
,., -·;").;,.
1

~Y-

<.:;?~

Also in 1953 Brook staged the coronation play, Venice Preserved,
-_,?_ --:·
·;, _-.,_ ~~-.t·~~:\1~:~!~;¥·-~ -~-· .
ill LOndon at the LY"rio :Theatre, Hammersmith, opening on May 1;.28
·;· -· '

·_ ~--

• t:! ,;"''_"-~\$

,·

~

,.

'.

.

New,York se~ured )hi's. tal~t
again on two occasions in 19S:3: he directed
,...
"

'

' ~-·

. '

-··- : ~--.-i;,.}~-

.

·.:..:

.

Orson Welles in King,Lear_i'or the Ford Foundation's Sunday night tale'":~\

:~_-:-~'~-~-~

vision program

OmnibUs,

and he was summoned by Rudolph B#g to stage

the1 l·letro~lltan ,Ope~~ sea~on opener Faust.29
The prodtiction w.s by no means convention8J. •

_·'_- -

·- - _.:

- }-· - - ; 'i1.:~-~~:~·z·

Brook

and the

\-~--\ ,-__ ..

.-<>

designer,. Roli' Gerard~ conceived the opera in a French rollllliltic 19-&h\i .
t~._.r--1•-.:~:~)~}::~.~:-~-:
... -.
j""
century setting, contrary to the time-worn custom o£ placing it in med-

Ge~. The;s;~t,.~ieved Mephistopheles i'rom the traditional musty

ieval
' .,, __ ,::·

i)._~___,...•. __ ,--li.~J,':,~/-''

,;__ .., J'i

pit and placed him, iii im elegant setting complete \lith opera cape and
'

.'

•••.•• ·

·--

;;~

't: '. ' '1

··-ll<·_,·j

'"'

1~--"-: .. <~~~~--

;>

top hat, Not all criti'cs or opera-goers accepted the change wit~ · ·- · · ;·
,'
·-/1::
enthUsia~: 30
't.!I"v.li" .
H£~>'{~~~
-'r.
. . . Returning to London in 1954 Brook directed two West End pro·-·~.

~->·

:i'-r"

1.- _ _;,:·"

~.·t, -~

£~·1·. ..~:

./-~ /

!

.:-:

dubt:ions at the Aldwycli: The Dark is Light Enough _which ope~ed on
-~

Ap~~~
t'

--~

...

i

)OJ

arid

Both

E£J~ ~eat .which

opened on June 9)1

However, the

;'t.

:-'''·__ ft.

United States was again to be host to Mr. Brook, who returned to New York

in~: t~e

i'alAto

st£~~~\h~f~~ew Truman

Capote-Harold Arlen nnisieal, House

of Flowers."-/ The stagwg, setting and music were received with high:praise
·''

•

~

--

"'

.,.,-~

>

.,.

,._, --

'\ a,~"!l.. i\.;,}•.
'-··~<:<'

,'"'·.

~

.ot.

·;

·• ....... ""•Wq.-··:r~

. .,.," ·-,,r~---·· ,

Z7.Rachel t-1. ··eofi'in~, (ad.), N~e~w~Yo::::r~k,_T.::,:h::::eo.s:a'-l::t::.r:;o.e~~:=.l;:l~~:.:::.!l.~
m; ' (Octobar· 12;•; 1953) ~~ 262-264.
·

/'

28R{gdon.
29A~stin s·t'~'v~risl ''Busy Mr.

T:tnie~s, October 4, 195:3;- II, 3.
:;.__~_ '\(

'·-·:;;,~~--~ !~"''_,,"' ."

<

'

"'

'~). f jl '\:~...

·"

~

~

:/

.,,
30Irving K;i~di£,,·•iihe~,. 1 Faust 1 of' Gounod Re-created bi'Mclnt'eu%,"
Saturday Review, (November 28, 1953), )).
''··· '·

,_

. •'

:31:Rigdon. "

~-

-

y:

,,•

·'''

9
by the Nev York critics; however, Capote's book for the production ws

attacked for questionable taste and lack of hUliiOr •

The play ran for

only five months in Nev York )2
An· assignment to produce AnouiJ.h 1 s The Lark in the London

West End brought Brook back to England.
Lyric, Hammersmith on May 11, 1955.33

The play ws produced at the
Brook 1 s production was accounted

by Time "the London Fiaseoll of the play and ws unfavorably compared

'With the more successful Nev York production starring .Tulia Hsrris.'

4

The lark had been Brook's third Anouil.h attempt; earlier he hnd directed Ring Around the Moon in 1950 and Colombe in l95l.
Failure didn't seem to deter Brook; he rebounded that yoo.r to
produce two Shakespearean works, both of which sebsequontl.y went on ex1

tended tours.

Titus Andronicus, starr:Lng Laurence Olivier and

Vivian Leigh, ws the first of these.

Not only did Brook stage the

production, but he also designed the shov and composed the music for
it.35

Kenneth Tynan praised the "WOrk:

Adorned by a vast, ribbed setting (the work of Hr. Brook, dosicnor)
and accompanied by an eerie throbbing of musigue concr'Qte (tho \.:ork
of Hr. Brook, composer), the play is now ready for the a ttcntion of
1-!r. Brook, director. The result is the finest Shnkespearcnn production sinc;:e the same director taclcled l1easure for :Heasuro five
years ago.3°
The same production of Titus Andronicus toured Yugoslavia, Polnnd and
other European countries in 1957.37

.32coffin, XY, (December 31, 1954) 1 189-92.

33ru_gdon •

.34uA Fiery Partiele, 11 ~ (November 2S, 1955), ?6 •
.35Kenneth Tynan, Curtains (Nev York:
36rbig •
.37Moritz, ?5.

Ath eneum, 1961. ) 104.
1
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FolloWing his success with Titus:; .Brook set out to stage Rrunlet
... ',''·:.~.:,~
-..
·'>
')t'.·
with the Stratford Shakespearean Memorial Company. With Pa.ul Scofield
j.

;:;·::

'in

.;

'}f

,,It

-:,~::Y

~:the
:r:~f

,._

-

the titl'e role the. play was first performed in November of'
):: ·

.. ~ .;·

:

\

.

-· ;r1f~,

1955, when
.

entire companY-, irivited by the Ministry ,of Culture,3 8 new to Moscow
·f.,·r

"

f where

7

'.·.•

"~--~-"if,-

!

'"'\ • :"
"),-1' .

for ,,the first t,iJne since the 1917 r~yolution, the, Soviet capital

~-~·'<;~~--:·:

~~---

~:__

__, ·:·J ::;_

/ --·-~

.

',.:~lH:

I

•pplayed host _to an English theatre company.

--·~J:><<'

. _::~-

l.~~~~-}

-;_

;;;~,r

'}; ceived the play and the players.
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Jt compaey were treated t? 16 cUrtain calls.39
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The 33-year-old Scofield. and his

,F'

'·'

The Moscovites,warmly re-

~~~:-___

After this triumph the group

·*· ~

.

_,_ .r.-... , ·-·

,jf!i::. returned to· England to ··open the play on home ground at the, Phoenix
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i~'r{iTheatre in

£;ndon on December 8, 1955.40
-~-~ .~----~~---·
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Brook managed to squeeze into the.busy year of 1955.: the -writing

~f}t~ttr

,_;,;'£:~,;

~·:~~·~:·-~ . _,
.
t J~~; _ _i~---·
\••''~o~ a television pla.y entitled The Birthdav Present. The work was shown.
~~~~- . ·:c>._
. __.
·-:·.:.:_ Jn.:
.......,< , 1·.-_
:;!{ ~n the BBC during that
41
· · . ,..
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An adaptation 'o~ Grabame Gr~~~~.'4~,novel, The Power and the Glor;y,

year.

,.:.and a revival of T. S. Eliot's, The FB.mily Reunion, for london 1 s Phoenix
.JJ:\1,!(:{-;
'" ' ,.
~
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··-~ ~:··.·_.
...
~,:,Theatre were to be Brook's next undertaldJ:lg •. He both composed the music

··~ta.

staged

;·'tie.borate
~

'

,)F~r

'~~~-_. :: ~--·

The' P~wer

~t\he Glory wJ~l"r~~~ed. on April. 5' 1956; 4.2
sets~·f6r the ~~g~uction
weF~1''d1s~~ed by Georges 1-Iakhevitch~ 4:3:
.

The. FanillReunion;;~{:;hlch openti"on Jnne.
'

.,

J•. /·<-~:~~:-·.;

· . ·;:

7~ 1956~44 Brook

_ :· _;._,-

'

hims:ell'

~rciesigned the ·sets.45 Tw.other assip~~ts also occupied his time in .
~(;_··

''!1956:
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·-·~ :~
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The directing of 1Arthur lldlle'l"s A View;from the Bridge at tlie

-1,iil ..&.

J&ryn~,,/.25.

39nH::iinJ.et in

40ru.gdon_.;',

43Tyna.n,;l24.
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Moscow, n Time (n·e6i:kher ·~·~
41Horit:n:;~t

44ru.gdon.

1955), 67.
42Rigdon.

·;\~5Tynan,
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Called. back to' Stratford in 1957 Brook launehe?- upon a year
~l

'

-~

:-:"·_..

·,.;;~--~ .. ~

'

>--)_ ..

whioh'"was to in,clude: ·"A Shakespearean production, The Tempest, star<_.h~)::\~L
,
:,)1..<
-,-.·~~---.· .~ . -,.j!y·-··.,
ri.D.g John Gielgud at ~tratford-on,.ivon; an opera, EMen.bD.eg;tn, at the
., ..
...,
·-· _>./. . .
.
.;
) ~~t _·
'---~- " ~ ·;. '
~
Metropolitan Opera; an,ABC-TV play which he wrote entitled;Heaven and
~

,_ ..;;.¥_( .-.

Ea.f.th;' and

th~ Europ~·:.tour

----~: -1· '-·' ..,

--

impres~ive prod~otio~~ii4S was
:.F.-- . ji';::.
Drury' Lane' Theatre in London for a seven-week s.eason beg::l..n!._-

t>rought . to

'

of his earlier miccess, Titus Andronieus,47

Tempe~tfequated

Brook's
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December 5, l957Y after its successful opening in August at
' '· .'

_:{~~}:;\/-<!,
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-

~. _- -~

'
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:~ ---~

the?ShB.kespeare Memorial'' Theatre. Here again Brook exercised his ·
t)t~;~

.-

; -'-.

·,~-
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-
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_--l

r"'.- ·"

~- '- ~;:-~:.,:-

.

artistic abilities by ''designing and composing for the production as
r-

h

-.,
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l.' ,,...,.-.]'• --

::,,,,_./fl
·~,-~ry-~.
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__ ..:_:

.t·· "_.it:·~··;~-'-,,

·.· !rhe American opera world seemed· more willing to< accept Brook's ·
-.:~~i-'?_,f~\•'.',;: ,
' ; '-,\
,
:t,<~ :./,
st8.g.ulg of Eugen. Onegj.n than previous. attempts• A columnist for Mlsical
:•
,,
'
.: .
··•··.
, . •.:
.
Nilerica prefaced an interview 'With Brook by this statement:' .
r
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);;;, ·--:·J:.·
Mr~

,,,·

f\t}>;'\t'

,..

.: . <.:':.-.

"'-~,-
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<--_i·

Brook is responsible for the very beautiful staging of 11Eugen
.Qnegin11 recently ill the Metropolitan Opera's repertoire, and for
the less felicitious;production of 11 Faust" for the, sa:me oompa.lly'
~ few years back.~~"
_1( ~:;,{
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,,~~'

/
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Ji'

d""p:...,__,."'"
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C8llle to New York to ohrist'en the newly refurbished and. newly named Lunt.;.
. '"i:'.';;}: {""~

'' j

~ '•·- _(_:_, . ~i'' ·"

Fontaine Theatre'withthe May 5, 1958, premiere of Durrenmatt's The
·•·
i, i
''
,.
.. ):·:·"' )'\;
Visit,.
which subsequently:.played
the Royalty Theatre, ·Lond~n;
'
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... . 48.Frances Steph'eris~ Theatre World Annual No,
Macmd11an Compariy, 1958), 80.

.49M,Q.:<r
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.

~Ern Still, II Musical' Alnerica, LXXIX,
i

The
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(J~e/,f9s9),
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opening June 2.3, 1960.

A ll!Usical, Irma I.a Douce, :was :.:the Brook con~~

-~ ..:~~·\"

tribution at the ~ic in London in July of 1959. This production be.. -,\~!···;

··::_:/

came Britain's export to the United States in 1960 openlng oni,
'd

···.;

·:t

September 29, at the PlJmouth Theatre, New Iork,51
I
\

J,
~

The ubiqUitous Hr. Brook found time in the fall, of "1959 to stage
~

/k

f

~-~

:·\; <i

Anouilh's newest offering, The Fighting Cock, at the ANTA Theatre, which

.

'

opened on December 8 of that year.

.

The clistinguished," cast included
' ·-1._ }""

Brook 1 s wife, actress Natasha Parry as well as Rex

:s:aJ:.rison.~~
~
•,,.

-:::1;· \

.i

"

;

Besides the transatlantic trade of his productions
of:'The Visit
·,
.;.

and Irma Ia Douce, Brook :was given t"Wo commissions in l960.
.~;·,

·.;. :~

The first

:.-~~:;\"

was directing and designing Genet 1 s Le Bal. con at the Gjrlima.se ;:·Theatre in
'

Paris.

\,~<~"',;

\ ·.(

The second was an adventure invoJ.ving the cin~, a medium in

tf

\·.:' '

which Brook bad not worked for eight years., A·liaison between novelist
~

~

'

Harguerite Duras, actress Jeanne l'JOreau (with whom
.

BrJ~kr

ha.d\1orked in

~

~

Paris on Cat on a Hot Tin Roof in 1956) and Brook hims:elr resulted in
--~~-

~~-

·r

.·,. (·

the filming of Moderato Cantabile, the French entry to ;.the
Cannes
Inter-.
.
{
~.

;'

national Film FestivaJ. that
year. llthough! not
all critics
applauded the
.
.
.
work, the film broke record in Paris.53
In need of a rest, Brook and his

to travel in Me:ldco, Chile and Peru. 5 4

~~e left in Sct~b~g~'c,f 1960

Th;l !pring .of 1962
-~ .

i::i'

two events which brought pride to the Brook family.
~--?.~\{f

ij,,'·

~

o'~!sioned
:y:: ·'

The first~ in
_·;:-~:~

'

'\/'j ·::~< ..

January, :was an award naming Moderato Cantabile "Best Film of ·1961 11 in

.

51Rigdon,
,._,..,
52Robert Brustein, Seasons of Discontent (New Y~rk:
~
;_;, '(' -~
Sc huster ' 1965) ' 10..,.
·, ,'\0

'

sinlon

and

.1,.·.

53ruchard de la Nare and :Maurice Ih~t~n~ "Peter. ·Brook/Fum
Director, 11 The Guardian . (Manchester), November 29, 1962~ 6. \;"''
54Moritz, 76.
.. ' .
<
·· ·

<

was the birth of a daughter, Irina, born to Peter and Natasha Brook in
Paris on April 5. 56

",

Evidently the year away from directillg :J;"enewed Brook's creative
-;'

i?·

·:_~);~ ~-

·-"

,\'

energies because he returned in 1962 to,- stage and design the most suc-

:

-·

-

!

cessful production of his career up to ·'tJ~·: date-the controversial and

--).',-·' ::

'\~·:i

1f' highJ:y praised King Lear,

with Pat,ll Sco~iel~, in the title role •

'~"'

-

!}:~'

·.. -.

The

play had its premiere at Stratford-on-Avon on November 61 1962; .five
':... 1:

weeks later on December 12 the production moved to the Aldwych Theatre
h'

in Icndon.5 7

Movement was a

characterls.tic~:of

.

'

. "

this King Lear which made'

two more touring stops before the final i ctir'tain rang down in 1964.
Brook's remarkable work represented the

.

'R' 6YaJ.

Shakespeare Theatre in

·'·'".' ;~_

l',·.'

Paris in the spring of 196.3 at the Thea~re .'~e Nations where it won the ·
,-.)

Prix de la Jeune Critique as well as the-Cha}J.enge du Theatre des
Nations.5 8
In

May of 1964 the King Lear_ co~4'travelled
to the United
.,.
,-./'.

-~

States to have the privilege of being
the first
dramatic group to per.
)·
.

/-~

.-··.

.

form at the $19 • .3 million New York State Theatre at the Lincoln Center
for the Perfornd.ng Arts.59

The

achievem~ni.im.s
_
••• ', • ••. _\,'i'

tinents.

celebrated on two con;

.:

•

Charles Marowitz, author o:f The I.f8thods as Means,· · had been

.

c··w~

assistant to Brook for the production,and related in a later article
•

;.

:

55 11 Peter Brook:
(January, 1962), 7.

(, .. _};<•)

'· ·'ll'~!::cL~

The Year's Best 1 11 Films and Filming, VIII,
.: C
·

56variety, April 111 1962, ~.

<:

5?Rigdon.

}'\.

58John Goodwin (ed.), Royal Shakespeare Company 1960~l963
(New York: Theatre Arts Books, 1964), 16.3.
, ,
59touis Calta, 11Acoustics Scored at State Theatre," The New
York Times,_ May 20, 1964, .36~
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t~t'the play
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d,rF~·;time'
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kd been viev~ed as

r1
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not only a

••

•hit•

and a 'sucees ··.

b{it

an historical event in the English Theatra.u60
•.
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,' TW"~'l'iays and a.filln received Brook's directio~'in 196.3: The

.-:~,.., - - . ·-~-
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I

,c Physicists;: Sergeant Musgrave's Dance .. and Lord of the Flies. Durrenmatt 's

~~\The
~isi:Ci:ts 'rm.s
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.

-
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-~'

:J . ... -·-_
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~

i'irst'eperi'ormed by the Royal
i·-.

'

Sbakesp~are
.
,-

~,!-•"i

Company on

_;,

January,9 1 ;196,3,i;at the•'AJ.dwych Theatre and subsequently visited Edinburgh,

--~<-' -~--,.t:~---. ~ .•:····· :;~--"•'i:Newca::;~le;and
~~---~,

'

'·!·-·

·-··-.;_(~'

--··.- ·-·

-.-:'<~'"•

-

Manchester·in May and June.

•
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.,•
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i J

(ured.. ·- a
broadcast
oi' this.'production on October 17 and•Novem.ber 18 of that
.
.
-~- •'

'i,~f'yeaf.61·

Bernard.';Leviil ofi.the U>ndon Daily Mail is quoted as giving this

- ~

'

-,~ -<·

_,. '

•

tacc.ount:
i--

"'

•

::~·pU.As' the' auditorium

;'

slowly fills up, we observe that' the curtain is up

.~ ch•and that there is a cc;>11se lying at the front of the stage, which bas

. :.·... <i} 1presumably been there smce the doors were opened. • . Mr. Peter Brook
',r ~

.; ,:';il

been up to his tricks again.

• • • But how much more tremendous

;,.:;.;'~\,,,,:,·are'Mr;'';Bro.ok 1 s triCk~ 1 than those of any other five producers put

,· ·.together.o~ .. ·

., ···'·'

"'

~'-:'(::•;- ~t···"

(~ Br~oil• s produ'~tion of .John
<

-

•

•

·-·

.

Arden's Sergeant Musgrave 1s<'funce opened in

,/

P~is:at
the'Athenee
Theatre
in 196.3.
.
..... :,.,'

,,;-••>

··::.

'

"

~.,

~;rinteresting
."/ "..

~~·r ·~:

- . .- - _ .-

--·-

flliri opport.k_ty presented itself in 196.3·,'·/Sam Speigel, who
.c

-'>

!:had~acquired . tli:e·rights to·,William Golding's novel, Iord of the Flies,

• 4i ,' \
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-" ' ' ~"'-~-

•••

-.. ,.,1!.' ;I

,.;

'
'

'

X'engaged,Brook;to.·direct
the'ii" picture, allowing him considerable
i'reedom
' ...
.., •.,. ___
-'
-!

:-If~-..

,., . •

'\(.to.~p;ovise ~~ .. experimep.~,with dialogue and cinematogillphy.

The film

fwas

shot on andsland off.;Puerto Rico and edited in Paris. The picture
·:,\:
\l','
(3 ;"-'
' i
1
.~;became one of areat Brit8.in s· two entries to the Cannes .Film. Festival in
-,..;. ,:,_

-.1::.-•'.f~:.·~"< . .-

""i-~.J

1 -·· . -

1963. ~~ Lord ~~·the Fli~s,: is probably
. .f .
}work.
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I
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Brook 1 s

I!lOst po~J.y known fi:Jin

(··;,.... "f

,..,A..
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.-,·:,-:·..;..··
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',60cb8.'rles Ma.rowitz~ "Lear Log," Tulane Drama Revue, VIII,
../ (Winte~ 196.3); 120.
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•..·.····T·. •

.

l6lg<lod~;

·

195.

..

62rbid., 188. .

6.3lli_gdon.
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c64p~~elope Houstoil:.and Tom Milne, IIInterview with.. Peter Brook," .
;Sight and So1.1lld,JXXXII, (SUlll!ller, 196.3), lOS.
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of new

~d ~mnatic expr~s~ion, Brook,

means, new methods, new forms or graphic
!

s~~er

long'the

~·~

'

'

., ..

experilne~tBJ.,

Long .the champion o:f' the
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f'all of 1963

,:::r:(

This
,..

that was to sharply influence his future wrk.
,

·_:-. -_.,._ . /;':.::.,._

program in the

with the aid of Charles Maro'Witz launched'S:

'.'1\'

projectl'''backed
.
. ..
._,

'•j'~
.-.\'·-·

,''.t,;;

:·-·

and f'ully" subsidized by the Royal Shakespeare Theatre in Conjunction
·.,;'f~:~\-

with the Icndon Academy of Music and

-~'

Drama.:~c

as the "Theatre of' Cruelty.n65 Peter

\;~\-

Hall; 1do-director
~·f the
.:.)· .....
-~-- __,;r,·-_.-.

.

r.;:;~

Art bB.s come .to be know
.->_,·\:~!

Royal

~-----.

Shakespeare Theatre (with Brook and Michel'St. Deirl.s) empl'ksized the
importance of the undertaking:
Peter Brook has recently been conducting wit~The company a progr8Ill!lle called "Theatre of Cruelty11 which, , by· taking the teachings
of the French theatre visionary Artaud·as'its starting'point, ha.s
gone into uncharted methods o:f' expression. ~u~ work in'' t:n.·. ~ hands
of Brook, a major innovator, can have untold inrluence.66 ·
,. -.,_,

:~·-:·

~: ·!_~>s--~:l·

·:·,:,

·: .?·-·

·<1

The project, a long-t:lJne dream of,'Brook 1 s;'·consisted of an ex-

.

'>;·1 t.-). ---~-

t:_ J'?.? ·--·•:\· _ ;::_}

tensive training program. for a select group'or ·actors, led by Brook
ti~c-

and assisted by Marowitz, which had its first
rnnts
in
A
-·
-~--;'

,-~;, ,~0~:

·_. ._ . '., ·-..·._ :<.,: '.

a.iu-ivat~
~

,· ' -.::'~

showing of a "Theatre of Cruelty" workahop·prese~ted in Jan~, 1964,
-:·

1i··--·~

'

at the L:lndon Academy of Dramatic Arts

Theia~re
:::;,;;" CJ;

·"

·~r

Club in lOndon.,.,,,. The
·l· _

_

.

.

·-· .:·;,

f·.~•:"-.:

. " _.

'

showing was intended not as a performance··· in the· usual sense,"· but simply
·;,.,:;r,&_~··:\ ' ',~-:·f~ .
._-.··>-~<'_>( '.
as a demonstration of vrork in progress, hopef'uJ.li of interest to members
~-,:;/

of the profession, for the most part.
up-beat, 11 67 but Marowitz felt somehow

't. /''

! -'' -:'

The:~·notic~s were "interesting,

tru:.J1alth~~ the

critics had

been warned that the offering was strictJ.Yia·damonstration, th,ey still
reviewed the evening as i f it had been a

perf6~~~. 68

,:1;(:~':j:;
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65Charles Marowitz, 11 No~es on
..,Dr...,.a..,m=::a:..,:,;R;::.eVU.:.::.:::e,XI, (Winter, 1966), 152.
66Goodwin, 47. .
67Marowitz,
68Ibid.
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the,Th~at;,:~r eru.eiti," Tul~e
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on the Theatre of Cruelty, 11 165~·
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,' ScreenS;,. Brook and Marowitz agreed to wrk on oniy the first twelve
.;:~~ -

,~--~:·:_:: :''",:;O~~:?jt~. ·_: .

':.•. ·, >

'· --·

, scenes·· of the- prodigious wrk and bypass the remaining tw-and-one-half
<!'--."

'

~

0'

(ho~s. ' The ~rk sessions proved highly profitable, but often 11threw
•'~

-~\y;:~{~~.><'f_1
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,!~p 'more -~t~rial
-~f

_,j:~-!~~~';(.;;-,i~~~::.~:~~-jil~

J
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f_C: _' . ..
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than we knew what to do -with, 11 69 accordlllg to 'ifaro-witz.
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.- ~~~~~.:~t:__ - , ., .

The group, now skilled and primed :for a more complete challenge,

'

"\r'. "···''" ·
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·· . -~-~
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;:-·,

.' found just·; that vehicle in Peter Weiss 1 s plaf The' Persec-tition- ~d

~f
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_i·:

,,· Assaasina.ti6n of,Marat as Performed

_to be bo-wn silnply as Marat/Sade.
·_, -.,.,- .--'1;' :t_..C ··; 1'·;•. :.",:;;,:-<'-~<.:-.: •.
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by

"._·:~

-··-\'.·
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<:.

the Inmates of the Asylum of-

.----'

A manuscript of the play was first
....·: 1_.Ai·

-- ...-"'

.,"

sent_; ~b:j,~o,k ~~om Germa.n;v early in 1964. }~rook conferred with Wei~s

1
.,

.w...

\,_-"

~;:

~

-

·--·~·
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.
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; in Berlin'and:-set about immediately to begin.• a rehearsal period which
.. '· c~·~f~·-··~- . .~:~,r~· ,''•·i.,o;L,~·Ll:·."._.
- .<;!::'
-~
.
. ;..
<' wa~ ·to last ;two months, rather than the uSual fom -weeks. '70 Countless
f~'
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·~-.ift1:· . . _ ,. _ ·

___ . ·~·
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.; hours :of', research, experimentation and improvisation culminated in-the
\

,~·"-~-~

•

•:,y,•~;,V"'·':!':.',,,,_•o<•')
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?r.oild.on•opening.of the work on August 20, 1964.71
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}~~ ~:rtude of Marat/Sade _was wid~ly ackno-wle,dge*

J

.in Exlg~d

Ji,and~,l~:.~. r~~-,teaped the Atlantic as David ~~rrick engaged;;;~e--~?mpa.ny
,,...

"

:·- '•

'.tto bring thetproduotion to Broadway for a l:ilnited run.
>

·~if!-;

_
_-,- :;·

t:· <~r+~\.J·'~

.r:.-r

'':Ji t•t,

.-:·

The: New York
·-'Yl-r

iprenli:ere on De;ember 27, 1965, was at the Martin Beck Theatre. 72

~-.:> ·~·

•

•

· 1 '-ff.~,·ts~-.c-

::~

y>

· • .; ....1' .·

,,.

The advent or the play in New York charged an explosion or
-~;--

•)::',·%~:', -·~ . .

"<eontroversy,praise and criticism. Robert• Brustein called it

. t~T·_::;·.-·::.:.·_ , 0;:~:~;·-':"'·

•;,> :P .... _(ct.

_..

.....- -'-,l

11 one,of

-'

•

·•.:
.. ~~i ~~j~~;/J(,'
'
·:Johri Chapman of the New York Daily News proclaimed:

::~- _-t:·~-

:"

;f~~·:-:~; .;

.1

.

·'

,}

The year,' s most. exciting piece or sheer theatricalism•.' Feverishly ·
-, , '"'i exciting, always ·spectacular. 75
·: ; \
~ ~~~--;
.::,,~-\~··'
~,

');,

• • • •, . ,__

'

· ··

•

'

•

<

; The :excitement predicated over the event insured an' extended
-···-">'."'"'·····

,,,,tour of the'production as well as a recording and a film -coMmitment.

:' <·
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!.·
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,_.

~·

•

,. ,-

"'"

•

•

-";fAi'te; a brier hasdei\lith the American Federation or MUsicians over the

~;.

'';-'

'-

l',

...... ,

··,:.:;

:ii:use
'oi' ...-British
' .,
..... -~·,_.~'-'--

.

.~it

'.\i•1:_:.-l:the
_··

~·

'-~-

_

musici~s, :&ook and the. company or
'

)5 phyers
recorded
.
-,

.

entire
.".._-

production, for Caedmon Records.
~

. -;.;._\

.

The album

~..

ws'. released late

·t iri the' si>r:til.g or 1966~: 76
1

j-

~~ ""lln'the
.
. £all

of

:,:'ror.S.,·pr~vate showing.

*

-' i

'.•;;)i(

-

l

1965 Brook tackl~d
. . another Peter'Welss script

-

"\·~--' tf~.

:

He directed Weiss's The Investigation for a

~,:;:h, . .i'_._ .~';,_

...

'•---····

·

73Robert Brustein, ,1'Embarrassm~nt. of Riches 1 11 Th~

'-(~anuary,1 22,,1966), 23.

~-

·'
·~- }

: -·~c·

.74rhe·Ney YorJi';Times,.January . "~i
75Ibido

New Rewblic

1966, II, 2.

c;,
'Marat/Sada 1···Madness, n The
.c',"'

•·

.

(ls}
~'~

\ ../

.

late night reading 'at the AldYJYCh Theatre in London' on October 20. 7S
~

·~~ook 'a'nd. the

Also in 1965

-:_"; . ' '--

:'

Royal.

_,_._~}->~;,;_

~~htrov~"r~ial
Ye·
:"·

the high:cy

.

Shakesp~~e
.

c •. ·.

This anti-Wa.r'

~--

appll~d

the principles-

y

Compari;: brought forth
'

- --

". ''-'

' './

play1 '-~lthough based

•

on

in the production ofMarat/Sade, did not achieve
,.

'

"

the power:eu:L £n.paot or the latter. Maro'Witz consider~d it an artistic
failure. 79 ·
In 'th~

however, ..rorking on the diverserphases ~f re-

main,
.

]:'

&

searching, preparing, staging, touring, defending, ;t'rec6rding 'e:rid :f.'ilming
''·~"'

t-,• -.. :"

' .; ~,.,-.· .,

• •.

-'

--

Marat/Sade occupied."\nost of '&ook' s time for allnost'\'three years. · H~
·~""
i(_·:~

was awarded the: New;York Theatre Critics Prize in June, 1966, for his
direction

oi',Marat/s~de._So

An earlier honor was perhaps even more

impressive than the Theatre Critics Prize:
;;_

,-

:;~ ,),

On

Ja.nuaxy 1,

1965, he was

:

~---

__ ~-,.

awarded the title
C~B~E. (Commander oi' the British Empire) by Her
. -·
(,_
(
l'j~'-

Majest;V the·

Queen r6r,.

11

_,..,;1

of the Royal.'

His progressive work as producer· and eo-director

Shakeste~e

Theatre. n8J.L

Peter Brook 1 s 'accomplishments have been

pro~i'ic

and varied.

'

His work in the theatre has covered a truly extensive 1 range of media and
literature;

and

the~e is much evidenc~ that his career is in many

respects just now gathering momentum,

New ground

his been broken 'With

'

the success oi' the "Theatre oi' Cruelty 11-Marat/Sade experilllent, and with
78 11RoyaJ. Shakespeare Company, 11 Tulane

1966), 109.

. . ' .

79charles Ma.roldtz, "Theatre Review,"
(Winter, 1966), 173. · ·

80r~

Drama

Revue,: XI, (Wiriter,

Tulan:Jt;Drama. Re~e; ja,
· ·- ·· .

Wright,\ "Blood letting in. the bath hoti'se, 11
(Manchester) 1 June 28, 1966, 7. ·
·
,·8l..:rhe Times' CL?ndon), January 1, 1965, 10. "

'-: .. ,- · ·.-

The~ ~dian
· · ······
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' new cinematic techniques, 82 a new media IIley". even be in
,.
Brook's current project (1967) of directing the Royal
' ··

iompe.ny in a film version of King

..

Learif~r CBS-TV83 will
~~·-i.

.

1r his enthusiasmfor cinematic directing and his expert
~

·' -;. _'it'
{~-~t .....

.

•

'

Lcing Shakespeare. This fol'lllidable project, under Brook's ·
~'If--'··:''

111tive admiliistration, is one to be followed with great
.nyone who is concerned 'With the direction of new perthe contemporary theatre.

se involving multiscreens used simultaneously as
1 the Johnson's Wax Film at the 1964 New York World 1 s Fair.

garet Roruui, "A Sense of Direction • • • \lith Dangling
stic Teacher (March ;31, 1967) 1 21.

CHAPTER II
Brook and the Opera
'·
--,
' ...1:1''' ·i~

I have found that all things in entertainment feed into each other
reciprocally~:::'' There is a sort of gestation through the·. seeming
contradiotion'.of the different mediai One form reacts against the
other to the profit or the director.
.
·
Peter, Brook
Consider~g Peter Brook's insatiab~e appetite i'or·dramatic chal-

;··v
·· :lenges in directilig it is not surprising that he should try his hand at
\,,!

' '
'!''• .,opera; however;~it
is in this area that his accomplisbm~ts are probably
-;
":\
_,~

iieast known. Wor~d opera buf:f's will sure~y remember his outhndish and
'

',''

r''

~-·

'';'·1,;'··'::' •

!.SUrreu Salome' of ~949, in London, and staunch Metropolitan Opera i'ol-

;.

.;,--7t \·,

; .,._ .,.

~ewers may recall his renovation o:f' Faust
;,~~r--~~'-~-~"~953. Although Brook's work in opera has

.

""•

'·~o

date· (seven

, versiu.
;,.-..

~~eras

).:-'-:._. :~.

-

not been particularly prolific
'!•.'__ .:.._.j,i

to his credit), it has at least

_.•,

~-

-~

,,!

for the opening in the !all o:f

~~~n

highly contro-

This ~hapter will exa.nrl.Ile Brook's general i'ee~gs about the
rr• .. _

~

-(·'':_~- ~- ~-::

; probl.ems of dir~cting the opera, briefly discuss some of, his early works,
" ·~d then i'ollow

hiin

in detail through the process o:f' directing ~

from inception to opening night.
Brook's opera philosophy closely parallels his theatre philosophy:
Tbe

a:im oi' all opera,

he maintains, should be like the .aim.of the theatre
,,"·,•·;

production-to ~ing
all elements into a unity and harmony .wherein design,
'1t
.,
'l.staging and music are part of a whole, stylistically. i t i s the
J ......

.

director's respons.!bi~ity to see that the production's total effect
1Austin Stevens, 11Busy Mr. Brook from Britain, 11, 5The New York
Times, October 4) ~953, II, ;3.
'·," ·

20

2l
. 'Preserves the esse:lntial qualities of the music.
·--

Too often this integration

'

ls not present, <s,ays Brook:
The composer is not necessarily writing 'a theatre work. He con•
centrates on musical style and flavor, which may .then be haphazardly
transferred by a designer to the stage picture so that the· picture
and sound won't necessarily coincide.2
. ~) 'd· .
f{:
l.'

~-, .. ~

·''

'j

,..

·:·,.,..

; ~e o:t: the great\iiffi.culties of the opera 11machke 11; is thB.t

;··~Tamand, .with only rare
"~

.

.•

. -

,...,.____

,the director or producer.

chain of

prio~t,j to the co~~~citor over

exceptions, gives

4';~

~';-_-:;,

the

·--~

..

.

/:.:~tb

Thus the musical interpretation takes pre-

'

·:.·ced~ce and the Uriified effect may be l~st.
~- ·~'

''

.'J'

'

~ ~;·;,_,,,<;·•,

,•

> • ..

.;~·\·;

• •r . ':

"·)<· •·

• • • in the opera, ·whatever his nominal position, the producer is
still second .to the conductor and, in the place of' someone objective
to blend the :impressions of the earland those of the eye, one has .
the domination; of, the musician, the' prof'essio~ expert, .,with' the
inevitable blinkerdom that specialization ~ings)
·
eonsideriri.g his personal penchant ·ror

..

•,

production in opera.

~

:;:;~-,;_..~"

He further

," .. _,

lamen~s

'

"

surrace errect.}· Brook be'

·1:•1.

:. ;___ :·'-_~*

.

'-·~

••. '

".·.. ...,.:·.. '" :'

the progress made in scenic art
·< _. '/' :~i,,._,.,''~

k-

'·'in "the only form of' theatre in every part of' the world that·is··genuinely

"'

.·;~:_~:· <~

;'_;,:

--~h.~.

,,i:ree of' .commerce, that is dedicated solely to the creation 'of!i'beautii'ul

.\~'"- __: :\

'

1{

.-'i,J! ..

.

_-_·--~~'·_-~ '_:'-'

-

'

i\,tlrlngs. 11 4 Occasionally operas a.re mounted with·· an 'eye towd,.. the
t;.~~:,:
-· •'
.?-:;:$,....
.)~)~~·-~::. :~ ,-~' .,;~~---f Gordon Craig principles of' simplicity'' and elegance,'' but this usually

~;(·~-:.'

;~;,-,_?~-''

-

:~~'

''

-~:. _.

-.

1
loccurs
only on those rare instances \rhen'producer'
and conductor·actively
.
'

,:concur on interpretation, and when

st~gilig
:-~~2{ -~,J.

.

is given equal

--·· ·,.

wei~t.
. .\!:::.-.

~-

·:

;.ever, f'or most performances, Brook conclUdes:·:
,_,.....
·-·.:• •.• in the great· opera houses or'1'the world,
'~....,,~v;-

ckU:f:in,

2John
"He Directed
·XXXVII, (December, 1953), 71.
,

1

t~~ N~w VE!r~i~g·;u The~tr~
·

3Peter Brook, "The Influence of GOrdon , ~idg in
XXXVII, (Summer, 1955), .:34. ·-' ·

Practice,"~

4Ibid.

,.

u"t.§.,

Th~~g: ~d
·

· "';'·''

How-
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cloths are unrolled and e:xquisite masterpieces of musical thinking
are presented before these blinding horrors: indeed 1i so" violently,<
is the one sense being offended whilst. the other is 'tleing \lOOed ~pat
one would imagine it impossible for a:ny lover of;thei,score not to be
continually distracted. Unfortunately, the same people, audience ·
a:nd critics, l.J'hO (one hopes) would not dream Of hangiilg a Burne:.:_Jones
on their living room wall, watch these mauve and orange Tannhausers
with complete· satis£action.5
. '
Brook 1 s major contentions against the opera extend.cpast scenic
considerations into the reaJ.m of acting.

He believes<t~t ·,.the most ei'-

£ectiva opera acting is a kind or. "slov motion," and tfui.t fev~n'
this should
,,.
'"·"'

be at a premium. · Operatic actors tend to have preconceived notions or

the interpretation of a role, according to Brook, and'are most often
unwilling to respond to directoral suggestion. 6 Usua.i:cy the' director is

forced to adapt his ideas to the singer 1 s requirements.

''When a singer

tells me he cannot produce a certain note in a certain. pOsition, 11 says
Brook,

11 I

have no choice bu.t to take his word for it, as I am not a

singer~"7

·The solution to the problem o:f' inhibiting the m':tpeX::f'luous move-'
ment.s of over-zealous singers 11is to anchor singers

d~&t~ih costumes

so heavy• and elaborate that they are incapabl.e or movingl~ven if they
want to, uS says Brook.

The real solution, he maintaills, lies w:!.th the

critics; not until they demand that singers be actors a~ weJ.l, and that
vocal bravado 'Without appropriateness o£ gesture and movement is ineomplete, 'Will the world o£ singers acknovledge their total theatrical
responsibility to their art.9

5.llliQ..
6"Keep 1llin Still,n Musical America 5 LXXIX, (June) ..

i~59 i!'n.

7Howard Taubman, "The Remaking of an Opera, u The Nev Yo~k Times
Ma,gazjn2 (November 22, 1953), 32.
'd'·'' ···

SMusical America •

9Ibig.

'

The director's responsibility in opera, acc~rding to Brook, is
z··;~

first of all to distinguish the prevailing eharact~;isties o£ t.he music
and t.hen find a way t.o t.rai).smit the mood and intent!set by the composer
·~~
\:~

Thus the atmosphere o£ the music itsell", 'rather

into stage effects.

than any operatic· tradit.ion, should essentially det!rmine a •tP.ven work 1 s
.

.

~~;

visual. presentaM.:6n.~O

It was this conyiet.ion of Brook's that:'_later

put him at variance 'Wit.h the critics and the opera purists over certain
f,.··--

of his adaptations.
.,·

Brook was barel.y twenty-three years old· when he took on t~e
J•

.

responsible position o£ Director
of Productionsi~t the famed RoYal,Opera
.
House, Covent

Salome.

Gard~

or t.he

in London.

During the years,

·~.··

l~48-49

he

stag~d

young man's authority in this position one critic 'Wrote:
~-~k,_." ,..,

,.1;.,_:.~~,-,f

·;;,:.,/:·;;,;.~

.-

.

\'

Five feet four,in height, with a,softwoice and a
t>renty-three~eir-old youth ordered' opera singers
nearly collapsed f'rom fatigue. As one tenor<said
soprano: 'It' is' like being kicked bY a ca.nSXy.•
added that the canary had a kick, like a mule.~l

sey smlle;·,this
about. untll they
to a large•'.<
But he 'should have
:; .•. .
'j

.•

There was •no conflict betoreen,
notions of.: staging and
music in
.,
. ··-,, ':• ·-·.;•,_, '
'~

'

Brook's production;of'
La BohOOI.e. :Brook.. claims that(there
are
two
.,,
.. '"' ' only
,__._
~~ '.
operas that he knows of' where stage picture
and music. are in ba:rmony:
''
. " '"
~,

~ ,,,-~

La Boh'eme and wuise.

~ -~'{,"

'

In both of these the decor .. of the buildings of

Paris and the romantic f'lavor of
of theme and mood.

"

•

~

,f

th/~sie
comin~le
.to
·v:
-.. ...
~

c,:·•~:"··.-

form

-~_),

~~t~e;unity
_;:· __.,_.
<?c.~/~(.-·";

For Brook's production of Ia Boh~e he resuscitated
'·

the very first production of the opera, working i'rom'glassplate. photos
that Puccini himself' had t.aken in 1900.
..
·--~~-·

He and
,

~~e·:,.designe/~gr~~X:to

,< ~.}.·'·~~::"----~~~-r-···

.·

).:7;;-r.•·
,::·::'"'.-,~·_,.~

>'.,

1°Irving K6lodin 1 ''The Met's New
(November 14, 1953) 1 32.
,; ,•W'r"
•
_,
.:_k·'-~-: . -;r .
11
Beverly ~er, Craddock MuiiJ;o and ae:iii£.d F~y 1 "Comments on
Peter Brook's Production of Dark of the Moon, 11 World Review;··;,III,
{May1 1949) 1 18.
.
. ·. "
. .....

'~'o,_

(use
faded colors
in the execution or the seta and costumes to cor-~t'i'"
__... ~
1

~/~espond
with the muted tones of the music.12 Brook I a ~stagillg .Of the
,, ~

•\.·,{·

'}·Puccini opera''' .. :WS.s generally' very well received as wa~
his rendering
of
·",--.·· . .'
,,--".
.~·-·'·"

,_,-""

~~·the ArthUr Bliss/J. B. Priestly opera, The Olympians, 'in the,f'all or 1949.
~·

··~

The QlWpians, the story of a troupe of strolling players re'
.;if stored to deity, much to the dismay of their mortal.f:dends;· offerred ·
'

~.

·\·.,'

h.

. Brook
an opportUnity
to try out some sparkling theatrics.
The.•.' London
-·
.
•.
.
'
Times assessed the production favorably, complaining
o£ excessive
('-...,

'

-

only

movement in the second act and a lack o£ movement in: the tlrlXd.
·'

.

'

The

,~,czreviewer appla:uded Brook's use of special effects:

·;.:S:·

'• • • the. plot

allowed Mr. Peter Brook to indulge •his taste for

~~i- =:~:.1:-':::!r,:t.m:~~~~~;:r~:~E::f~~~h' This fireworks display was only a hint, however, of what was to come in
: !'S;;- (

.-:··;... ,

. -

..

•:.Brook's bizarre interpretation of Oscar Wilde's Salome later'in 1949.

_-',}?f-"i'
-·-;;, ''
. :~,;

~~:,

-sri,.:, :.'•.
' -~

;---~·

.

.

-

><-.

. ::·;_

Having just :finished directing an extravagant. production of the
•· --. ;···w:-,_~.

'

?; Carolina i'olk•play, Dark of the l.foon, at the· Ambassadors Theatre, which

'(~,had
'. i. "';,"
)·•::0.""'-

set the critics cheering, 14 Brook was charged by
~-

--..

~~he Ro;ru.
Opera
....
'

''f

, L, Company to stage Wilde 1 s sensual work, Salome. The greatest· stir was
·h

r

,.:-;-

. :' "tca.used over Brook's choice of designer.
.f~Y;-~-:<

.•

~ comented on the selec-

\:.

n
,z,
A sup~:f-con:t"ident, baby-faced wnderboy who likes to shock,
Brook had; looked for a designer for the Royal Opera House • s: first
Salome of its ow since 19.36 who could "reflect visually both the
cold, fantastic imagery of Wilde 1 s text; and the bOt erot~Cism of

~·

~

12rl:olo_9.1n, The Saturday Review, 33.

l3nTh~: ~lympians, 11

·.·\

The Time§ (London), September

l4:eaxter, Munro and Fay, 17.

''{
'

'.

·~

3~;::i949 1
'}.

6.
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••• Strauss's music." In mustached Surrealist Salvador Dali he
thought'he had found his man.15
· ... ,,·" ·· ·:v·
.

' .

~-. _,.;0 /-~''it'

. •

;)._;,..I

..

Some of Dali 1s initial ideas for the production never were realized-for
.
.
__ ,::·~.:-~;l:_;~--.:::~"-::~~r·
.
. 0 bvious reasons.
One such notion included eq'UipPing Salome'~ brassiere
·-'···""··'
,. •
..
~
- ---~I~'~~-, '<;_J _,·~~:·\:_J -, .
·.'With f'irewrks that would shoot off sparks 'at the' end of her famous
~

·····"'

....-..~_;?<-~::;,.~,.,_,-.,_~_ ·:~'-'

'

.

.

,dance; another -was to fiy a hippopotomus over. the''stage for atmosphere.
·,--.-..

'·· .

' '·.:./;" "'~"' ·-(_-~::):-:!.

. -

.Among Other suggestionS COnsidered impractical

WS

(--.

·:-)4• . •

1

head."'~!.
John
-..

the BaPtist': coUld
·s.: •., . ---\__
._; ~- . . .:):' '
dramaticalJ.y'. float upon it. Dall is quoted as saying, nThosa whO' pro;;.

'flooding <the' stage m.:th blood so that the
.

·::'·

. ,'.'·-

Dali IS dream Of

••

•

.

_... -

' ."

•

test Will protest loudly, but those who

/~-;···

.

'

.,,

'::,,f -

-',l

lik~''i~"'\itil become

The effeCt' of the nhlp-lucination 11 was not

~S~~~~ding

dEili.rious.nl6

as the. preclic-

tiona, according to several reports:
Last .week when Londoners finally got in·on the act, . some :fomid
what remained of' Dali 1 s nightmarish designs oore distracting: and·
boring .than shockirig. The frame o£ the harp that played for
Salom~,~sdance .was a painted giraff'e 1 s neck. FHerodias 1 ,tent was
su.niloimted by tnnbrella skeletons which Undulatiiigly operied 1and shut
thrOUghoUt the performance. John 1 S severed ,head was a .tame affair
tliat'looked more, like a haggis: Dali 1 mor!.forri:rying he:ad. had
been axed at the last minute by the censor.,;
·

.

s

and
-:

-~

•'

The wrst fears aroused by the announcement .'of Dali 1. s name
• • ·• were fortunately not realized. Apart from' some headdresses
that threatened' decapitation to their wearers, the gener8.1'• effect
was properly macabre and the special effects,: pomegranates,,.
cocks, and a pavilion, served to mark the., progres! of' the di-aina
without calling too much attention to themselves. 8

pea-

j.,:._ ;'\:~ii}:;i_,.~~:--t ''
.·.
In spite of' the sensationalism of the 'staging itself the ,
.. - ·.'"-, :~>--~

.

-;:t~r_;

audience was greatly pleased over the virtuo;~ ~'rk'of' Bulgar~'"soprano
0

'

'\

·::>:·, t:~:,

i,:!•:'!c·,;'

,:;. _\•'•

'···:,:,~~~ :····,'~:·,;,

Ljuba. Welitch, :who responded to eleven rous~g' Curtain calls~· :It''is.

·~

.

'" •'
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-.~t

,·~~'. -~-

' ..}l--'.,._ '"

reported that the cheering turned to boos, however, when director,

}·:P~~ir ~o~~:;P~rune
l~:·

onstage £or .a shy bow. J.9 After that 11 I J.e£t town
.- ,r, .r'\~_.'t.;
bastlly, n20 add Brook in retrospect.
.
.
i;"':;~_~;

"d . ,. ·(" l1~:t ~.::·)

Af't'E!r

.. li.'<-~j

'+:.

-,,.

~\

this gJ.orioso exit it was £our ye~s 1mtil BrOok had
rl'/~

·':!

,;,another'cbance at staging an opera. The opportulu.ty came'when
.:·._.:¥_
. ·-- -·1---·'-t;-''i~,\\ ~~- ~\~~"';!.>
",;.\. ,. -~ .
.:,: -+f''l·J. ,
·;;· RudoJ.ph Bin{pnade the decision to reinstate Gounod 1 s Faust into the

1i.~-·-·· ·: '·~:t;<·:\~;~·-·- . '~.Jt. 'y ,
tJ~:;repertory;;"'···Tlie work, J.ong a favorite, had

J.J ,_ -~-f:-~ '-:- ,.,,\_-~\,i,J}~~~~----:.~. _,-?,<·.

·-

.

,

:Y

-.

0

I

been retired
.I.-f•.

<.

~<~~-~~;··~

.;:•.

I

some years prior

.\ _-;;:;~· ·:.-.

j:{_

t\due to the· despairing state or the costu:lnes aiid sets. Bing'\Jrote Brook
'

. ..·
:t::,:~·-''_.:;.:':l!1

___

' . -···
'>~f,~ --¥ :-,,..

.
~. c

_.

-

,, lf

;;--.~'

._. _.~.~---,;::J~~~-

' o._£,fthis intere_st in restaging the opera, and coincidentally ,_Brook himself'

''.;rba.ci·j~~;/~:~~~e
·.:~,' ·c:{~-H,;. .. ~\-4' -~:,-.v

t-··{·

!ri a

interested in the work.

:;{

-~~~.~-'

h

letter to Bihg, Brook wrote:
•. :·-

~

:-

.. <lido'' not want to do anything in 1Faust 1 that is drastically experi' mental' or ·that changes the layout or,; constru,ction o£ .the "WO~k; but
at .the same time the idea I have of it 'is'cert!iinly riot a ·conven,·tional 'one. To my :mind, 'Faust' on· the stage, always, Su.:f'£ers ·rrom
'itheO'' lack o£ relation between the styJ.e) o£.~ the. scenerii and' costumes
and Sthe absolutely characteristic early nineteenth-centurY-' idiom
4~(~. · o£ ,the music. 2J.
., .. ,,.
· ··,...•
·L ·'' .i

J

:i

·.;

,,,·.;

•)

''"'
:;~ li'!Ether, Brook want on to cite the apparent inc~ngruity o£ the romanticism

~!'~.inherent
~the French J.ibretto to the . .traditional austere::··~)t:.:ettiD.g.
,~ r; _
tL ;_._\- ,
_

These

.. iideas were •. enough to incite Bing to inVite Brook to New York' in March o£ ·
··t,··.r . .:· ,,, _,_. '

-~f'.~---:':

-~-·-:

·

-.

t'~ 1953; to 1 discuss the proposition.

~~

:.:., ~/d:. ~;; -

-~·~.r··~~;

"""~;.._,<'

.. ,

-~

The meeting, held during B;t:?~k 1 s vaca-

~ ,.• tion1, ·coni'irni~ the contract between them.

~~)'~;:,..

'\.

'"'''"'•

,f'

,.

iol! Gerard was named as

-~:.; designer, and.· the septigenarian, Pierre. Honteux w.s called upon to abate
'·'~-

., __ - _........ ,_

"" "'<Ji'l!

"'~'t

:::~~~\~hirty::-i'our years
-~~--~#-:'n,.;

,~!~:;1

.

,,,,.

.

•

-~,

••,~

'...

,_

'

absence from the,conductinlrbox.22
o.-.l

\·'"

.,.,

..,_.,.,

Br()O¥_iand Gerard went to wrk!.~~~nd6n;_in June to conceive the

~ production.
For tm-'ee days they listened cmr~~y to the , Gounod score
.-...~' .. ':: ·t··,,

-::::~:.,... <::.~~
\t_o.,:
,.,•-'··-~

:~~~=---~.--.--.--.--.~.~--,""-."":----------.----."":---...;_------~..;_..;_

19Time.
'·
.

'~·

20Stevens.
,.~!,-.··

,i< \

"

21i'aubma.n, The New York Times Magazine, 15.·.

____

·,-.

/-:.

27 "• "i
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;":~ ~~~~

-~

.. • .- l

.~/-'" ~

.

and concurred that the only valid style for the prodUction should· be

that which is true to the spirit .of'the:music, and'" the music .-was clearl.y
-,,

~.

M_,..,,'!

~

~-

.

.

~~

.

.

representative of the early nineteenth-century romantic period •. Tradi·,~·~:.

'\.-

-_{Jft(j''

tionally productions of Faust had been staged in ria.ther
}~~h:

mkY,

fii"teenth-

i"--··';~--f, .... ~.~

. :"·' .

century medieval. settings-the Devil. portrayed as •th~ archetyPal red,, ~ ·':

horned ogre.

. 1•·.

.

:·,

.r·

---~-~!' ~~'--~ ·- ..

Brook saw Mephistophesles rather as a ·Mtty, elegant,

top-hatted baron of the time. 1123

It was a littl.e

surprising.t~t''Bing
-~1, ~~~, ··t
•)

\

'_\,

"'

agreed to these proposals in light of the "Bing-Metropolitan Decal.ogue

..

?·~~·-;-:4 ;-~~-A~·.:_ -~,?-~- ,

for Designers:

Thou shalt not set the stage in the period decreed by

1

the composer. tu:?4
In defense of his choice of setting, Brook cited a compari'son

between Die Meistersinger and Faust; which are usually set in the same
period:

.

;.

The heavy, Germanic, virile Meistersinger is completely opposite to
the light, elegant, graceful., sophisticated, polished music of
Gounod • • • • The great beauties of the score are obsc:iired: the
message the ear is receiving is at odds with what the eye sees. It
is absurd and comic to see medieval, clodhopping German rustics in
Faust 1 s J.830 French waltz.25
.
·
The sets were designed and •.models constructed and sent t6New York
for building.

Rehearsals began ·in mid-October.

monumental job of staging and coordinating the

Brook now faced the·
oper~.

Three . weeks prior
.!.~·~

to the opening on November J.6, l.953, Brook began intensive,wrk
with
the
--··>-'''""
.-.•
r;?

'

chorus.. Under the direction of Kurt Adler, chorus master, ,the. chorus
had been primed musically; it was
the stage.

The first meeting was
,._

stage" high up in the theatre.

23lli9,. , l.5.

;·--

.!

'

' ',,

Brook exhibited tlii!i set sketches and

28
explained his co~~ept of their production, and. then promptly divi~~d·
the chorus into gr.?ups of soldiers, \olaiters, etc. .Blocking rehearsals

. began

at once.

26'':
.

.Brook worked spontaneously rather than by a:n.y plan, adapting .·to.
the. needs
--...}
(~''1

and liabilities of, the individual singers, coaching their movement.and ·
··;~:1(.·'

.-.,

Y~'·'""

D

, .

expression. His method never included chastising singers for,the,use
:·;1 , _,.!!

.

~

.
however, w.tch and make· sug-:-

••

,._~"'

-~

.

of cliche operatic gestures.· He didl

--·-~c·,.-

·

·.

-

~

gestions oi' more natural. movement or motivational material. that oi'ten
.
..
-~.~--~

"•'ll

aJ.tered the cliche. in the long. run.
.?

The rehearsal period ra:n. . for three
.

weeks, six days a week; 'When Brook 'Wiis,
not'. 'WOrking 'With the singers,
he
!
.
'Was consulting props, costumes, or the set crew. A substantial. part of.
•... .
.·.
. ' 'Zl
the time w.s spent blocking the swrd fight bet'Ween Faust and Vale11;tin.
The problcins which Brook enco~tered during this exi:>erience were
~ •J

>"'!' ,.

::Jiii·

'

~-.;

c-- '·'

attributed·to lack,of
time and general.
resistAnce to direction.
...,..
'\•t'.

The

former kept him under constant financial pressure, since· any e:x:tra rer.,,

.

>~·;:., ;>''

f>t

hearsal hours hado,to be budgeted explicitly and the costs were high.
-f . .:f·

\..""'' '

The latter, perhap~, gave him the m~~;r\diffiClllty. He concluded that
the real enemy to,.progress in operaxis ,the heavy weight of tradition.
-~

"- .. ?

Brook gave an example:
A tall man 'With a certain kind of· figure and wlk: may have done. a
role in a world premiere a hundred. years' ago~ and some people' seem
to think it ~s.t always be as h.e' did even ii' a short, !at ~:· ·
happens to be singingit in our day. 28 ·
· '
\.-1

• h•v

This rigidity applied not only to tne principals but to the ohorus'as
,,..~

'·•·,_ ~ ... ~:" ·;~;

1;

•··--'"""- • • t~·r•···

·

well.

To illustrate this Brook told of resistance by the chorus to
r
certain movements devised by the ballet master, Zachary' Solov, commis-

sioned by Brook :f.'OJ.: the waltz sequence.

After the rehearsal Brook

EVen though

learned that the chorus considered the motions effeminate.
0

-~·

; '

' ., •

he modified the motions somewhat during the next rehearsal,, the chorus
remained dissatisfied.
,. ,<.,

Instead of making an issue over the' ~it:US.tion,
'<--

Brook simply held his ground and kept quiet.

-

--~--

-···

He achieved tlle,.~£fect
he
..-;,
.~

{-.-

wanted.2!J
.:!(, ____

'"

·-

For the opening night Brook took a seat in the orchestra,
in• cl{.',•:'stead of staying

ba~stage

as is the custom.

'When he was questioned

about this he replied:
Well, that 1s the f'un of it, watching the show with the public<
Sometimes, as one sits there, one .,.finds oneself thinking, with
horrifying detachment, how stupidlY a scene has been staged~ And
sometimes a scene; goes really well,,. and one sits back'and :r. ·. . e. .··els
gratii'ied.30
·· ·
.
·
·.·. - . ,
''

'Whether Brook w.s gratified or not over the notices' ·iS, 'only
conjecture.

Some critics hardly felt'' the $85,000 cited as tbteost
of
. /··--· -.
_ ,a-r.:
_,. _,,
the production to be reasonable for wruit one described as "the·P<>orest
set o:f decor. and costumes yet done

r;~"the
,

(,;.~

Met by Rolf

Gera~J:~31
··r;:,
,·

,.,(·_;

'

'""

Others still might have considered these costs ext.ravagantd'or an

.

~~;:.);L~

'.·',

.--~~_,._., _,

opening which, in the light or a stri.J:ce' by the orchestra union over
salaries two weeks before the first riight, almost did not

tak~·place) 2

Brook 1s new interpretation of. ~he staging was a topic . of con__;·:-·

'f '· ,.,

siderable interest to the critics whO' revi.ewed the opening. 'The'· con-

-~lf'''~

31Kolodin, Met Opera • • ., 537 ~
32 11Faust First, 11 Time (No;ember 23, 195>),

69.

-

,~lf~.
. ~ ~\

~),,:~::1)f~ '

.

~--(--;

:,.;;·,
'

t~~t'··!\.~)

'

i;·, y-~
.-~-~~::};

,:30

''

r,

.

sensus was not in\Brook's favor, however. Most reviewers felt that,
. "\ ,,. ··~~--~~ ~·

·:~:.~~;¥~:;:~-:~~'i

. '

"'_,,:·" ~~.i.

.

~- "':'~'1}:;:'

~

although one could not a priori condamn.,the' approach, little aesthetic
1

-~.b;_;·_,:;_>~\~:~:·

-!;' ... ' -r· ···'

;~~:f· ./ ;·· . ,_. \.

~--i~>v~,-''' ., ';'~

t{ :·:; .

gr~und YS.~.gaine<;,,,by 1 ~~e innovation. ,,,~nald,Eyeror, Musical·America
t::J ,_;, ~ ._ >""":·\
·<--!,;.#:<. .:;_;· }>
;~~~"i-~-. _·1·::-~!~;;:1(~,-\-';:{~~
- -~~,:(:
'"
said,~ 11 I could find noleg:Ltimate purpose, iio raison d'etre, for this
~ --~~-~--. ':_~_;\'
b~\-.--.~1--~~~~:: __
··\;:''':~;
·g,"\.-''

elabO~~t~ ~oderni~tion, albeit no real.~.wa~ done.n3.3 Lack of
·r: ~~-'-

. ·;:;(~, .. :<'·

\ ~,;~);-:·····:;:~<:

.

J ;; 'i}:~"A; ';t~~~

·,1'- _, '_T<,'•T .,.· ...

unity'in design was:a~mjor criticism., Olin Downes,approved of the
'··L-.r.""-,Ji:: ;,,~_';.
-~~·-~:;~,f''"•~'
.
·, :." '•:
•
''·-'1~:_,.;~;-t:'f'·
•
attempt, but found the results disconcerting:
. , ··~~. .-:':!.:.F<}~
~:~t~-;.:/·:::
.
,Orie gets the,. impression from the pr?cedures of most of the stage
•directors whom Mr~~Bing has engaged.to,renoyate chosen wrks of
music-drama, that .they regard opera as akin9, of adulterated theatre,
'a form to which they must apply the methods" o:f the spoken theatre to
redeem .it :from its. ways, or else,throw Up their;hands and consider
. it. as an impcissible species of mU.sical extravaganza, and treat it as
such, .regardless or. any plausibility or cohesion of dramatic effect.
One .vould judge that the one or the other~
maybe both oi' these
concepts governed the procedure of the apparent1y puzzled Mr.· Brook
;and the evidently confused Hr. Gerard:in theiT extraordinary concoctim of a 11 Faust. 11 34

or.

•

l~H ~~

~;.

:.;

.. _.;1 .

·::·''/'"

1

.::

On the .other band,, Downes heartily applauded Brook 1 s stage movement.
·~

..

l

~

.

~

.

He considered the .production to have liveliness and 1'luidity1 arid a
'

conapi~ous absence·6~:'stiffness

~outin~.?5

and.

Irving Kolba.in or The Saturday(tReview agreed with Dowes, but
\-/aS

eV:~n
.·'·-.\., h·-:

more

vehe;~t
·.,.JA·~:

about the settings.

stagi:lig':\

·

tc-

He was kind to Brook's

' ' "'
,.

Brook; it' seemed,,to me, did much''that '<laS vorthy of high admiration, especially his resourcefUl ma.nS.gement of . ,the crowds in the
''Kermesse 11 and the dueling o:f Valentin and Faust. His general
pJ.ail::of action .struck me as sensitive, respectful of the In\1Sic
responsive to it, without impulse to call attention to itself. 3

F

"f

~

1\·ii

'

-~,~-~:.r~<{..

.,

.

33Ronald Eyer);Husical
America
(December 1;·
.
.
,;, 3~lin Dowes, 11 'Faust 1 in New· Dress) 11 'The'New York Times,
Noveniber' '.22, 1953, II, 7.
··: ·· ·····

.

·~;,~

.3:Ibid.

.,.

.

3§Irving Kolodin, "The 'Faust; ~·r'ao~'~,·R:;-~r~ated by
Monteux, 11 The Saturday Review (November;2S, ,1953), . .33.
\
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--~

"'~t;:fl;'---~

i-·.., / · \

31
But in another article he contended that .the settings "put unusual·

.

hazards in .the path of the personnel)7
.

He calle4 the execution of

the scenery 11 clumey 11 ' and 11non-illusive.n38
Evidently whateyer stir -was created over Brook's updated Faust
did not .impede the Metropolitan management from invit:l,ng.'the team of
Brook and Gerard to . stage the 1957 opening production for .. the opera
\

company. This time' the offering -was Tchaikovsky 1s Eugen

,

~-!~;~

Ozie$.
'<'

c'

I~

The

·,_

consuJ.tation between Gerard and Brook resuJ.ted in an agreement con4.~-

_,,~\;

~

earning the style which the wrk should follow.

They decided upon the

~ .,.~~

same period in whi~h ·they had set ~-:nineteenth century romantic •.
The ·overriding reason's this time were not; musical, although the
Tchaikovsky score was indeed romantic music.

Brook gave this rationa.lle:

When one thinks of _Tchaikovsky and Puskin of Russia and·.the nineteenth century; the word 11 romantic 11 springs easily to . orie 1 s lips;
it is a wrd tbat''seems the opposite of all that one means by
'"realistic," yet'oddly enough the truth is a paradox:' it is througlr.
their utter realism that the great· Russian masterpieces are romantic.
Realism is one of strongest traditions in Russian art~39
.·
Brook named the classic examples of Tolstoi and Chekov as•'exemplary of
I

thl,s tradition, and then proceeded to.'f exPlain how this applied
~-

to his.

current project:
. When Rolf Gerard, and I started work on 110negin," we.· both. agreed
that we had no,choice: the onlylegiti.ms.te manner in.'• which we
could' stage this,opera'-was precisely in accordance wi_~h t.his
particular Russian tradition. It:seemed to us that we needed
the very elements that in other operas one so often deplores;
we felt that it Wa.s through the~old fashioned scenes ti&t we
oouJ.d arrive at-a elimate in whl:?h the opera belonged.ft. ·
·

37Kolodin, Met. Opera ••••

38Ibid.
39Peter Brook,. "A Realistic Approach to 1Eugen .One gin
I
....
New York Times, October Z7, 1957, II, 2.
,_,_,

-40Ibid.

The
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.

TG achieve this detail of· faded realism Brook brought in photographs taken of old palaces in Leningrad :for the scene painters to copy.
His aim was to recreate a cross-section o£ Russian provincial and town
li:t:e at a given time in the last centlll"Y'•

Brook's work w.s considerably

expedited by the :fact that he and conductor, Dimitri Mitropoulos, agreed.·
entirely on the concept. 41
· Brook 1 s return to the essentiaJ. melodramatic realistic scenery
paid off with the critics and the audiences.

1

From the standpoint of

staging this particular opera seemed to please the greatest number of
people and offend the least number of' all of Brook 1 s opera works to date.
How.rd Taubman's notice is indicative:

The Met's production, made possible by a girt from
Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., wisely accepts Tchaikovsky' on his ow
terms. It has not attempted to magnify 11 0negin11 into a -work filled
with vital force. Realizing that the essential int:illlacy of the work
could not be denied, the Met has stressed elements of time and place.
It has caught admirably, despite the size of the theatre, the atmosphere of a period piece.
·
Peter Brook's staging is fu1J. of invention and has authentic
atmosphere.42
.
,.........

~""'--

Brook's comparative success with~Onegin}is not necessarily an'i.
.... ..,.·~ ...............----/

indication of his growing conformity to the traditions o£ opera.

It is,

instead, a rather pleasant accident, that by devious means Brook arrived at an interpretation which pleased the mileau of opera devotees.
Rather, one might surmise, that in the light of' Brook's iconoclastic
tendencies 'With regard to traditionalism, his future in opera is limited.
The traditions of the opera are difficu1t ground to unset.tle effectively,
and it is a fairly safe assumption that Brook is not 'Willing to relinquish

41Ibiq.
42How.rd Taubman,
October 29 1 19571 .36.

11

0pera:

1

Eu.gen Onegin 1 ,n The New York Times,

.3.3
his notions of free determination in any art fom. The restrictives im('~'

:h

plied by the nature of the task of directing opera seelll uncommolicy illsUited to Brook!s talents, however extensive they may be.

It is a pity

that the accepted conventions of operatic form preclude the type of
vital rethinking _which is Peter Brook's forte.

.• i'"

CHAP.l'ER III .

Brook and the Cinema,;,
The legitimate theatrical contribilti~ns:or;Peter Brook.i'orm
an impressive list.

That he is a "major•art:l.stn~·.'~r the theatre in

c6~~':~eJ;se;ious

the twentieth century would probably not

debfite;

his eminence as. a film lllaker, however, is ~it~n qu~~tioned, and at
best his status is dubious.

His early

tr~inhig 'ill\·rilm making,and
..;; ....E

.

his avowed preference i'or the cinematic media;:: coupled with his ere,-.

''.':. <)··

''h:-"

),

.

"'

•i

ative stature would seem to effect the allilost perfect combination oi'
credentials for the film director.

It is ...
somewhat incongruous that

his credits to date number only four

maj6f
~--

i'ilms, no~e oi' which has
,,

been counted wholly successi'ul by prevailing artistic standards.
,, ... ~ ?_;.·

"''

The paradox then includes two major
.. -

qu~stions:
r'
.·;

IDly has Brook
.,_

directed so few films, and why have the i'iJ.ms that he has directed
~,.-(···~:. -:f:

failed to achieve artistic suocess'l An , -i:~sis
of Brook's philosophy '
.,I',;;Y
·:
J'(~

,,.-~

..

oi' the cinema. and oi' his extant works may
provide
the answers.
. .
'·,
\~-~~:,: --~~-t~t }'

~

·, .'

The

'

i'ilms to be considered are: A Sentimental .Towney Through France and
Italy (an undergraduate ~xperiment in 1944) }'.The Beggar's Opera, 1953;

Moderato. Cantabile, 1960; IDrd of the

Fli~s,•l963;
·.

-~----

.r. .

/

and Marat/Sade, 1967.
, :·",c·

"~·:,.

-

Brook's approach to making a i'ilm:closely parallels his stage
••

\1l

methodology, with experimentation and

·,

., .• !"'

-

-~

improV:i.Mtion as
-,·'···f;l

..

-·;-<:<

~

the

~eynotes. \\

35
He sees artistic ireedom as the sacred covenant ~f. the director, and
-

.h

1.'''

only with this freedom can Brook's creative energies function at their
'',' \{

best.

_,

'·-·:)~-

,:)1

He is a mali. \l'ho wrks through an idea, t~sting, revising, watch,"1

ing, reserving

riilal
~r

judgment until all possibilities have been .ex-

.

bausted, even holding off' in the hope that a more complete solution may
,<' -· ·:tf
· -:.' ~'\'}.""',
appear accident~~.
But by its very nature
structure the_ film
., .
' '·"-·
media imposes decisions on the director, often before Brook is ready

and

,.~,

._;_; ---~:~c·· ·

to commit himseii~

\,_ r·' ·

.,

Advance planning, time tables~ film allotments,
' .< :J~1~~:.·

deadlines, union regulations for the myriad te'cbni.'ca.J. cre\l's--e.ll iriruct

..

_,.,_,.;·

"~~~&·

:\{~-~~:<

certain conditional responsibilities on a day.' s, filming.

·x ~;·

.

~:~~~~:i·.

.

These pres-

sures tend to haJ.nper if' not cripple Brook's modus operandi •.. On the

'""

subject of advance planning, Brook laments:
!

l

~ \'

'~-

• • • no -writer in the British cinema has sufficient freedom, and
no director has sui'ficient freedom. in relation to his story. You
should be able to make a film -without a script, off the cuff, with
three sheets o£ paper the way Godard worked.· At least' iou ought in
principle to be able to do this, and it 1 s enough for the possibility
to be there, open to one man, for it to ai'f'e~t other people.2
Although

:t1, comparison to other
ft!,

film

di~~~ors

Brook IDanages

f

often to be allotted considerable liberty, he complains, ho\l'ever, that
one freedom is usu8D.y allowed only atYthe expense of another.

He cites

this dilEllllllla in regard to his last t~6"'£ilms:
i.
n
When we made k>rd o£ the Flies, the i'reedom ~Y in the time allowed.
No accountant stood over us with.a~stopwatch!while we shot'ruid reshot scenes. But there I was not . allowed to ·be wasteful with
materials, such as i'ilm. When r,ma:de Mai'at/Sad~, time \laS tne.ex.pensive commo.dity. We were allowed, only 17 days to make i t~but
the freedom here \laS that I could use all the film I wanted, to ~3
J,J-"\~;t
,····~:,

2Penelopa Houston and Tom Milne, "Intervl~· 'With Peter. Brook, •i
Sight and Sound,
(Summer, 1963), 109.
.

z;x:o:,

3Margaret Ronan, 11A,Sense of Direction ·• .;;'~ with Dangling· Ends, u
Scholastic Teacher. (March ;31, 1967), 21.

. . . (%)

.

.

Pd:~•i'ro~ the time or~lm allotment• restrictives which ·are

certa1nly1futural occupational difficulties shared by all :f'ilm directors,
Brook feels a

parti~

hardship in the lack of freedom. to ·im.provise

within the boundaz:ies of time and £illll i'ootage. Unlike ~lie theatre rehearsal. situation wherein a director. can experiment, improVise, stop, .
f' ~

-

.._. ' '

retrack, skip a scene, try out an outlandish idea, and keep it or dis~"-~., ...,·--·-

card it as he
.

•

---1_

like~, the economics of. the film media general:l.Y
pre~;,
''f'' : _; :c__
.,.,~ t~

· .

.~

' - :,

eludes such methodology and prescribes that ideas must be predetermined
·''·,_sf'"'-

·

·--··r., ~--·'

to a :major extent bei'ore each day's shooting.
grix). over these conditions Brook gives
·~

film:

'

In reference to· his cha-

an example from his f'irst major
.·

'

'\

.L.-)

when you are dealing \dth the full machinery o:f' ,the conventional big f'illn production, as I was with The Beggar's Opera, it's
terrifying to :f'ind out that all manner of things one has ·scribbled
into the script as local colour, notes one has made as . a reader
i'or oneself', possibilities to tryout, have been taken>deadly seriously
and that InOnths later someone will hold you to them.: ... ~- '~ .• All this
means that yori'are put in the position o£ taking conscious final
and responsible decisions at a point 'Glhere you rea.D.y sho~dn't and
can't.4
.
.
·.·
.
/~

J. __ ;~,

f1h~. artistic freedom to experiment, which Brook ~:"..~sts upon,

.,...
stems i'rom his need to investigate the entire frame of reference of a
~

given moment or idea.

His pbilosopJ:JY, of' the dramatic e:a:perience is that
:tt

it should reflect both inner and outer life, tangential realities and
illusions, and even
theatrical
and
surreal
qualities whenever necessar,r.
'. .
'.
.
"f
He· likes to explore the myriad
. various expressions of' an idea.

comb~tions

and permutations of' the

'%" premise is a greedy

oJi.~:

in the

theatre and especially in the cinema, I want to capture all:possible
;.

.

ini'ormation, 11 5

says Brook.

·'

He is suspicious of the seli'-imi,X>~~~

4Houston and Milne, 109-llO.
5Peter Brook, ."Finding Shakespe~e on.~' • ..,Tul.gn~·~~~o·~e~~~

Revue, XI, (Fall, 1966), 119.

'.,.
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·' consistency. in most !'ilm making on. the grounds tb.B.t it .prec~udes. an:(
I
1·.

!

.

_option to learn things through

~rial

or .experiment that wul.d other-

(Wise remain unknow.6
In an experiment at the Stratford-on-Avon· studio 1 Brook set about

to determine the V'alidity of the idea that the .p~otographic process is ·

!'.i

t(, .

~ot supp~y

in itsell not objective or realistic in that it

total

;-~~

',information. He instructed an actor to devise an'elaborate situation
I

(

~

; for himself' and to sit in the center of the room, con;centrating on the
. ·~ prob~exn while other members of the company que'Sticned him about it.
•.o\J-1 .. ,,,~ ,.:, .• '-

i: The actor \las not a.Jiowed to answer or verbalize •in: any. wey. All· that
.

.

: ·•\r,-

, ~ould be effectively determined by the group was that there

·-

~

:. going through some
'

comp~ex

' ooul.d not be established.
.

~- married

'

mental process.

'~&r·:c.':.

.

'WaS

a man
.

The, content, of course~
~r:·-"'~::-~·

In this case the acto~ 1 s situation, that of
;-~-1

•

.,.

·-·

.

man waiting in a doctor s office to ·tiiid. out if his mistress
1

('

w.s pregnant, ws in no -way communicated. ·The group:understood from
· this that ·"what the ey~ sees is often of no narrative value whatever.

• •

that surface appearances are non-conmnmicative~n7
According to Brook the central problem in film making today is

that of finding w.ys of expressing 11 denser impressions of re~ty.nS

r:

! For :t~~a.cy
;> ,-

•

years the film makers have he~d the viw,tha.t realism has to
.

,.

:~o with photographic reproduction, 'With the use of'O;:authentic rain, rusting
'

•i beer cans, dirty faces, and narrative story '(...teil.illg.
The French have made
.
'i
~-~

f•.

rhe greatest strides in introducing addenda whieh,comes closest to the
·approach to •realism
advocated by - Brook.
•
~/.,;

This' ,..-.luis.b6en
accomplished,
4
--~~

~'says Brook, by bringing into the direet narrat:i';~:
";.,''':-,~

j;._•.••••

6rbid. ·. 7Ibid.

~ouston and

M:llne,

113.

• • • all sorts of other elements--outside references, surreal.
behaviour,/like those odd things in Jules et Jim, bits of theatre
and so on, which by breaking through the conventions increase the
opportunity~for a denser expression of reality.9;.
~

Of

the~ film

directors who employ this technique of producing a

heightened realism through interpolation, Brook most admires the wrk
·,
of Jean-Luc Goda.:t,'d. Brook's only criticism. of the film maker . . is tlia.t
"Godard bas not' yet accepted the challenge of a real:cy taxirig '~ubject.nlO
Conversely, Brook.hi.mself appears interested only in the most

chal-

lenging, ilnproOO.ble properties.
His fir~:~' filln, for eX8lllple, made a.s an undergraduate at, O:rl'ord
at age nineteen)· \las an adaptation of Laurence Sterne's .book
mental Journey Through France and Italv •. _ The material

\laS

N s~fiti-

considered

by many to be ,ktracta.ble, but this didn't deter Brook's search-to find
-;_,,/··

'

..-"

a. technique which would do justice to Sterne s wrk. This he· found in
1

-{.\>-A

,o

.,,__.

the :milneodrama.tio technique employed earlier by Sacha Guitry in
La Romiin
,.,. ·.
d 1un Tricheur, in which there was no dialogue per sa.

Broo~' s '~ixte~

millimeter film became then an exper:ilnent in mimeodrama; the
track

\laS

soUnd

a compilation of incidental. lllUSic by period composers- coupled

with a. conunentary consisting entirely of excerpts from Sterne 1 s book.
The majority of the scenes were exter~ors and vera shot in O:x:£ordshire
1

on location, while the interiors were.f filmed in london, where the picture

\laS

subsequently show.

Brook' employed character-types trom the

local pubs· and streets around Oxford to exact a higher rea.J.isliLtrum,he '
might obtain by' simply using the available a.ctor-types.ll

lOibid. ·
1111 Undergraduate Enterprise," Sight and Sound, XII,
(September, 1943), 49.
.
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The use of non-actors as 11objeots 11 in a film story. is a tech:irl.que that is characteristic of Brook 1 s work.
-,.

-~-"

He likes to employ .•

'

fut~resting faces and character-types to provide mo~d
~-·~:

'··,

''1-'.

'

r~ali~.
··.-~

He

however, that these non-actors are

'W8.l'llS,

'

,-'-

•

" f

and

EilJ.' authentic

valuahle only in
'

/,'/{

'

._,_

>the context that is natural to them; trying to make' a non-actor express
an, emotional
or intellectual life which is alien· to: him w:Ui'.ozi:cy
result
:
.
..
.

~

.iri, i;;i{ sell-consciousness .12

'When examination o£ \Lord o£ th;·!

rue§. is
,,

_:

"

made,' the difficulties that ensued vhen Brook failed to foll~v.:his ·
!,__

•

,_.

'If-~'}~

. ,. .own·
B:dvice ·will become
apparent •
···; -%._-;,.
.
Filled by a kaleidoscope of directing adventures, ~i~a. years

lil\:;;''.''

<·'k~~;d' before

Brook was offered his first film subject by

i~~~~rt Wilcox•
.

-i~·-·

-

·_;

The film was The Beggar's Cmera·and

pr~ducer

~s to

be made in

-~

:teclml'holor starring co-producer Laurence :. OliVier.
1t'~~ '·~t(··---~·-·•,,,

-~ ..~,#'

,.

,,

. ;,_ ...:_:-. .

r:.

.

.-.·· :-

:

·;<···'Though' Brook saw the film in terms ofe';a'::Hogarthian black and'.white
!,,.,austerity, he seized his chance. He 'Wa]lted to use an unknown young ..
~' 1 11 :mali called Richard BUrton for the lead;'~ but. received one of those
classic 11This man will never make itieven as. an extraJ1 telegrams
it· f'rom Herbert Wilcox, the producer. Olivier got the part; 'the tw
me:",disagreed basically on hov the part sJ;lould be played, and
,. this incompatibility contributed to the film 1 s':financ;al failure, 13

· · ~. ·

The style of the film in a sense parallels Brook's .theatrical

, '.:.{':?

'

.

'

,\•~..-;'

.

···'

:'i_rit~~ests of that period, which were daz~lingly theatrical;. 'broadly
,.,.~

.£. ,~,.

~

I

.

. .,-_:

.

<visuB.l and often highl.y color:t:ul. Probably more than e:ey other of' Brook's

-:_;~) ~,~:;· ··;.,·

.

ti ,,

'",.,

'

'_' /

_-·~~-

-·- .

f~~~ The Beggar's Opera communicates a·;~ld.playf'ulness photographically.·
·,_.'.!: . ····"'

.;-~

·-·

\·'·'

'B~ok seemed eager to emphasize the vitality
·-!

~~r,··

"'·,.

eigbteenth-Century Iondon.
--~--- :__

_

·

'

"' ··:.)

,. ·.;

and sensual qualities o:t:
~-

.f.t~·o,,.,.,",___ ,----~ 't._-

'

It is thought that his treatment of this
_

.

_

·-1:,;•

_zl-'~'\::-··

_

~~ . :may well have later influenced Tony Richardson t s Tom' J"~n~s; es'-i-•.

•:,---

.

l2&uston and Milne, ll2.

0

l3Richard de 1a Mare and Maurice . Hatton:· "Peter ~~ ~ Film
Director," The Guardian (Manchester), November'29,
1962 6,"'
~·
,.
.
'

'\'•.

,
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pecially the prison and execution scenes.l4
·This was the i'irst and only i'ilm version of Jo?n Gay's The Beg'_':'?t

;;._~f-~~ ,:-)0. ;

'

..,g.,..ar..__.s......Pn=er,.a.,., although in 1931 the Brecht-Weill Threepenny· Opera, based
1

on the

had been filmed by Pabst.1 5

Gay :material.,

ured a ·wealth of talen,t:

Broo~,·~·

production feat-

the lyrics and additional dialogue were written

by Christopher Frye, the musical arrangement and

additio~ score was by

,r,
Sir Arthilr. Bliss, set and costume design by George waJ:li;;Vitch,
·and the
,,.
1

cast included Laurence'Olivier, Dorothy Tutin and Stanley,Holloway.
The
............
.
---~

i'ilm was originally a British Lion Studio 1 s Production, but was released
and

copywri~ted in

~-->·
1953
by Warner Brothers.l6

· Criticism of'

th~ fillll varied considerably, althoUgh with rare
:{.>··r

exceptions, (Newsweek and Catholic World),· the critics were unanimous ·
in pannixig Olivier 1 s si.riging while meat of the cast (Sttriu,ey Holloway ·
---~

?~-~¥

·Y

__

exempted) had their voices dubbed.
.

:

r

This :may well have been the conflict
~~

,.

over which Brook and Olivier disagreed.
-~~-~

Several film critics expressed
. .-<,._}·'.\:_/'

their disapproval:

OUr old friend Sir Laurencel'Olivier who has go~ci''iooks, talent,
Vivien !.Eligli'; and worldd'ame, has attempted in ."The Beggar's
Oper~,u to sing. Oh, my. He' has 'a tiny voice. It is' all his own,·
o£ course, and he raises it in'.thin ballads to "the hussies, 11 to
11
driDk; 11 to 11horse;~~ and so on. The film made in Britain, is what
our cousins call ·a. crashing oore~'"and is about as stylized as the
late Berry Wall.l7
· '
'"
~harni,

't:':k

---~' ---,.

l4John Russell Taylor, 11 Pet'~;,·Brook, or the Liinitations of
Intelligence, 11 Sight and Sound, XXXVI,; (Spring, 1967), 82~·
''~t":.-:''r-'::

r.i';,:

15Pauline Kael, I Lost it· at''the Movies {New
Books, Inc., 1965), 104.
·
16uirhe Beggar • s ·Opera, 11
l7Philip Hambw~;ger,

Nwifw~'m

Yorki

{September 7,

Bantam

, ,

195.3>, 87 ~

(A~st 29, i~9·?,·3) '· 59.

-i''

~

':

'i''\

Olivier's insistence on using his ow pleasant bdt l.iDiited vocal
resources 1 while the rest of the cast employed voice. doubles of
operatic caliber for the singing portions of their role's, w.s not
very prudent .18
·. '
·.
Olivier's singing is not only feeble but phoey: ;..He slows dow the
tempo and vainly attempts bel canto where a brisk, semi-musical
11 acting 11 would have been not only acceptable but~preferable to a
good, purely musical rendition. And it is his lilnitation as an
actor which the new film brings sharp:cy to our attention.l9
..... ~"'

f

Genera.l.ly, Brook's direction was thought properJ.i;jiermane.

His

'ij;:

staging was labeled "pungent and imaginative, n20 his. approach-.
~-

"prodigality tempered by taste and discernment'i 11 2l and his,; crowd scenes
'·'

were said to

11

'

..... ~

fair:cy burst with vitallty.n22 Howevef, the consensus

was not in his i'avor. Most critics and the public attributed little
''"'"

success to the production as a whole.

-.::.·

There are several
possible
reasons
..;,,__.-... f"'

.for the failure-the first of which is relegated to: timing, and the
i'ashion in art during that time.,

The romanticism arid versification oi'
-.~,,_.·

\r:.~:.•

Frye, Anouilli and the like was just at the point of .eeoomil,lg passe.
The new wave in the theatre in 1953 was focused on Arthur Miller,
Tennessee Williams, and the subtle greys of "method acting" and the
more sordid realisms.

Brook 1 s work at this point appeared i'r.ankl.y dated.

Secondly, the appeal of the film was ha:mpered by comparison to the more

The dainty songs of Brook 1 s film gave the spirited tl;leme a watered-dow

1%ira Walsh,

11

Films, 11 America (September

?I

195~~~

19Bentley.
20AJ.an Dent, "Neither Good Nor Bad," The Illu§trated london
News, June Zl, 1953, 1096.
.. , .
1 ,

2lArthur Knight, "Sir Laurence's Opus J;,n S~twciay.~eview
(August 15, 1953) 29.
· . ·: • ·(
22phillp T. Hartung, "The Screen," The
(September 111 1953), 561.

Connno~we~·':\•

-:~-~.

quality. Lastly, the overall impact and 'llllity of purpose.of the fillll
>J',);

'

was in question~2.3

< ~.'

.' --;)

/-~ 'IC_i

">

A recent article SlliJlllled .up .the. dilemlna. in this wy:

~'\{i~~

,

',· . .\,· ,

Had it, properly speaking, a film style;!it iUl? Many of the indi)
vidual visual ideas were brilliant and o:i'iginal, but .were they ever /.
integrated into a ,coherent film language; ; did the film have a:ny
overall rhythm? The general opinion seemed to' be rio. r 'Peter Brook
might be a young man with ideas, but he. seemed as yet unwi.lllngor·'perhaps;unable-to discipline them. tO' conventional' film form.24
f;·_·_-.

.

.

~ ,,r.--.,:~~:-~

i_'\:,-'J.L.:·

.

;

The popUlar £allure of The Beggar 1 s oper'~; combln~ with the
-~

'

-~~1

'~:' ~·-

-

,(o' ')jet,

J· .....

;

·-~ ~~- '-,

grave financial losses 'for which Brook was in effect responsible, very

.'· ~~';.
:_., ~,

-:'

x~:·'~f~----

--:'·;~~tL~--.

,

,: : .~:,·.~··_·-'

likely accounted for the long hiatus until his·next t'ilm,undertaking.
Brook quipped: ~: 11
.

··:;t~:~t

•••

--~~--- 'i-~

~ ~~--,:

,-

''"~ ,;:j --·;-••'

.---<~ii'!c

' .:;'-"'

forge~you

have to do penance till the people concerned either
off .u25 The

pe~ce
,: '·:~

which Brook didt:took the
·•'i,

' ·.

~:

;~{:~::y~-j' ·~

Continental. appear-

:·- - ':~zi):~

.

or die

f'~~ of s~~ .years of

'" ·"

hyperactivity in the field of legitilllate theatre!
k~;,

•I

when you nop to the tune' of half-B.::.million you

. .~;;::::<'·-·-:··_·:

ances were frequent 1 and Brook spent lllBl1Y' months in Paris directing
0

/\

\'

'

b~~t~'

·:;_~f::J~. :.>. ·.::.

such modern vorks as Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. A VieW from: the Bridge· and
The Balcorg.

During one of his French

engag~eii~ he re~d~·'

Marguerite Duras! novel., Moderato Cantabile.
:~:\_'\

cOnfident

' ~l~~--

'

t~i

it was

~-,..t~.

just the property-:• he was looking for as substance''for a fllin1 he contaoted Duras and)eannetMoreau.26
~~t

_,--,,.-r:··q,-,_F··~"

-·----~:i

After the'artistic outlines for the production were set, the
:r}

task of' raising the money began. Brook had faith that the backing vould
come:··
• • • one of the really strange things about business' :lllen in France
is that they. are meaner and tougher thari in Engl.B.nd-but: they can
lose their heads when it comes to a sudden belief in the power of
the individual to pull through, to a respect for the mystery of
...,_, ' '·'. '.
.
.,,_."'"' ....,,"'
the individual • Z7
~

23Taylor.

;:~rt.,·.~:--

24Ibid.

26de la MB:re and Hatton.

,;~

4.3
;"3

A£ter much searching Brook 'finally found just such a businessman,
.,
,,,.,

\

.~·'

-.:·-

Raoul Levy, who undertook to back the f'ilm solely on t~e strength ·of
·,~

a blind faith in Brook, Duras and Moreau~ · Fro~,,~.heir very f'irst meeting Brook insisted that the three of them should;have absolute artistic
control of the film.

They managed to make Levy'agree
to a witten
.
. ..

clause in their contract,

~,

11 · • • •

~

a clause aJmo'st.unheard
of anywhere
•.. _...,·
--,~

in the world-he (Levy) should have absol.utelY ..n.-? say in artistic mat-

ters.u28 Brook for the f'irst time had a subje?t and a situation t~t
was completely within his control.
Brook 1 s style of directing in the theat~r had passed from lifs
~·&t

early flamboyant period of extravaganza to a period of somber tones,
i";.~.

introspection and often darkness.

His choice O'i:Moderato Cantabile

f'i t well into this f'rame of reference. 29

Also

;~~ook ~·s

still interested

j,~·-

in the question of' the extent to which documentation of .externals could
'
reflect inner life. He explains:
,

N,-..,

f,"·,.

<t

Moderato Cantabile was a personal experiment to· discover whether
it is possible to photograph an almost invisible reality, whether it
is possible in photographing nothing but a'1 surface! to get. under the
surface • .30
..,..
..

·:'·' :/)'
interest he had in the substance of Lord of the Flies:
•y

•• • although they are at opposite pol~~; they do ;have somethfug
in common which attracted me to them. Deep down, both are rituals:
Hoderato is a little death ritual; and Lord of the Flies is, I :-.~
suppose, a little death ritual • • • of another sort. But the'1on1y
reason I had for wanting to make Moderato, ·and the onl.y value ·.that
could come out of it was such a f'ine and fragile one that the;least
jar would have smashed it • .3l
· · •',.
···
·
French working conditions and the French attitude toward extemporaneous
~.

.3DErook, Tulane Drama Revue.

·. , ,_,

J~~:~~~-
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cinematic methodology made Brook's approach to the test possible.

11

I

did the film with a script which no self-respecting English producer
would have considered for a moment,n32 says Brook. There was, in e£feet, no conventional script used. Brook simply went through the boC)k
and arbitrarily' made notations of the locations he needed and an

approx:l.lnation of the kind of shot (long, olose,

mid,

etc.) to be used.

Levy, the producer, was alarmed by these m9thods 1 but because of their
pro~

contractual arrangement, he was unable to force Brook to alter.
cedures in a:ny way.33

The substance of Noderato Cantabile concerns the dissatisfied ·
wife or an industrialist (Jeanne Moreau), and her liaison with a young
factory worker (Jean-PaUl Belmondo) that never quite .reaches t~e proportioi?-s of en affair.
simply talk.

They meet often in public at a local cS.i'e and

Their triste is linked with a recent murder wit,I_;lessed ,by
.

bOth of them)4 Although there is. a basic plot line, much

~

t

o~:the a~tion

is cerebral and internal. ·In en effort to capture the inner 'dialogue,
.
.
Brook employed what seemed to ma:ny a static technique in fillning. He .
~·~·,

set up his cameras often from a single vantage point and simpJ.:Y let them
record rather than editorialize on the action.
him by ma.ny critics.

This was held''against

or the process itsell Brook comments:

The great criticism of Hoderato Cantabile was that I didn't
move the camera enough, that I set it up and allowed things to ...
happen in front of it, and it was assumed that I did this because
I came from the theatre and didn't know any better. In fact, there
was a lot of conscious thinking behind it. The narrative we were
trying to capture in that particular f:Um was neither an· exterD.al
one nor entirely an inner one-you can 1t say that the cha.racters:
behave as they do because they live by a river in a dull tow, bUt
you can't ingnore the way these things relate to them either. So,
'...-•

34Taylor.

.,
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having found the landscape and these particular actors, my task
seemed to be to set up a camera that didn't comment; to let you
watch, as it were, a documentary record of something so intangible
that you could !eel it was really happening.35
In order !or this technique oi' reporting to prove effective, a

special kind oi' acting needed to be taking place in front of the cameras.
Brook was enthusiastic over Jeanne Moreau's approach to this challenge.
He had worked with her earlier

~

Paris in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,36 and

indeed felt that she was ideally suited to his purpose.

01' her style

oi' acting he stated:
Jeanne Moreau is for me the ideal contemporary film actress, because she doesn't characterize. She acts in the 1-ray Godard fil:ms,
and with her you are as close as you can be to making a document
of an emotion. • •• Jeanne Moreau works like a medium, through
her instincts. She gets a hunch about the character and then some
part of her watches the improvisation of that and lets it happen,
occasiona.J.J.y intervening a bit· like a good teclmician ••• she is
guiding the f'low of improvisation rather than stating ahead of
time what hurdle she wants herself to leap, and the result is that
her performance gives you an endless series of tiny surprises.37
Brook's entire concept and technique demanded a deeper and more sensitive response not only from the actors but from the audiences as well.
This may have accounted for the fact that Moderato Cantabile, like his
earlier work did not achieve a general popularity.38 Penelope Gilliatt
wrote in a later article that "Moderato Cantabile caJ.ls into question
most of our assUmptions about narrative form and looks at behaviour
a.llllost as though it were an abstract mobile. tt39 A British article
stated that Moderato Cantabile . . ''of'ten disappointed people with pre-

35Houston and Milne, ll2.

36de J.a Mare and Hatton.·

37Houston and Milne, ll2.
38 11 Peter Brook:
(January, 1962), 7.

The Year 1 s

39Penelope Gilliatt, "A Natural Saboteur oi' Order," Vogue
(January 1, 1966), 105.

,.
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conceived notions who expected another casual new wave film.n40 The
.

.),·,

film critic for The London Illustrated News highly praised. the work
of Moreau and Belmondo, but had these chafing words for Brook:

••• Mr. Brook's direction, though highly sensitive, is just a
shade too 11 grey 11 and monotonous and stays too close to··the Diabelli
themes on which it is supposed to improvise variations • . The point
is that Madame 1 s small son: is practicing a piano, sonatilla of
Anton Diabelli at the very start, and we hear
other music than
this.4l
· ·

no

Although the film was made and sho-wn in Europe in·1960,
·for
.,
'

'

~·

some reason it was not exported to the United States. until late in 1963.
The American Critics were even more severe in their e.pprais~. ·In
their illimitable manner Time magazine slashed at the work saying
~.~derato

Cantabile might better have been titled Adagio Furiereo; it is

much too long, much too lugubrious:cy languid. n42
'Was

equally as harsh:
The stylishness of Moderato Cantabile.was perhaps _tolerable
and even interesting in 1960 when director Peter Brook turned
1-fa.rguerite Dura 1 s novel into a film; that same stylishness, today
is embarrassing and tedious. The delay in importing the film has-··
been lethal, for the work, like a high fashion go-wn, has; aged
ridiculously.4.3
·
.
' :•
Although Brook claimed that the film succeeded in:,'evoking the

response he desired, 44 and although Moreau did win a Ca.nnes;,prize for
her role in Moderato Cantabile, a recent critic, putting Brook's work
into perspective, seemed to think that Brook 11missed,'the bc)a.t cinemati. callyn45 with this film.

.Further, that the film fails
it falls
- in that
.
-~

)'

40de la Mare and Hatton.

4l.Alan Dent,

;~;t.

.~

11

Bittersweet a.nd French," The illustrated London·
· .,,
··~
News, July 22, 1961, 146.
J.

4211Adagio Funereo, 11 Time (January 171 1964),,49.
43 11 Last Year's Line," Newsweek (January 20, 1964), ~a2.
44de la Mare and Hatton.

45Taylor.

/

47

¥

between a commitment to either naturalism or stylization •.

Three years later William Golding's lord of-the Flies
offered
- .
.
·~-,

;

an opportunity for Brook to redeem himself as a ·film maker.
.

.

~:

.

-·-·.

The pro-

perty, up l.lD.til the time Brook took charge o:f.' the operation, had re"

"=J-'

sisted all attempts, including those of Peter Shaffer, at;conventional
dramatization.

Brook, in the wake o:f.' his recent triumph with King Lear,

had. become interested in the works o:f.' Artaud and a

,~tudy

o:f: the Theatre

of Cruelty. The 'Golding book, a novel which many critics considered
essentially un:f.'ilmable,
presented a particular challenge
to -- his current
. .._,
...
interest, plus a

chan~e

to retry some of the film

t~chniques

that he

The backing of the project became a difficult problem
in itself.
.
.
The rights to the book were originally purchased by Sir

~chael

Baleen

who sold them to Sam Speigel. Initially Brook contracted ·~th Speigel
to direct the picture; 47 however, a scism arose
money and methodology.

ove~

<:'.'

two

i~~li~t. points- :f :

The budget Brook needed was over/$5'oo,ooo end

Speigel thought this too high for the type of film that

W.'s. planned.

Secondly, during the planning period over seven screenplays were witten, none of which Brook actually intended to use.
sent to filming until an adequate script was

.

,,Speig~l'
,~

settl~d

wouldn't con-

'

on. 48

Dissatisfied

-r··-

'Wi th the breach o:f.' agreement even be:f.'ore filming had begun, Brook
'

pulled out and sought independent backing for the enterprise.

He went·

,;;__j:

to Louis Allen who agreed to raise the money by s~lllng sllEires to indi:.
(,•:(

·-~-~

vidual investors, as Allen had done earlier in finimcing Shirley Clark'.s ·.
~{~"'

.,,

47Houston and

···<!.' ..•

~i'ine, ~~S.

,,

The Connection._ The money, although only half' as large a sum as Brook
had demanded of Speigel, w.s given 'With no stipulations or requirement
o£ completion date.

The artistic freedom, it not the 11n1imited 'budget,

w.s at least guaranteed.

Eventually and inevitably the $240,000 sup-

plied by Allen's backers ran out.

In order to finish the fillll, Brook

personally had to borrow money from New York, Paris or wherever his .
credit stood. 49
. The location or the Shooting was set in Puerto Rico,50 and the
cast was composed mainly of British school children. On the subject of
child actors Brook responds:
Some of the children in lord of the Flies act very well indeed, and
no doubt this 'Will help to perpetuate the myth that all children
can act. I certainly don't want to take the credit for this. Where
I can take the credit, though, is for all the ;3,000 children I re•
j ectad, because when a child can 1t act he is worse than any bad
professional actor • .51;
·
With the locale established and the cast secured Brook set about to
activate his improvisational methods for the film. As 'With Moderato
Cgntabile, no shooting script was used; instead Brook handed out.paperbaclt copies of _the book to the children to fa:miliarize

tb~

with the

story,.52 .. They were asked to improvise not only their lines, but also
in many cases their makeup and props.53
The technique of shooting the film involved the use ·of two
cameras vhich worked simultaneously, although from different vantage
points.

The first camera was used in the routine manner following the

49de 1a Mare and Hatton.
52Hollis Alpert, "Boys Will Be Boys," The Saturday Reviey
(August 171 196:3) 1 14.

53Jackson Burgess,
(Winter 1 1963-64) 1 ,32.

0 Ulrd

or. the Flies,n Film Qua.rterl:y, XVII,

49
shotw called by the director. The second cameraman, former ~ photographer Gerry Fell,. after consultation on the gener8.1 obj13ctives of a
given shot, would work much like a newsreel photographer4scouting
aro1md, moving :f'rom place to place, catching various aspe'~ts of the centra1 action. ·As much as one-third of these secondary shOts were used
in the final film edit.54
The. content of the Golding work is established on· two levels•-,_,......
'

the realistic and the allegorical.

Brook 1 s task

~-··· ,

WaS

~-'-'

,,-,

to r8f'lect, l#>th

strata of meaning--the overt manifestations of what happens to a-~oup
of civilized boys !acing the task of survival on

a desert isl.and'as,well

as the implication that these children stand for the animal in mankind.5 5
'\-

·,,~"''

:

critics of the film were divergent in their opinion of whether Brook
achieved his objectives.

One of the critics at. the 1963/Cannes
Film
"!•/-'"
....

Festival, where Lord of the flies was one of the two British ent];"ies that
year, stated his disapproval:
Unfortunately Brook's film is dreary to an extent that surprised
. even the few who 1 like me, were un:i.mpressed ey; the book. • • r. Brook 1s
' solution has been to follow the book as closely,tas he could-in fact
he filmed straight trom the book without a script. This would')l)e
fine in the hands of one of those rare directors wo like GOdard, .
. prefer to improvise. Brook is very definitely not one' of these, for
nowhere does he show himself a?le to use 6his crenera "?() main~~ the
audience's excitement or even mterest.5
.,.
··
'Where criticism w.s sharp, it was often meted against Brook's improvisational methods.

The Saturday Review filln critic'hli'd this\open:i.ni remark:

· A heavy blow to the sacrosanct profession of' writing sere·~ adaptations of novels has been struck by Peter.: Brook and Lewis 'Allen, ·
.director and producer respectively .of Lord of the Flies •.. They. disre,

'.

54Houston and Milne, ill.

6n.

56ran Cameron,

11

Festival at Cannes, 11 The Spectator. (May 24,, 1963),

$0
gard the basic prel!Jise upon which much o! the mOvie ~dustry has
been built: that novels to be made into movies must go through a
long and expensive refining process.57
Other negative responses included attacks of the . children 1s ·
acting.

Brook has never been noted for his ability to

f'essional actors, and it is likely that this
to this particular experiment.

~e

non-pro-· ··

weakness_~el:t~heavy

blow

John Russell Taylor comments on the

problem:
• • • Brook is not the best equipped of directors to,direct nonprofessionals or children. On stage he generally seems to get the
best results from very conscious actors, who can be approached by
the director through their intelligence • • • Except 'for the boy
who plays Piggy-one of the most noticeable but hardly the most
complex of' roles in the film-he does not have much success at making
his young performers seem natural and at their ease. '"c ... Little
boys, under the eye of the camera, remain unavoidably little boys;
and as Br~ok directs them • • • decidedly seli'-conscious little boys
at that.5
·
,
But not aJ.l critics thought this aspect a drawback.

Several, in

fact, attributed the amateur quality of' the children a real virtue.
Jackson Burgess of' Film Reviews felt that 11 the dialogue {there isn 1t
much) has a slow, stilted, self-consciousness which perfectly embodies

the' groping moral and social improvisation to which the boys are re..:.
duced.u59 Even though ~ reported "Flies. is flawed in many ways, n60
it was a fact that lilB.DY critics and viewers of the work were in lDBllY respects devastated

~crdi;t~bed

---·"

..

by the film.

If' Brook didn 1t achieve

his entire .objective, he did succeed in startling audiences as well as
provoking a great deal of commentary.
The circumstances of Brook 1 s most recent film came .as a c1 ima:x:

57Alpert.

58-rayJ.or,

84.

59Bu:rgess.

60 11Lost Allegory,"~- {August 23, 1963), 69.

(!

51
to an extended period of research, experimentation and performance.
Since ear~ in 1963 when his interest was caught by the "Theatre

or

Cruelty" and works of Artaud, Brook embarked on experiments which led
to the "full-scale production of the much-celebrated Mare.t/Sad.e.

The

play received international notariety and became the center of ext.ens:i.ve controversy and debate literarily as -well as thee.trice.l.ly.

Tho

particulars o£ Brook 1 s approach to the play are discussed in Chapter IV;
however, this chapter wuld not be complete 'Without a description of
Brook 1 s experience in i'iJllling the work.
Brook's original intention was to simply document his production of Ma.rat/Sade by i'ilming it on 16mm; however, the ovenrhelz:lin8
success of the play brought forth numerous offers for film contracts.
Choosing the offer -which allo'loled the greatest artistic freedom (United
Artists), Brook and his producer, Lord Birkett, set about to shoot tho
play- in a record eighteen days. The picture wae budgeted at a conaorvati ve $500 1 000,61 and the Pinewod Studios ,.ere ehosen as l.ocnlo. 6 2
The entire company of 40 players -who had been peri'ormi.ng tho
-work for over a year -were engaged to enact the f'illn under Brook 1 o
direction. Time became the expensive commodity, and throueh resourcoi'ul.ness Brook and his lighting director, David Yatkin, contrived c.n
all-purpose lighting for their unit set which would el.ilninate tho tilnoconsuming job of constantly readjusting lighting equipment.

Their

innovation saved innumerable hours during the hectic eighteen days. 63
Since in the past, i"ilm records of stage plays had been usus.l.J.y no DOro
than watered-dow photographic reproductions, Brook and his company 'Woro

61Knight." .

62wright.

52
'· .~·

~ntent on avoiding· this pitfall. It is reported that Brook and his

,t.

11
" producer were aiming at an independent, free standing film--observing
l','

'

it'

':/

\}

\,;

;the general shape of the play, certainly, but using the special re-

·~ources

" }J/,"'

of the cinema to burrow deeper and deeper into it.n64 He sought

' :a:~ .film technique which could capture a blend of the Brechtian aliena-

v

tion aspects of the play without minimj zing the shock values or Artaud.like devices in the production which had been the winning elements of ·
the stage version.
For this he applied his Lord of the Flies simultaneous multi-'
'camera method. While the main shot or straight shot was being called
!. ;; . bY Brook himself, the other cameras (sometimes band-held) would rush in,
·;,

··· 'back off or set up an angle at variance with the main shot, picking up

t

a

a~iary

action or expression. 65 Brook ·stated that one of their main

~;

problems was in attaining a film equivalent of llalienation 11 :
"The camera can be terribly objective, 11 Brook stated. 11 It 's limited
vision tends to make one identify with the characters, to get closer
·to them than Weiss envisioned or the theatre allows. 11 To counter
this, the movie set included a vast grille, like the bars of an
animal cage, that ran the width of the stage; repeatedly, the camera
retreats behind it to reveal the shado\.JY spectators, the guests at
Charenton, vho have assembled to witness de Sade 1 s ghoulish presentation.66 And, at the end, guests and patients alike join forces,
moving deliberately toward the camera, clapping as if 1hey were
applauding the audiences gathered to see ~:movie. 6
· The film was many months in the editing, and was finally released
-1'

1
~

•early in 1967.
~·~f··

.:,:-esponses.

.,
'I,

!.. ·

_.i~diii:tb.e stage version, the film evoked a variety of
.

Some critics considered it a brilliant achievement, other

64Taylor, 80. ·

65Knight, "Filming Marat/Sade. ,;

6~his teclmique of shooting a scene through bars was used by

Brook in 'The Beggar 1 s Opera as well.
67Knight, IIFiJ.ming Marat/Sade. 11

.

.®

.· · .

. .

critics did not feel that it matched in any way the impact of the otiginal.
.

.

The film critic for Sight and Sound,.an international review;of the cin-

ema, summed up the dilemma· of the transformation into the film media:
• • • the production did work in the theatre. It was a:~gnificent .
piece of ensemble playing, 'With each little piece of business 1 ceach
bit of minutely, clinica.lly close observation of lunatic.behavioilr,
:fitted with almost unfailing skill into a complex overall stage picture, to be 'read 1 like some intricate genre painting, isatisfyingl.y
significant and thOugJ:II;..out wherever one looked. This sort of production creates an obvious problem in the cinema • • • It is like
a ballet: ·everything is conceived in terms of a total stage pic- ·
ture, and as soon as you start selecting one thing at the expense
o£ another, the ~§ole shape of the original is changed ~d pe~haps
lost altogether.
.
· ..
'Whether or. . not the film reached the heights of the stage
v~rsion,'
....
'

it is significant to note that Brook and his ensemble
~

dedi~i:.ed a major
.-~-\

\

e££ort to the filming, and as one .reporter astutely observed:

"Few films .

have been produced with greater seriousness of purpose, or,With less
commercial compromise._"69

,

.

.

.

(In answer to the first question posed in this chapter.....-wey has . ·
·--,~----

~/~;

·-:·-~~

Brook directed so :rev :films-it becomes patently clear that ·the diffi-.
culty lies in the restrictions of the media itself. Although Brook has
called the cinema his :first love, one can see that the romance is
immediately on rocky ground •. The absolute freedom that he demands does
not e:x:Lst per se in the commercial film

bus~e;;J

.

. Peter Brook Is :film career to date can be said to ha:ve been· an
ambitious i f not a who.lly successful one.

The reasons for;·his f~'llre
•''.

may be attributed· to· a number of causes.

The most

obvious'~£actof;seems
~~~:~

to be Brook's choice o:r properties.

on material• tMt preocrlbe a - · ot ditticulty,
6Sra.ylor,

So. -

69Knight 1

: ~:

Al.l :five of his filmslare based

11Filllling

It

Marat/Sade."

i~ as ,]';._)

,f'$-z;;
I

.

\._.../
.
attempts only the most improbable wrks, and thereby'

odds against himsell.

§

priori sets the ·

Secondly, it has been said that Brook's orien-

tation is that of a conductor r~ther than that of a composer.70 He '
has oJ.early show no interest in script writing or authorship; his
forte lies in interpretation and :management.

Because the !illn director,

much more than the stage director, needs to be in effect a composer or
progenitor of the total cinematic efi'ort,. Brook is put in a position··
of "authorship" rather than in an editorial. capacity as a filln director.

This may account for the lack of' unity

is often criticized.

or

intent for which he

Other possibilities i'or his unavailing attelllpts

at the cinema inal.ude the fact that his i'illns are intensely personal
expressions which must be accepted on their own terms or not at all,
as well as the sentiment that his i'ilms most often reflect his currant
theatrical interests rather than the prevailing cinelllB.tic genre.'
'Whether or not Brook Ylill learn from his mistakes can only be
speculation; it is a fact, however, that his wrk in fillns is not
finished.

In 1967 he accepted an offer to direct his ow Royal Shake-

speare ColJlP8ll1 in a film version of the Shakespearean classic, King
~.

This is to be produced for CBS-TV and later released to film

houses. 71 There is evidence frOlll Brook 1 s highly successful work with
Shakespeare that this i'illll may offer more promise than his earlier
_...-~~-.~

works.

···

....,

Also, new technological advances in fiJJli.:mking open up in-

.

v

numerable possibilities for such a man as Brook. He has been particularly elated over the :multiscreen process used at the 1964 New York
World's Fair for the Johnson's Wax exhibit fillll'directed by

70raylor, 84.

. 71Ronan.

Francis Thompson.
aludes,

11 is

11 The

great advantage of this device, 11 Brook con-

that it breaks into the inner consistency of each frame by

opening the range or endless possible permutations.n72 Per¥-ps thisinnovation may be just the break-through needed to help
Mr. Brook "capture all information" as he desires.

72Broo:ic, Tulane Drama Review.
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CRAFTER IV
Brook and Experimental Theatre
'.

•

Improvisation and the "Theatre of Cruelty"
Despite the title of this chapter, this stuey does not presume
to.predicate the 11Theatre o:f: Cruelty"' as an establishmen-1; 1 particularly
~tiL/:

'in light of the fact that Martin Esslln, high scholastic priest of the
-:.._A"'-.~-";"i.r"'

/'new wve,

1

"Theatre o£ the Absurd," "Theatre of Revolt," "Theatre of the

·,,;.}_,,_, .. ,,fr:i;.

{Grotesque,"
etc., would be the first to assert that, aside £rom some
. -.

,.,_.

'

~

--·~,' '•'i'•'-'c~·''
•

,'eltiborate theorizing by the. French visionary Antonin Artaud, there never
(.{' ~- _,.: ~/~,~
t has , ~een an enterprise which could properly be labeled the 11Theatre of
,.

~)_ " : ~.}

\Cruelty. n · Artaud himsel£ did little more than lay the groundwork or
(philosophy; moreover, it is likelier still, for reasons that will be
~-~{__ -~-- '~"'
:discussed, that there never ldll be such an establishment. However,
.,t:::

'

~--};-··

(:Peter Brook did ally himself to an experimental workshop which he titled

-~~~'",

~..-

.

"

('11 Th~atre of Cruelty" (more as a tribute to Artaud, than out of a pre·h.l

.

im'impi;ion of creating an Artandian theatre per se) that had as its inspir"'\•.~. ;:/-::'i

lltion
the teachings of Artaud.
'' ·• >-..
.
,.·~·

Before a delineation of Brook's experiences with this experiment,

it. is
~~

1(''

important to examine briefly what is meant by the phrase "Theatre

.

of, Cruelty," and, perhaps, even more pro£itably, what is not meant by it •
. -. -.J~--~1:

i~9-.~:~r~:~:.

_

'

When the new breed of European playwights (Genet, Becket,

.

~:;--

·-·

·ronesco,
et al.) begap turning out dramas· in a new !orin which more
, ...(· __ :•-i,',:!.f"

'cl6~e~ paralleled the prevailing fine art· genre than the s"l;anclard dra-

57

;1~

mat.ic one, the critics attached themselves to a few phrases and began
_-1'1_,

bandying about theses on the 11Avant-garde 11 and the 11Th00.tre of the
Absurd. II 'When some o:f the plays employed rlolence as

a tool:,

the

r;~

Artaudian phrase was exhumed and llevery play in which somebodY is

dered1 beaten up, raped or tortured111 was illlmediately

llllll'-

t~gged'' ~~ an ex/.;~-

1::_,

~

'

ampJ.e of the IITheatre of Cruelty. 11 While such a phrase in the vocabulary
"~

o:f a seriouA theatre ,director like Brook was more likel:Y to
~

.

ful., in the hands of the general it lllOst certainly became

~'meaning';)~~

de!~ued

and

misused.

/"

( The semantic question over the use or the wo;-d ' ''cruelty 11 is
~;

ordinarily the rub.

'

Artaud, or anyone else for that mS:tter 'With a close
~-;:

understanding of Artaud s philosophy, never meant to ~l.y a necessary •
1

'\,'

correlation between
sense of the words.

11 cruelty 11

~,~--

'0•-

and "violence" in the gen'era11y ·'iccepted
; ;·
~ '>~/

Far Artaud, cruelty implied imme<iifo.cy

and

1

intensity

'J,l,__,; .:

o:f experience, and in proposing a "Theatre of Cruelty" 'he meant by this
-~

.'

··-

if~.

·-:--__:(·,

.

a theatrical form which produced in the audience not a passive cathartic
::f'

.:t_<.~:~·.

response, but essentially an emotional/physical orgasmic res'PO'rise. · Oc;t·

•• -.,.'"'

~~ ;

'5'

-·

casiona.J.ly such methods as the use o:f violence, sadism and the like
:f~

have been applied in an attempt to achieve Artaud's ends, butdt must be
"'

D

'!}

:-!---

emphasized that these procedures are only one means off'expression
in the
;· .
•:·~:-"

i'l

search to provoke immediate,. subjective experience in the audience. The

"cruelty~~~::::.:=

..

·;

murders in the last act of Hamlet, and the suicide that
Gabler:

~.

~'-">

:.:~h::2. of i~~Q!
\

••

0

-•••

mlltiplo

~;~ ~
,,

while no one would deny the essential violence and h6~or of

lMartin Esslin, 11The Theatre
Magazine (March 6, 1966}, 22.

of

~

8

these, da.re one call them examples of the

~
of ~~lty !
11

11 Theatre
'

&me-··

-_,,~,

hov the narrative structure of each of these plays enables the speC:tator
to maintain a distance and detachment that B.llows him toi;,Viev these
~

.

deeds of cruelty without a necessary personal involvement~
enough for Artaud.

This wasn't

Yet he died with the dream of found.iD.g a scho~l of
~<

th~se revolutionary

theatre that could explore new means of accomplishing
ends.

~~o

p~;·

summarize, then, the "Theatre of Cruelty" is not a:n:y

which harbors a cruel act, but elements of the "Theatre of Cruelty~,may
be in any play or production that produces in the audience a vital and
instantaneous subjective experience. //
phllo~:~ophy

That Peter Brook should come to admire the

of Artaud,

and his visions, seems only natural in view of Brook's caz:Eer-long search

to find means to intensify the theatrical experience.
uncommon singular
-

~sh

There is an;a.llllost

which both or these men seem to

"·/
~e:

/'

(!o see the

;_t_;· ~

'

·~

'; ' '

.

theatre as .an instrument vlhich transcends simple culturallnanifestations
'

and becomes a life edifying force.

?-'

Brook had always enVisioned a· hb-

oratory environment in which he could investigate and an;"tvze

cerf~

'i·{'

theories and methodologies that could be applied to theatre practice.
'rhis opportunity came in the fall of
Brook and his

~ohorts

1963~

,
'c:\,J

at the RoyaJ. Shakespeare Theatre bid' long

been in discussion over the prospect of producing Genet's bizarra·';.1d
"""""~

~,,

"··

disturbing The Screens, which had been written during tlie' Algeri~;.~'
but bad yet to be staged. Whether or not the play

coul~--.:t:be suc~~'~:Mly
'
···~('··_;~<:

edited and expurgated to pass the censors was a subjecttr~r deblte;' but
'

there was no question that the endeavor would take a

-

speci~
,_··-.--·

~:il

_

_{):_~_

.

trirlned
.-,-··,
~-<

group of actors and an extended rehearsal. and training period. ·F~
<"<

Brook persuaded them to ailow him to try the experilnent.

>•

• •

,.•no>

So, 1olith a

59
total:working subsidy .from the Royal Shakespeare Theatre, and the use
of the nev Icndon Aca.dem;r of Music and Dramatic Arts experimental
theatre, Brook began his venture.2
Assisted by Charles Marowitz, Artistic Director of the LondonTraverse Company, who had worked earlier with him on the famed

·

Paul. Scofield King Lear, Brook's first task was to recruit a company
of,!ictors suitable for the project. Marowitz describes their seeming
unorthodox audition approach:
• • • since our :main concern \-tas to find actors who were open,
adaptable, and ready to rush in where rigid pros fear to tread,
it was necessary to devise a completely new audition tecbnique.
I decided to do away with those murky soliloqUies where a single
actor pulsating with suppressed but crippling ~steria gets up
and reels off the same speech he has been carting around since
drama school. The auditions were collective; anywhere from eight
to ten actors working together f'or at l.east an hour.3
·
The .exercises employed considerable improvisation.

In the i'irst of'

tll~~e, the actor was told to perform a two-minute, prepared speech;
I

after he had done this, he was then given a new character and situation
and asked to perform the s!lllle text within the new context.

For

e~ple 1

an actress reading Juliet 1 s balcony speech might be given the challenge
oi' pl.aying Lady Macbeth 1 s castigation oi' Macbeth with the original lines.
Further, they gave the actress a third character and situation (e.g. a
businesswoman at a luncheon) and asked her to adapt this to the text.
'When the latter had been established, key words f'or each character were
given, and the actor .was told to switch on cue to each of the situations
without disturbing the i'low of the original. speech;,4

2~.

3Charles Marowitz, 11 Notes on the Theatre of Cruelty, n Tulane
Drama Revue, XI, (Winter, 1966), 153.
4Ibid.

\
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Other exercises included word and object associations.

The word

association exercise challenged the actors 1 imagination in regard to a
piece of nonsense text out of which they were told to establish a
recognizable character or situation. ·The object association
in mime:

'WaS

a study

given a certain object, (a briei'case, a flasbJ.ight, etc.) they

were asked to create a mime sequence •. When the sequence ws

well~estab-

lished, a new prop ws given and the actor ws obliged to eitl:ler relate
the second object in some way to the first, or develop a new scene.;
· · A company of twelve ws selected i'rom the fifty auditionees.
They were mostly in their early twenties, vith one member over thirty.·
Plans to begin work immediately were made, and Brook and Ma.rovitz tried
to decide how the twelve weeks of training could be most profitably used.
There was disagreement over the initial emphasis.

Marovitz.

~lieved

that

the whole company should start with a rethinking of elementari Method •·
exercises since, i'or the most part, the techniques of' Stanishvski had
,,,.~

been distorted by the English drama schools, and since the vo~eabulary
oi' the Method ws the i'ramework out of which they were going'to initiate
the new program.

Brook, on the other hand, felt that the group ws

suitably prepared to begin the new work; especially in light oi' the
limited. time they had and the large amount of ground to be covered.
Ma.rovitz accommodated him. 6 The aim oi' the project was said to be the
exploration of certain acting and stagecrai't problems in laboratory conditions without the commercial pressures oi' performance.?

The New York

Times. announced Brook 1 s venture in an article and speculated·, that the
intention of the group was:

7~., 152.
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• • • to investigate the liberation of pure emotion .from the shackles
of association that restrain it when it is presented through the
theatrical media or dialogue, plot, chai-acter and so on. 8
Indeed, much o:f the early work of' the group was intent on simply opening
up the realm o:f possibilities for expression.

Beginn1ng exercises in-

c.lUded an intensive exploration of the possibilities afforded by sound.
By investigating the full range of a given instrmnent--e. box, a stick,

a metal object, etc.-the students were led into an involvement with
studies in rhythm, and a redefinition of the term itself.

The experi-

ments in so'Und usage brought them into exercises which tested and explored the range of the human voice.9

In fact, :fjhe group is best lmown

for their innovations with inarticulate cries, groans, moans and, the like.
Brook placed particular emphasis on this area, which is under- "'
standable, considering his skepticism of the efficacy pf the linquistic
form as a means of real communication.

The adjustment to the use of sub-

language or anti-language w.s, according to Maro'Witz, the most difficult
transitions
Little by little, we insinuated the idea that the voice could produce sounds other than grammatical combinations of' the alphabet,
and that the body, set free, could begin to en'Unciate a language
which went beyond text, beyond sub-text, beyond psychological
:I.Jnplication and beyond monkey-see-monkey-do i'acs:!Jniles of social
behavioriSlll. And most important of all, that these sounds and
moves could communicate feelings and ideas.lO
·
··
In an exercise devised .to develOp insights into commnn:I cation without

the standard use of language, Brook gave the actors an pnproVised ·
situation. They were told to express themselves in a·non-verbal manner •. Marowitz describes the results:

sB. A. Young, "Brook is Directing Drama Experiment, II The
New York Times, January 30 1 1964, 26.

'

;

,·

At first, all the· chOices were commonplace.· People jumped i'or joy,
fell into weeping, bolted upwards with surprise, stamped with rage.
When none oi' these. simple expressions was acceptable, the actors
began to realize the nature of the exercise •. With all their naturalistic choices dismissed out of hand, they had to go in search
oi' a more stylized means of communication. Eventuall:y, the choices
became more imaginative. Sounds were created which had the resonance of wounded animals; of pre-historic creatures being slairi. by.
atomic weapons. Movements became stark and unpredictable. Actors
began to use the chairs and tables as sculptural objects oi' i'unctional ..i'urniture. Facial expressions, under the pressure oi' extended sounds, began to resemble Javanese masks and Zen sculpture.11
·One of the principal objectives oi' the work ws to facilitate a
discontinuity of acting.

Brook ws intent on breaking dow the rigidity

oi' .the unicllinensional. approach to playing.

There ws a legacy oi' tra-

dition in the principles of building a character, going carefull.y from
one i'acet to another in arriving at an established characterization, that
had to be shaken.

This notion derives i'rom Brook 1 s insistence that

reality is fragmentary and discontinuous, and his desire to apply this
supposition to the theatre.
Another primary objective oi' the workshop was to create an in-·
tense sensitivity among the members oi' the group to one another. 12
This

11 group

conscience, 11 considered a necessary ingredient in true

ensemble playing, is rarely realized.

Even in a repertory situation,

a prolonged period oi' togetherness does :h no wa:y guarantee a unity;
propinquity alone is not the answer.
seeking was an

o~nness,

What Brook and Marowitz were.

readiness and awareness on the part oi' each

member of the group which created almost a group rhythm •. Contact was
the essential thing.

That, in effect, great strides were made in this

area appeared evident in the particularly brilliant ensemble playing
later,
~.,~59 •.

· ; / - y........
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Still another area of concern was the relation to the idea of
"surface truth" as opposed to the Stanislavsld notion of "inner truth."
Brook's .earlier experiments along this line (cf. Chapter III) proved to
his satisfaction that surface appearances are usually non-communicative,
and that even th~ stro/~t inner feelings are futile without the exterior manifestations./ As Marowitz put it:
'

11

l---·-

The Artaudian actor knows

that unless • • • feeling has been shaped into a communicative image, , .

1J

it· is a passioDate letter without postage. 11

Hence most of the train- ·

/

ing period was devoted to various exercises intended to extend the
actor 1 s ability to develop 11 surface truth. 11 Marowitz goes on to expJ.ain this important aspect of their search and the rationaJ.e i'or it:
Whereas pure feeJ.ing can be mawkish or leaden, a pertinent stageimage--a gesture, a movement, a sequence oi' actions--is a statement
in itself which doesn't require the motor-power of feeling in
order to register, but when emotionally charged is :many times
more potent.J.4
·
Tangential to the actors 1 drills in transforming feelings into
representative actions came an emphasis on adaptability to change. In
one oi' the exercises three actors were each given a sound cue, such as
a bell, a buzzer or a gong, and told to respond to its sound. While ·
·the first actor initiated a scene, the second wuld enter and conform,
and so on with the third.

However, whenever one of them heard his

sound cue, he immediately started a new situation as quickly as possible.

This process went on for some time with the· actors constantly

adapting to new sets of cirC'Il!llstances.

Marowitz believes that the

hallmark of a good actor is his ability to adapt to change. 1 5

l.3Ibid., ~61.
15~., 163.

J.4Ibid., 161.
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There vere other exercises which explQred various phases of
expression, including a session in which graphic expression was the
end product.
vised scene, rushed to a huge paint board and expressed themse1ves ·.
'With paints. This technique ws employed later in The Screens and in
a modii'ied vay in Marat/Sade (the pouring of paint to symbolize.
blood).1 6
Rumors of the· group 1s work abounded and interest was high.
sides the opportunity to experiment on their ow, one of the main objectives of the enterprise was eventually to try out some of their discoveries in front of an audience, albeit a limited and select one •.
Peter Hall, co-director with Brook of the Royal Shakespeare Theatre;
exp1ained this point:
Experimental. seasons are vital because they enable us to take
soundings in the times we live in. lfuat was relevant ten years ago
is not necessariJ.y so now. And these experiments, unlike our studio
work demand a response from an audience. We need to know
ve
...
strike. And these must be experiments in the widest sense. 7.

if

/

.

The time had finally come for the .first .public showing of their
work, and in January of 1964, Brook and the company invited audiences
to view privately the workshop at the WIDA theatre. The evening, which
they titled "Theatre of Cruelty," was intended not as a performance but
as a demonstration of the progress of their vork. The wndon critics
were sent special 1etters inviting them to attend, although not for the
purpose of conventional.ly reviewing the evening as if it vera a performance.

The vorkshop featured a potpourri of .events that often varied

16Ibid.' 165.
l7Peter Hall, Royal Shakespeare Theatre Companv 1960-1963, ed.
John Goodwin (New York: Theatre Arts Books, 1964), 47.
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from night to night over the five-week run.

Among the standard offer-

ings that were seen were two short nonsense sketches by Paul Ableman;

a three-minute dramatization of Artaud 1 s Spurt of' Blood, first in sounds,
then as it was written; two collages, The Public Bath and The Guillotine,
created by Brook; a. mime sketch ca.lled The A.naJ.ysis; John Arden 1 s short
play Ars L:mga., Vita Brevis; and the Marowitz collage, Hanllet.l8
·· Besides the

11 set 11

portion of the evening, time was allotted to

spontaneous improvisation which a.ssl.liiled various forms from night to
night.

In almost all cases the audience was actively involved in the

improvisation periods.

This served, according to Marovitz, not only to

keep the actors alert 1 but also to 11 break the lzypnotio effect of continuous performance. nl9
· Although the press and public that attended, and an impressive
public at that--Laurence Olivier, Edith Evans, Kenneth Tynan,
Harold Pinter, John Osborne, and Christopher Plummer2Qwere told not to
expect a performance in the usual sense, the critics reviewed the eve-.
ning in traditional terms.

While the notices were on the whole favor-

able and liberal, they were, nonetheless, conventional reviews-something which Brook and Maro'W'itz had hoped to avoid at this point.

It

was an even further indication to them of' the difficult gap to be
'

bridged in attuning even enlightened audiences to their new, and somewhat dissonant, sound.21
Of' all the scenes presented, the most controversial \las Brook's
ll%.rovitz 1 165-6.

20Rex Reed, "Loves Batman, Loathes 'Sade' 1 11 The New York Times,

April 3 1 19661 II, 9.

2lMarowitz, 165.
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collage, The Public Bath •. In this ritual sequence, which was based on
'

I

, ., accoun~s of the Kennedy funeral and the testimonies of Christine Keeler,22
" a m:iJne was presented in which a girl in a raincoat (Glenda Jackson) ws
·;t

arrested, stripped, bathed, and then redressed; after this, the bathtub
was raised as. a coffin, miraculously transforming her into a represent' ,.,.

ation'. of Jacqueline Kennedy. Esslin described the accomplishment and
: '; its meaning:
; •• Brook demonstrated that, through a mere rearrangement of figures on the stage a magical effect can actually be produced-the
same girl in the same raincoat can be transformed from an object
of disgust into one of reverence, a tin bathtub into a coffin,
merely by a change of context not only in space but also in time.
It wastnot simply the groupings that changed (Uthough not very
much); it was that before the ritual cleansing the girl was by
implication unclean and, after it, cleansed and pura.23
·' That t~e ritual was erotically compelling served to fulfill Artaud's
insistence that the audience should be drawn into the action by an
·. immediate physical excitement. Hence, the r.itual could be said to be
a tl'\le rendering of Artaudian principles.
Shortly after the closing of the "Theatre of Cruelty" sho;dngs,
work was begiln on The Screens •. The group of eleven w.s expanded to
'·

seventeen to accommodate the new work.

The Screens was described by

Brook.. as 11a geometric structure in which words and action criss-cross
. ·. to produce deeper sensa."24 It ws found that the entire work was
'>~

~ ~~

ostensibly,unproducable, but that the firstiuelve scenes contained all
~< of the important elements of the play.

Hence, it w.s agreed tb.a:t they

· would' produce only the first half of the work. The early rehearsals
were spent in a close e:x:a.mination of the script and in discussion.
2%sslin, 72.

uo.

24Joseph Roddy, "Sanity from the Asylmn,n ~ (February 22, 1966),
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"·-,,

Soon after, improvised rehearsal exercises were devised and actual wrk
-<

'..;'''.f'}

~s,,,,~gun.
-;;~

Because, according to Maro'W'itz, the im.provisatio~s ·often

..

provided more questions and problems than there was time to handle,
',,
· they were throw into a more intense concentration on the subt.le aspects
. -~t

of the

text itself.

The central problem became one of conveying with

'\:'
~' ~-·

e~~ weight the poetic as well as the political overtones of the wrk.
To "'achieve this Brook added to the Artaudian basis some Brechtian tech··:>

niques. to handle the political polemic.2'
'!"

·; •o:-:J·
'~-

....

Six weeks of rehearsal still did not account for any total so-

lutio:n or the play.

The addition of some rather bizarre costumes, based

~~~--~-·~'

on Genet's ow color suggestions, executed by Sally Jacobs, appeared to
enliven the production to a great extent.
;~:;

Although in the final analysis

(\::··.

26

Maro~tz

felt that no great strides had been made,

Martin Esslin gave

'-~

"·
:5o much became quite clear from the magnificent performance that re-·
sulted. It contained some of the greatest moments I personally
.have ever witnessed in a theater: among them a scene in which an
attack by the rebels on a European :plantation in Algeria (during .
which the whole farm is set on fire) was indicated by actors who
•minted ·the red flames or the conflagration onto great empty white
screens or paper which Brook used as the main scenery in his production. This was a marriage or theatre and action":"'painting •. It
generated an almost unbearable excitement as the stage blazed with
tongues of flame that could actually be seen growing out of a
paroxysm of rage and passion. But that trial production also
showed that Genet's play could never make sense to an audience
of unprepared theatre-goers, even if by drastic cutting and cleaning up-it could have passed the censorship barrier.27
.

Thus was the group primed and ready after months of exploration
and experimentation for a real challenge to their newly-acquired experience.

It was at just that moment as Brook was leaving England to .come

to the United States with the world tour of King

25Marowitz, 168-9.

Lear

that he miraculously

.

l~)

I

received a manuscript from.
Peter Weiss.

I

. . '
.

/by a little-know playwright,

The play was, or course, The Persecution and Assas'Sina-

CHarenton under the Direction or the Marquis de Sade, conveniently
shortened to Marnt/Sade in popular usage.

When Brook reached Berlin,

he immediately contacted Weiss. Although the play had received only a
moderate reception when it

VIaS

performed earlier in Germany, Brook felt

that \d.thout question this ws the precise vehicle for the extension of
his wrk.28
Negotiations were arranged, and Brook returned to England to
integrate the experimental company into the parent company of the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre.

It had been one of Peter Hall 1 s original aims to.

use the experimental group as a kind of vitamin treatment .to be injected into the main company in the hope of creating a greater vitality
for all concerned.

This opportunity came when the demands of the new ·

script necessitated a much larger company-.29
Even though the group of seventeen all but disappeared into the
100-inember parent company, the influences of the smaller group were
paramount in the rehearsals of Marat/Sade.

There -were some stunning

coincidentals between the Weiss .play and the earlier -work of the group
on the IITheatre of Cruelty": the bathtub used in tM Christine Keeler
sequence Of The Public Bath reappeared aS Marat IS tUb}' the gu.illotine
imagery in Marat/Sade had been first a part of Brook 1 s collage, The
Guillotine; Weiss had been strongly influenced not only by Artaud. but
28Irving Drutman, u• • • Was Peter Brook Its Brain'l 11 ,
New York Times, January 9, 1966, II, 9+.
· .·
. · ··
29Maro1Jitz, 172.

·''
J
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w "-o
by Brecht as well, and this vas the basis for the approach to The.
__

,,. :.;

,_

_____.

:

-

Screens,3° Even though one might think that the preparation for the
,-.' .:

new
\:rork seemed more than ample, it is a fact that the rehearsal period
' ' .• . :·1 •
-~-

for Marat/Sa.de more than doubled the normal amount of time ·spent on a
pla/,

~-the J:Ompany,Jl

Brook's rehearsal approach to this play has been much discussed.
It fo.JJ.owed at least in part some o£ the earlier 'exercises, but went

~££, ~to new directions as well, to accommodate certain of the specific
demands o£ the script,
"to"

Although the approach to the-play was based on

••

improvisation,
Brook did not limit himself to eJl1 one methodology.
.. . . .
;;,~

.,

or

this he. says:
~

~.

I believe the only directing method that can lead to results is a
great number of different methods, all of vhich aim at enabling the
, actor to contribute more and more, so that rehearsing becomes a
living process, not a rational one,.32
.
i

For his own edification, Brook visited in~e asylums near London and

'

Pari~; ,?e cautioned the cast, however, against similar trips. Instead,
he :worked with eat!h cast member to establish an expression of insanity
OO.~ed

on their own experience. lleeks of rohearsal went by before the

company approached the text itsel£,3.3
During this early period Brook suggested that the group study
paintings of Goya, Breughel and Hogarth.

Some visited London psychia-

trists, and, the entire group read articles on mental illness as well
as seeing two films for. background material.

The films, Regard sur

1a

Folie and Le Ma,itre-Fous (The Master Nuts), both explored certain aspects of madness; the first depicted an annual fete at a French pro., vincial asylum; the latter, filmed in Nigeria, portrayed a savage ritual

.31Drutman,
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that ended in a frenzy and was an excellent cOllllllentary' on the behavior
o£ a nineteenth-century madman}4
The private consultations with Brook by every member of the
company were an e££ort to follov the textual clue offered by de Sade:

"In a criminal society/ I dug the criminal out of mysel£/ so I could
understand him and so unders'l;and/ the times ve live in.u3!f Brook's aim
w.s to extend this injunction, whereby the actor by a kind of introspection could 11 dig the madman out of himsel£. u.36 Susan Williamson, vho .
played S:iJnone Evr.ard in the production, told a reporter that .most of'
the actors selected a madness near their ow idiosyncracies;.37 she,
herself, chose a characterization based on a real person that she bad
known when she vorked in a madhouse-a person vhose body vas tvisted,
knees bent and eyes crossed.38 Besides the discussion sessions, Brook·
explained the other qualifying factors that determined the actors 1
selections:
Each actor experimented with a dozen or so characterizations
until one vas £ound that served the play's purpose. They had to
devise a madness that they could sustain for two-and-one-half hours
and that would still be true to the play .39

Along with the establishment o£ the insanity which is the frame
of reference within which the play is produced, .there were other import-

.35Peter Weiss, The Persecution and Assassination o£ Jean-Pau1
Marat as Performed b;r ·the Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton under the
Direction of the ¥arguis de Sade, Geoffrey Skelton, tr. (NevYork:
Atheneum, 1966), 47.
36Drutma.n.
37Bernard Weinraub, 11Recording the 1Marat/Sade·• Madness," The
New York Times, February 1.3 1 1966, II, 24 •
.38Drutman.

. .39lliQ..

r;c)

ant considerations-not the

le~of

which w.s the fusion of elements

of Brechtian and Artaudian theatre that were inherent in the Weiss
script.

Rather than being a deficiency of the script, Brook, in the

introduction to the published text, related that it is just this dichotomy which gives the work its potential power:

Weiss not only uses total theatre, that time-honoured notion
of getting all the elements of the stage to serve the play. His
force is not only in the quantity of instruments he uses; it is
above all in the jangle produced by the clash of styles. Everything is put in its place by its neighbor-the serious by the comic,
the noble by the popular, the literary by the crude, the intellectual by the physicah the abstraction is vivified by the stage
image, the violence illuminated by the cool fiow of thought. The
strands of meaning of the play pass to and fro through its structure and the result is a very complex form: ·like in Genet, it is
a hall of mirrors or a corridor of echoes-and one must keep looking front and back all the time to reach the author's sense.4°
(To meet the Brechtian demands Brook employed ·the use of a Herald,
\._....../-

'Who announced the scenes and commented satirically upon the action, as
well as a kind of chorus, composed of four clown figures, 'Who initiated
songs

~hich

formation.

provided exposition, social commentary, and historical inHe used also placards and signs, G. la Brecht, to comment

further, along with a dissonant Weill-like musical score.· These devices
were meant to constantly wake up the audience and to make them aware of
the social, political implications of the piece.

In many cases, they

needed. this release from the Artaudian shocks which comprised the other
attack.

The Artaudian elements included fits, paroJcy"sms, hallucinations, ·

whippings, executions, kttife worship, a naked actor, a ·copulation ritual,
judicious use of
costumes

~iculate

cries and moans, uncannily frightening

and makeup, as well as a brjlliant use of sound variations.

As Brook so aptly put itt
'40weiss, vi •.

I

,....--.,

,

,~n)
.. /
~'~

• • • everything about this play is designed to crack the spectator on the jaw, then douse hlln with ice-cold water, then force
hlln to assess intelligently what has happened to hlln, then give
him a kick in the balls, then bring him back to his senses again, 41
The substance of the discourse within the play is a study in
contrasts as well.

The idealist Marat, whose cry is r£Nolution and the

liberation of the masses, is pitted against the realist, de Sade, ,whose
exaltation is of the individual man who lives by" end for the senses. The
intellect is sat in opposition to the body, the preletariat to the bourgeois, capitalism to socialism, freedom to imprisonment, war to pacifism,
sanity to madness, human natura to change, irrational behavior to logical
argument, and so on. ' But apart from Ma.rat/Sade ,as a play .of intellectual
ideas, it is perhaps primarily a play of ideas that derive from ·sensory
stimuli.
The great controversy over the work grew out of a debate between
those critics who thought the play was mere sensationalism, or theatricalism, and those who gave due credit to Weiss's texli.

Brook staunchly

defended the script in the face of countless attacks.

In a •Look magazine

interview he said:
The author had an extraordinarily complex and daring vision, and one
that was very hard for him to put down on paper, The nearest he could
get was the title, which reflects a complex stage machine we had to recapture. And I think that what we do on the stage, for better or
worse, is exactly what the author himself was seeing on the stage of
his mind, seeing in his vision. This is why I am very jealous of
a:ny attempt to divide his work from mine. I feel that any criticism
of the production is a criticism of the play and that any praise of
the production is a praise of his vision.42
When Marat/Sade was imported to Broadway by David Merrick late in
December, 1965, the American critics all had the opportunity to give their
appraisals. While the volume of criticism

42Roddy.

and: commentary

is substance for

•'

a study in itseli', two dominant attitudes accounted for the majority of
the

~iting: the view that Ma.rat/Sade :was purely a spectacle of thea-·

tries, and the

;~iew that there

duction than just fireworks.

was indeed a great deal more to the \pro-

In a late night Marat/Sade forum held on•

J'anuar;r 28, 1966 (a month after the play opened in New York) a group· c:t:
distinguished

th~atre

people, including Peter Brook, Geraldine Lust,·

Ian Richardson, and Gorden ROgo:f:f gathered to

dis~ss

the play.

Leslie Fiedler, critic, novelist and University of Buffalo professor,
whose opinion of the play was less
than enthusiastic,
charged
that
'
.
'
'

11

:

'

there

is an unsui'f'erable sense of self-righteousness in people who have gathered
to love the play. n43
'Among the more serious critics of' the play, .Harold Clurman, re•
'

viewing the work in The Naked J:m.qge, gave Brook and the compacy due credit
for their :!Jnaginative use of theatrical devices.

Clurman partioularlyi

lauded 'the brilliant use of space and sound in the production, but overall

was

left unmoved by the evening.

He called· the play an 11arti'ul i'un-

house, a magnificent toy ••• first-class theatrical salesmanship.n44,
~is

basic disagreement appeared to be over the values of the text itself.

He called the script trite, and labeled Marat/Sade 11 a dramatization of
of political inconclusiveness or nihilism. n45 His article seemed to
attack the play more from a political polemic than a dramatic one.
final words on the subject capsullze his reactions:
4.3Peter Brook ~~ "Marat/Sade Forum, 11 Tulane
XI, (SUllllller, 1966), 221.
.
·
· 44Ha.rold Clurma.n, The Naked Image,jNev York:
Co., 1966), 121.
45M2,., 121-22.
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Revue,

'Bhe MacM:i 11 an

His

74.
The beat compliment I can tender Marat/Sade is that it has pro:. .
voked me to this declaration. And if anyone argues that in approaching the play in this manner I have exceeded the bounds of the
"ti'ade," that is, gom beyond the theatre, I must .once again affirm
that unless theatre and theatre criticism do this they become na.ltcy
and inconsequential. 11He knows. no drama '\.tho only drama knows. ir46 ,
.

.

.

· • Stanley Kaufmann; writing for the New York Times. in a Sl.Ulday
"think piece, 11 had these wrds for Brook:
I have not before been e. 'WB.rlll admi.rer oi' Brook. On the basis of
i'ive previous plays and one fiJ.m, I have thought him a gifted but
flashy virtuoso, the kind. of director who looks for what he can do
~a play.
But Weiss seems to have written with dependence on pre- ..
oisely this sort of virtuosity and has provided the right opportunity
i'or Brook's temperament. In this case, the director's flamboyance
enriches texture instead of cbl!lpeting with it. The production surges,
opens and narrows like the iris of a camera, us~~ its members in
mad, stuttering but carefully composed mevement. ·
,.
·· ·
~
Other serious critics of the work include Robert Corrigan,
·Robert Brustein and Susan Sontag.
Brook 1 s achievement.

Corrigan had nothing but praise for·

In a brief review he sllll!lllarized in this way:

• • • it 1a what happens underneath, around, and between the lines
that has the greatest impact. Brook has choreographed the produc-·
tion so as to achieve a kaleidoscopic series of grotesque i'riezes
which are moved not only by the music but more importantly, by the
reytbms and sounds which the actors have created. Marat/Saqe is not
just an important play, it is a landmark of dramatic production in.
which the theatre fulfills its seldom realized but unique powers.48
Brustein tagged the production 11one of the most. spectacular stage events
o:f recent times, n49 and in a lucid essay wrote one of the few reviews
which gave real credit to playwright Weiss.

Although he was critical ·

of certain defioiencies;~in the script,. Brustein praised Weiss
that

11

b7.· saying

he has an l.Ulca.nny instinct for seizing upon central modern~obsea.;..,

47Stan1ey Kaufmann, 11The Provocative •Marat/Sade 1
New York Time;h January 9, 119661 II, .3.
48Robert Corrigan,

11

• .•

._, n

~

Theatre, 11 Vogue (February 15, 1966), 56.

·
49nobert Brustein, "Embarrassment of. Riches 1 11 The New RePublic
(January. 22, 1966)' 2.3.
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sions and transforming them, . through a process of' symbolic
into .visual art.n50 ·.The aeknovledged .dravba.cks o! the work:;: according
to Brustein lay in "Weiss's

ina~ility

to fuse his mastery. of' the Brechtian

and Artaudian elements. of' the wrk.
f'ull credit .for
manipulating the' staging in. a disarming and vitally
.in.....
.
. .

'tense manner.

After a delineation of the production

devic~s

he

eluded:
All these elements account for an evening that makes us remember.
Vr:r;r ve go to the theatre, and makes us vant to return, f'~r this}s
a play that touches on the borders of' our secret being.!~ ·, ·
• '
After the bulk of' the controversy had been expounded, Susan Sontag,
in an article printed in the Partisan Review, wrote a compelling essay>·
defending Brook's production· and explaining the .reasons for the battery
of' adverse criticism launched against Ha.rat/Sade.

Her conclusions

JJJB.Y' ·

well be applied to an explanation of' vey Brook's -work in general often•
comes under fire.
Sontag explores three notions which served to impede proper
·criticism today.

The first of' these postulates the necessary correlation

between theatre and literature; this criterion assUllleS that theatre is·
. first of all literature and that standards of literary criticism can and .should be applied to all drruna.tic works •. This notion i'urther assUllles ·
that unless the text can itself stand as a wrk which conforms to some
unity or standard of' literary quality that it must fail as a P:l:ece of
theatre; it is the notion that literally equates dramatic criticism with
literary criticism.

Obviouszy, Sontag feels, one cannot, nol' should one

attempt, to viev such a work as Marat/Sade_ from this vantage poi%1.~.

51Ibid., 26--28 •.
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, Without doubt, Harat/Sade is far f'rom being the supreme master- ·
piece of contemporary dramatic literature, but it is scarcely· a
second-rate play. • •• It is not the nlay which is at fault, but
narrow expectations about the theatre.52
·
The second notion vhich Sontag e:xamines concerns the connec:
tion between theatre and psychology.
antiquated notion that

11

Today one must battle 'With the· ·

arama consists of the revelation ()f character,

built on the conflict of realistically credible motives.ll53 The most . '
interesting modern dr8lll8., Sontag contends, goes well beyond psychology.
and in lll8Jl1 cases forsakes narrative consequences entirely.

The

pre~

~

occupation with insanity in art today confirms this desire to go outside or the predictable psychological understanding of man and his world
into uncharted realms.

The frivolity. 'With which many of these experi-

ments are treated in criticism may well

imped~

their progress. ·

The third established notion which becomes a hindrance to the
understanding and appreciation or Marat/Sade and works of its kind is
the connection between theatre and ideas.

This criterion asserts a work

of art is understood as being llabout 11 something, or concerned with the
representation or argument or an

11

idea. 11

•

In other words, this notion

assumes that the ideas presented in a play have some value or at least
an intellectual consistency.

Since Marat/Sade.is often intellectually

puzzling and appears at odds with any one clearcut political, moral,
philosophical or even historical viewpoint, lll8Jl1 have
play weak from an intellectual standpoint.54
Sontag explains that critics have charged Marat/Sade with ob- .
52susan Sontag, 11Harat/Sade/Artaud,ll Partisan Review,
(Spring, 1965), 213.
. 54Ibid., 215-16.
'·

mii,
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scurity and intellectUal shallowess because or a :misunderstanding"misunderstandings of.,the connection between the drama and didacticism.u55
She further asserts tJ;at Weiss's play cannot. be viewed in the same man~er's

ner that one -would vie'!" an argument of Arthur
The ideas in Weiss 1 s

~lay

~~elleetual

are only secondarily

tative; they are first of all ideas used as

or even Brecht's.

sen.~ory

or argumen-

stimuli.

And this

is the arena in which Peter Brook is the master.
by Brook'was his ability to fasbial shape, color,

produce a true amplification of the text and to use the text as well to
provide stunning sensory stimuli.
To summarize Sontag's argument in def~se of Marat/Sade, and in
a larger sense many contemporary efforts, the·.problem lies often not in
N

~

-

•

the productions themselves but in a set of proviilcial attitudes ·which·.
:.:.! .

govern theatre practice and cri tieism today.

-~ ·~·

Thf!l. heavy weight o£. tra:l

diti~n is in great

pary

the villian, coupled with a rigid and limited '
/·

\

vision o£ what the theatre should or could be. Perhaps by an extension
of this conclusion we can understand the limited enthusiasm. .that· follows .
much of Brook 1 s experimental -work.
rector ahead o£ his time.

Brook is and always has been a di-

He is a man who reaches for new ·forms, new

areas o£ expression: in his art; II~B.ey of his attenl.~ts strike a note:6£ ~
dissonance with the times and

r~shion, and

often sadly what cannot be

immediate~ understood in terms of a prevajling set of standards is

abllsed critically, or even -worse, neglected or

discarded~.

One

Ca.n only

hope that the volume of men with Brook 1 s measure of vision of the theatre

55

~.

.
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'Will increase and that a true climate can be created 'Wherein these men
can work and grow with their dreams.

For Peter Brook this climate in-

cludes ,'the treedom from commercial and economic pressures .that are .
!

-·

\'

assured the scientist in his laboratory, but the constant presence or ·•
the pressure or artistic Challenge.

For the theatre to be alive, ac-

cording to Brook, one must dare and dare

~hea.raing

The vork:
making

or

King

L?u

rohcarws h looking tor meaning and then

it meaningtUl,l
Petor Brook

If mounting grand scAle opera clnaaica or comcanding cincn;a

orovo ball not brought Potor Ilroolc oatenaible notoriot)", hio .foots as a
Sho.lccopoarcan director moot certainly bavo.

RaroJ..r has Brook chosen an

obvious classic as an undertrud.ng, rather hie nine Shakeopearee..n productiono include mo.n;r or tho Bard 1 a ooat difficult wrk:o J
Shakospca..rean pln:r

WD

hie first

tho formidable King John directed at the age

tvont;r tor the Bil'lningham Repertory Theatre.

or.

Betveen 1946 nnd 1964 his

ataginga !or the Ro)"al Sbllkespeare Co:cpnny, Stratford-on-Avon, have inoludod I.ovo'p la\?or'e lost, Ro:;oo and Juliot, MeAsure for Hensure,

~

'.11ntqr 1 p Tnle, Titus Andrcnirns, Htu:!l,ot, The To:npeot, and King Lea.t.
This ehaptor 1 in
niqUOI!r

aD

Offort to explore Brook I II rehearsal. tech-

vill follov Peter Brook and Charles Marowitz, his assistant,

through rohearaal.a !or King

Le\\1',

noting attitude& and methodologies and

oxzmining certain production problema.

Th6 baoia for this chapter is

Charlea Marowih 1 a production diary or King I.ear, antitled. "Lear wg,a
vhich wa !irat printed in !Acore :casarlno and later reprinted vith a

pont acript tor the 'l'ulnne Prru:.n, Reyuo in 1963. Ord1na.ril;y the document-

ation or a production' a rehearsal period is neglected} Marovitz, hovever,
l<:harles P..arovits, •Lear log,•
(Yinter, 1963), 105.
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Tu1!!D!,!

Drppa Reyue,

nn,

so
sensing the potential importance of this particular production, took it
upon -himself to keep a notebook of the proceedings.

Rather than being

a literal transcription of the day-to-day events, the 11Log11 . brings
forth "salient excerpts which reflect the problems and curiosities
which emerged during the rehearsal period. n2
Brook's general approach to directing Shakespeare is Socratic:
he questions everything in an effort to discover the way in which a play
ca.n most directly relate to contemporary man.

He would agree with

John Gielgud who has said, "The classics, it seems to me, have to be
rediscovered every ten years or ~o. u.3 .Brook has implicit faith in the
power of Shakespeare to deeply involve a modern audience.

In order for

•

this to occur, however, carei'ul interpretation, or in some cases reinterpretation is necessa.ry:,.on the part of the director.
In approaching King Lear in 1962 Brook drew heavily on the scholarly opinions set forth by the Polish critic, Jan Kott.

In the

11 Intro-

duction1! to the 1966 edition of Kott 1 s Shakespeare Our Contemporary•
Martin Esslin writes:
Peter Brook's production of King Lear with Paul Scofield in the title
role, which is by now generally ac..lmowledged as one of the finest
Shakespearean performances within living memory was, so the director
himself assures us, inspired by Kott 1 s chapter.n 'King Lear, 1 or
Endgame" which Brook had read shortly after the French edition of
the book appeared in 1962. In that production a play which had been ·
regarded as unactable for many generations came to life with tremendous impact, and as a highly contemporary statement of the human
condition. And this because it was presented not as a fairy tale
of a particularly stubborn story-book king, but as a.n image of aging
and death, the waning of powers, the slipping away of man 1 s hold on
his environment; a great ritual poem on evanescence a.nd mortality,
on man's lonliness in a storm-tossed universe.4
2Ibid., 10.3 •
.3Toby Cole a.nd Helen Krich Chinoy (eds.), Directors
(New Yorkt The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1963)"",=4~0~5"".=.lo:...-=~=.::=~
4Jan Kott, Shakespeare Ou.r Contemporary (Garden City, New York:
Anchor Books, 1966), :xxl..
'.
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Following Kott 1 s cue .Brook 1 s conceptual basis for the play was
essentiaD;y existential:· Brook saw Lear as the epic unfolding of the
nature of the absurdity of the h~ condition.
the frame of reference out of which the

According to Marowitz,

producti~nt emerged

was a.J.ways

Beckettian. The them'a.tic consideration was· seen to be one ·concerned with
sight and blindness.

Michel St. Denis, codirector of the Royal Shake-

speare Theatre, explB.ined how this basis influenced the design of the ·
production:
Brook's desire to remain faithful to his conception, or rather his
intense and precise vision of the work, urged him to conceive every
·detail, including the incidental music. He was opposed not only to
every type of decorative element but to the very idea of a repre- .
·sentation of the scene of action or a manner of dressing the actOrs
that might have evoked a specific country or a specific age; an
abstract setting was not what he wanted either: Shakespeare is as
"concrete as life itself. He set about seeking.'a style, or more
precisely an aspect of people and things possessed of a primitive
charaoter.5
·
··. .
. ~.
The setting was designed as a vast open space with three huge
rectangular sheets of eroding bronze that lowered 'into· place from
and hung freely.
scene.

a~ve

These sheets were· set in vibfation during the storm

The furniture was all of natural rough-hew wood and the costumes

were made of heavr textured wool and real leather

and

were of

s~ple de-

sign and proportion.
huge stage to a "vast, empty, heartless earth. 1' 6
In prerehearsal talks Brook and Marowitz discussed

problems of producing King

Lear:. Th~y

agreed that in

ln-actic~ terms .a

major difficulty was the character transformation of Edgar into Poor Tom
o£ Bedlam after three short scenes.

Since this difficulty had already

5Michel St. Denis,· 1'King Lear ad infinitum, n World Theatre, XIII,
(Summer, 1964) 1 136.
. · .
·
6aoward Taubman,. 11Theater 1
. York Times, May 19, 1964, 43.

1 Lear, 1

a Team Achievement, n The New

·proven a fault with most productions of the play, Marowitz
that it was attributable to Shakespearean inconsistency;
was not willing to accept so pat .a pronouncement, believing that the ·
text itself' possessed a bard inner consistency and that the fault lay ,
not with Shakespeare, but perlW.ps with their own inadequate _powers of · ·
discernment. After .two hours of speculation on this problem alone no ..
. . .<obvious .solution was in sight. The pair parted with a resolve to continue
searching .for an answer.

·'

.

On the da.Y: of the first reading of the play Brook called the cast

together and spolte of the monumental task confronting them.

He

compared

the pia.yto a mountain that bad resisted all attempts to ~ scaled. In·
the process of trying to climb the mountain, one encountered the scattered ,.,
bodies of others who had attempted the same feat.
there; it's frightening,"? Brook quipped.

"Olivier here, l6ughton

For the first session the cast

simply did a straight read-through of the play. Brook commented on· the
virtual uselessness of such a practice, but added that 11it does make .
everyone feel that. they have .the same work in common and besides, one
has to start somewhere. n8 This was the first meeting between the comp~
at large and Paul Scofield who was llstruggling with the verse like a man
trapped in clinging ivy and trying to writhe his way free, n9
Ma.rowitz..

ac~ording to

Brook was aware from the outset of Scofield's careful deter-

mination to approach the role of Lear in a studied, cautious manner.
· The following two days were devoted to textual analysis and discussion.

The play was read and reread.

·9Ibid.·· ..

Rather than speaking in conven-

tional terms of plot, character, etc., Brook spent considerable tilne on
the third day suggesting the pattern that King Lear made in space.
Brook is 'ever aware of the visual aspects of production and tends to
emphasize-these in his directorial approach even in the .earliest stages.
As for characterization, Marowitz related that Brook dropped "provo..:. .
c:8.tive but inconclusive hints about character, saying just enough to
force an actor to reappraise his entire conception of a role but not
enough to supply him with an alternative.nlO
A discussion arose during the analysis sessions over Lear's
reasons at this point in his life for bequeathing his kingdom. When an
elementary psychological explanation sms offered by Marowitz, Brook replied, "You can 1 t apply psychoanalysis to a character like Lear. He
does· it becau:ae he 1 s that type· of man.nll

Scofield suggested that 'the

answer could be found by returnilig carei'Ully to the text.

Brook be-

lieves that the critical and necessary insights into a characterization
should be found by the actors themselves.

Brook spoke of fatigue as a

marvelous instrument in the rehearsal process. At the point when the
actors are completely exhausted from wrestling with a given problem,
quite often the real moment of discovery comes; a plateau is reached,and one suddenly

11

finds something. u Brook considers these moments among

the most ··ilnportant ·and revealing in a rehearsal.
On the next day a rehearsal of scene one was held and the ques-

tion of verse speaking was the chief topic.

In- cautioning the actors ·

against ·the fatal mistake of yielding to the verse-rbytlml
what was only Shakespearean music, Brook said:

and producing
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A l.iJlo ehould hnvo no 1:10ro thnn ono or tvo stree:~ea. I£ it is
ginn all tho atro:~ses inherent in ita rhythm, it becomes :metrica.lly
correct and dr~U:~aticall.y znosnlngloss. In verse vhich is properly
epokon, ench character pln;r11 his ow rhythm-all personal. as his ow
handwriting-but vhnt orten hnppens in Shakespeare ie that everyone
eh!lro11 a generalized reytbm that pasaes impereo~ £rom one to the
othor.12
On the fif"th day or rehearsals vhen one might expect blocking

procodure11 to bnve been 11tarted by the director, Brook's actors vera all
a till moving freely end experimentally.

It iv part of Brook 1 s methodology-

to n.llov experimentation nnd improvillation for as long as is possible in.

o. rohoarSlll llituation.

Be has a horror or "setting" things too early

nnd thereby' negating alternatives vhich might occrur i f possibilities were
For Brook there is no such thing as one "right vay"; inter-

lo!'t open.

pretation ill achieved by a continual elimination o! possibilities or
nltornntive11.

Relying heavily on an actor's sense of movement Brook

allowed the cast to vork on their ow, never dictating direction when there

vno still a possibility that an actor might discover something by himself".
1-'.aro'Witz called Brook's rehoarllal approach "relentlessly (and at times,
mD.ddeningl.r) exporim.ental. 1113 Brook defended this approach by making an
analogy vitb painting'

A modern pninter begins to work with only an instinct and a vague

oonse or direction. He puts a splodge or red paint onto his -canvas
nnd only ni'ter it is on does he decide it might be a good idea to
ndd n little green, to make a vertical line here or a horizontal
line there. It 1 s the srune 'lrl.tb rehearsals. What is achieved determines \/hat is to follow, nnd you just can't go about things as
i f you knew all the answers. Nev answers are constantly presenting
tho:nselves, pro:npting new questions, reversing old solutions, substituting new ones.:L4
.
.
This technique o£ prol:lpting aetors to think f'or themselves extends also
1

into Brook s rolationahips vith the technical starr.

Maro'ldtz told the

story of' Brook's reply to a technician, used to expediant decisions, who

121RJ.sl., 107.

offered Brook two alternatives to a particular design problem.· -'When
Brook ~illlply said1 "I don 1t know-n15 the designer suddenly realized
that perhaps he 1 too, didn 1t know, and returned later 'With some twent;y
alternatives instead of the initial tw •
. During the following week of rehearsals problems vith certain.,
actors were approached through improvisation.

For e:xample 1 the actor

playing Edmund had a tendency to casualize the verse, while Edgar suf...
·fared from an inner stiffness which even enlarged the problem of the
physical transi'ormation_to Poor Tom.
tiona that included both actors.

Ma.ro'Witz devised several situa-

After the enactment o:f each, Brook

and Ma.ro'Witz realized that indeed certain things had been accomplished;
hovever, they were not the gains being sought after in the first place •
.-

;•

Brook commented on the nature and benefits of' illlprovisation sayirig that
o:ften the above is just the case.

Improvisation is beneficial in that

it provides supplemental mater1.als and that it often helps an

~ctor.

find a Iirl.ssing dimension that may well herald the difference between
only partial and total characterization.

Brook noted also with some

dismay the attitude of general resistance to illlprovisation on the part

of :many company members.

He explained that this -was understandable in

in light of the fact that such techniques are ver;y often misused· and

produce disastrous rather than beneficial results in some cases.·· The·
most serious consequence of this resistance is not 'With the aversion to
improvisation itself as a tool, but rather a general apathy toward

exper~entation or any kind. The emphasis of' work, as is often -the
case with a Shakespearean production, appeared to be vith verse-speaking
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al.one.

There vas a some\lb.at persistent reeling that if' one could

•'make the verse wrkn then proper interpretation wuld natura.lly follov.

This notion was one 'Which Brook strongly combatted during the

rehearsals. An added note o~ncerning improvisation which Brook cited
w.s that improvisation 'With certain actors, using Scofiel.d as an exo.mpl.e, wuld not only be unnecessary, but al.so a waste or time.

"For
11

him, u Brook said, "improvisation wul.d onl,y be a diversion of energy • 16

As the rehearsals progressed pieces or the set began appearing.
The antediluvian metal. sheets that had resisted attempts at natUral. ··
'Weathering 'Were r~ artirioial:cy textured and painted to produce the
ei'.fect of rust and erosion.

During one of the rehearsal.s one o.f the ··

motors attached to the sheets vhich enabl.ed them to vibrate during the ·
storm sequence went out of control, and the metal shook l.oose and fell
to the stage just inches from where Brook and his cre'W vere standing.
According to Maro'llitz, this so frightened 1D8D.7 of the actors tru:i.t trom
then on a real sense of apprehension al."WSyS accompanied the onset of ;the
storm scene which served to enhance the ·pl.aying.

In the light o£ his own conceptual. notion of the pl.ay Brook
.found a major problem to be the catharsis that vas produced by the tragedy.

As it is ordinari:cy played the audience is left shaken al.though

reassured.

Brook w.s intent on alleviating the act of reassurance 'Which

proceeds from the end of Act III in the BH nd:l ng Scene when
servants give comfort to the wounded Gl.oucester.

Corii~ • s

Brook cut th~~ lines

or commiseration and instead had the servants rudely colJ.ide with the

·

old
.. man in their baste to leave. Gloucester we seen left standing
alone 1 groping pathetically as 'the house lights were brought up.

The

action continued for several seconds in full light. By this device
Brook hoped to

forci~

bring home the impact of the tragedy.

a device that Brook bad used in other productions as well,

It is

notab~

Marat/sade and Venice Preserved. The very end of King Lear proved' to
be a similar problem.

Brook decided that as soon as tpe final

lines .hi;-d

been spoken a faint, dull rumbling-as of another and yet more ominOus
·.··
""
.
~

storm to come--ehould be heard, thus leaving the audience anything but
reassured.
With most of the .scenes in some kind of "WOrking order the fii'st
run-through we held on stage. At this point Brook spoke to the cast ;
about the flow of the play and continuity.

He reminded the cast

~hat

their

work to date had been concentrated on structuring individual scenes; . it
was now time to try to gain a feeling for and an understanding of the
·,
'Whole.

He cautioned also against what he called the "law of Falling

Innections"-ex:pl aj ni ng that a downward inflection brings the rhythm of
a speech to a halt.

Brook's manner of speaking to actors during these

rehearsals we highly sophisticated.

He often spoke in conceptual t,em.s,

exp]ajnjng ideas rather than pointing to ends. Although this methOd.
took more .time Brook felt that in the long run the. gains wuld be ~~at~r.
Msrowitz gave an example of this technique:

·,, :.

Instead of conventional shorthand terms like "more pace, 11 llb~ellk
it up, 11 "faster, 11 "slower," Brook takes the time to describe. an over:...
all theory or continuity and structure. Once this is undei'ltood; 'the
shorthand terms appear and then have a greater pertinence. ·

171SIJ1.' ll4-15.
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For the .first dress rehearsal one week before .the opening serious costume problems beCBllle apparent.

The elegant and extremely ex-

pansive real leather costumes all appeared to look like plastic .f'rom
the house. Also the ornate 'lol}4te furniture \las obviously out of style
With the massive rust set pieces. Marowitz describes the stage as havillg
"the look oi' a medieval castle

i'ur~shed

by an up-to-date Swedish depart..

ment store.ulS Brook retained complete composure during this crisis,
resolving

o~

that they should not be rushed into hasty, thoughtless

decisions.
'tlhile the set and costume problems loomed large, certain .other
benefits were seen during this dress rehearsal-not the least of 'Which
was the great strides made in the characterization of Lear.

Paul Scofield's

approach to the character of Lear had been caref'ul and methodical and reaults were often slow in appearing.

Brook never pushed Scofield.

On one

occasion when Marowitz complained of a particularly dull reading by
Scofield, Brook explained:
Vlhen Paul finds his reasons he will shirt· from low gear iti.to high,
but anything he is not sure of, he will simply mark out drily as1
he is doing now. He refuses to throw himself into something he
does not feel and cannot answer for •.L9
·
This reply indicates an important characteristic of Brook as director:
he plo.ces implicit trust in his actors.
On the day of the opening at Stratford-on-Avon Brook called a

morning rehearsal.

The cast was told to relax and not strain themselves

during the run-through prior to the evening performance.

This technique

o.f' putting the actors at their ease produced unexpected bene.f'its.

In

many cases performances were amazingly' clarified. Marowitz described

18~., ll5.

•

'

't

'

1

.l

the results:
Actors who had been belting out the verse since the f:irst readings
were suddenly giving scaled-down; unf'ussingly true perf:ormanceso
Basic relationships, so long obscured during erratic rehearsals,
suddenly became crystal clear.20
·
..
· , ..
Brook was ·exceedingly pleased .with the ef:f:ect.
simplicity had been added to the production through this exerci.se. ''The·
rehearsal period had in effect ended;
critics became the judges.
-~

The first perf:ormance at· Stratf:ord-on-Avon was given on Novem-

ber 6, ·1962 •. In December the production moved to London where it had'
an extended run at the Aldlo~Ych Theatre until the spring of: 1963 when

King Lear represented the Royal Shakespeare Theatre Company in Paris at
the Theatre des Nations.

In Paris it· \ron the Challenge du Theatre des

Nations and the Prix de la Jeune Critique.21 Following the Paris run,
the company of King Lear. began a world tour which included most ·of the
capitals of Europe and which ended in the United States.

The production

had the honor of being the first dramatic group to· perf:orm in the
. New York State Theatre at the Lincoln Center for the Perf:orming Arts, ;
opening on May lS, 1964.22
·Praise and admiration greeted the production wherever it went.
Alan Brien, writing f:or. Theatre Arts, summed up the general. response in

th:i.s vm.y:
• • • the Royal Shakespeare staged, as its final production of the
20Ibid., ll7.

l22J

, 2lJohn Goodwin (ed.), Royal Shakespeare Theatre Company 1960{New York: Theatre Arts Books, 1964), 163.

22Louis Cal.ta, "Acoustics Scored at State Theatre, n The New
York Times, May 20, l:_964, 36.
.
.
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season at Strati'ord, a King Lear_ which set the critics cheering.
- .This vre.s generally hailed as the first interpretation of the most
complex and dii'i'icult of Shakespeare 1 s tragedies which bore the
stamp and stigmata of our nuclear age.2.3
·
:

In the nr.ear Log" postscript Ma.rowitz related that the production created
such a 'stir in London that tickets were even being sold on the black market.

Concerning this phenomena, he wrote:
~--·

'

.-

'Everyone I ever knew vre.s asking me to get them seats. Every discussion about the theatre soon became a paean of praise for the production and a probe of how its effects were achieved •. All niggles
of criticism we:re quickly swamped in pious praise for this "greatest
Lear since Wol.fit 1 s 11 -although nine out of ten of the rhapsodists
had never seen Woli'it, and probably never been to another Lear. The
show had become not an ilnaginative, brilliantly-executed, somewb8.t
·flawed and erratic Shakespearean production, but a 1'milestone. 11 24
The London critics were almost unanilllous in their ,mHmited
praise.

Bamber

Gascoi~e

of The Spectator

anril~"The

of' the evening is undoubtedly Peter Brook 1 s ";

2~.

real triumph

Trewin of'

~

.·

Illustrated london Newsncalled the production "one of the exciting things
of' the contemporary theatre, u26 and Kenneth Tynan, quoted by Goodwin in ·
The Roya1 Shakespeare Company 1960-1963, paid Brook the follo'Wing tribute;
11

This production brings me closer to Lear than I have ever been; from now

on, I not only know hilil but can place him in his harsh and uni'orgiving
world. 11 Z7
Notable American critics, while applauding the splendor of the
production values, appeared less ready to accept Mr. Brook 1 s existential

·

· 23Alan Brien,_ uopenings/London, 11 Theatre Arts,
(January, 1963), 57. ·
. ·
%-farowitz, 121.
25Bamber ·Gascoigne, 11A Lear of the Head, 11 The Spegtator
{November 16, 1962), 758.
26J.

c.

TreYin, "Royal and Ancient 1 n The Illustrated London
.
·

~ (November 171 ·1962); 804.

27Goodwin 1 187.

\
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interpretation.

Susan Sontag, Robert Brustein and Harold Cl'Ul'ID8.ll all

,.

·had serious reservations concerning the validity of linking the wrld
o£ Shakespeare with the world of Beckett.

Sontag -was the most violent

opponent. She felt that the play -was frankly "marred by" ovef-interpretation and too much thought. n28 Robert Brustein, while giving unqualified praise to the brj111ance of the execution of the concept, lamented:

• • . • one comes away from this performance aroused but unsatisfied,
having witnessed not the definitive production of the play but rather
a fascinating essay on it by a. brilliant modern commentor, one which
raises new questions without answering the old.29
'While Harold Clurman commended Brook for creating within our time
·
.
'·'7 ,,r,,~1 ~1
,, and texture a Lear for today, he questioned ~t today's - 1....,;·"'<:.• ~..-;, ,
sylllbols and philosophies of absurdity and nihilism are adequate to ex- .
press the true nature or totality oi' such a wrk as King Lea,r.

He sub-

stantiated his case by writing:
The wrld of Shakespeare's Lear is so rich in substance that one
would be glad to dwell in it; we are rewarded i'or its agony by .the :. ;
f'ullness of its matter. Such a world may be 1'ull of horror; it is
not absurd •.30
·
.·
.
The redeeming and thrilling feature of the production, according to
Clurman, is its ability to inspire wonder.

In The Naked Image Clurman

made this acute analogy:
Cocteau once asked Sergei Diaghilev, his mentor, what that great
impresario expected of him. "Astonish me," Diaghilev answered.
Stagecraft cannot find a more brilliant summation. I£ Peter Brook 1 s
~ could claim no further distinction, it would still be memorable

2Ssusan Sontag,
(Stumner, 1964), .398.

11 Going

to the Theater," Partisan ReView, XXXI,

29Robert Brustein, Seasons of Discontent (Nev York: Simon and
Schuster, 1965), 204.
·
.30&.rold Clurman, The Naked Imam~ (New York: The MacMillan
•·
.

Company, 1966},. 18~~

.·

.

.

because it .astonishes)l

(~·:··.
\~5'
·

extend this observation, perhaps it is Peter Brook's ability to
astonish that is his unique gift as a man o:f the theater •.

/

Conclusions
Either we restore all the art to a central attitude and
necessity, finding an analogy between a gesture made in
painting and the theatre and a gesture made by lava in· a ·
volcanic explosion, or we must stop painting~ babbling,
writing, or doing whatever it is we do,l. . ....··---/ Antonin Artaud

For Peter Brook the theatre is not only a profession, it is his
raison d •gtre. Outspoken, passionate in his beliefs, he has struggled
since the age of nineteen to present theatre which is so

e~sential,

so

compelling, so vital that the dullard audiences might be shaken from
their cocktail euphoria to a vision of life and art. Admitteclly, not
all of his attempts have succeeded; admittedly, his outlandish methods

have often missed the mark by miles, but it is significant that he has
never ceased in his relentless commitment to innovations which can bring
the theatre into a more intimate relationship and necessity with contemporary man.

It is as i f Brook has always been one step ahead of the

mainstream of practice and ideology in the profession,

He upholds the

Artaudian injunction that 1he arts, and the theater in particular, must
assume a central necessity and importance to the people.

"This com-

pulsive relationship with wrk, 11 Brook states, "is something directors
have, actors have, authors have~but audi~ces lack. 11 2 Further, he

.___ lPeter Brook,
(November, 1961), 50 •
. 2rbid., 94.

11A

Search for a Hunger, 11 'Mademoisell~, LIV,

93

94
, lalnents that if all the Nev York theaters vere closed, precious :rev
people vould

~e .3

Brook, although a master at framing pointed questions, is not
one to jump at obvious solutions. In this search for a means to
establish a theater that can be indicative o£ our time, Brook hesitates to do more than suggest his personal aspirations for meeting this
challenge.

In the following quotation he expresses his ideals t

0
•
•
a true experience in the theatre deals mth qualities and faces
us 'With concrete realities so thrillingly above our everyday e:xistence that we have to use a word of a different flavor to express them.
Because these qualities seem to relate to human functioning at its
greatest, because they transcend our normal experience, because they
bring us contact with elements that make us more alive rather than
less alive, more willing to live rather than less willing to live,
more willing to strive rather than less willing to strive, because
they seem to draw up rather than down, I am forced to use the gothic
vord that also suggests a steeple pointing toward the sky.
We all lmow that you can leap to sainthood and IDYsticaJ. knowledge very easily nowadays with certain drugs. But such experience
is completely passive. • A true experience in the theatre is qualitatively better than one from a drug because it demands an activeness from the audience as well as the stage. Any experience that is
more intense than life 'Hill mnke an audience want to come back for
more.
I don't lmow any of the ans~rers, but I know where I want the
experiment to begin. I want to see characters behaving out of character, in the lies, inconsistenqy, and total confusion of daily life.
I want to see outer realism as something in endless nu:x:, 'With
barriers and boundaries that come and go, people and situations
forming, unforming before my eyes. I want to see identities changing, not as clothes are changed, but as scenes dissolve on a £ilm,
as paint drops off a brush. Then I want to see inner realism as
another state of movement and nu:x:. I want to sense the energies
which, the deeper one goes, become true forces that impel our false
identities. I want to sense' what truly binds us, what truly separates us. I want to hold a mirror,. not up to nature, but up to
human nature, and by this I mean that interwoven within-and without
world as we understand it in 1961-not as people defined it in 1900.
I want to underst&nd this not 'Nith rrry reason, but mth the flash of ·
recognition that tells me it is true, because it is also in me.
.
I want to see a flood of people and events that echo my inner
battlefield. I want to see behind this desperate and ravishing con-

fusion an order, a structure that will relate to my deepest· and
truest longing for structure and law. I want through this to find
the new forms( and through the new forms the new architecture, and
through the new architectu·~e the new p1tterns and the.new rituals
of the;age that is swirline around us.
· ·· · · ·
•.

Part of the burden for this revolution is placed on !the critics,
part is relegated to the economio:'Structure of the theater and the great
part is placed on the professionals themselves. · As to the critics 1 re.·~-·

sponsibility, Brook feels that too often the critics simply record the
Oy,

•

events 'of ~he theater; most often they have never taken a stand on what,
.
'·
they want the theater to be. Brook asserts that the function of .the
critic is.to set up models and establish criteria: He says:
•••. when critics say they love the theater, they use the word the
vay ·I' do when I say I love rum and Coca-Cola. Let them just once ·
de.fine~ in one sentence, what their ideal theater might be" and then
ve 1 d'.,begin to knov. where we stood vhen they said a play vas good or
bad, had succeeded or .failed.5
.
·
.
.
ex~pts

Brook
· knovn.

Kenneth Tynan, who he feels has made his standards .vall ...

A;J.,:though one may not agree with the models set, :Brook believ.es

that sue~ criticism has true validity, and can only serve to help the ·•

6
theater •.
~

an essay reprinted· from Encore, Brook e:xzunines the roots of

the econpinic and social systems which ·govern the enterprise of the. theater
today and' levels an attack on the absen~e of true artistic deniands :made
on the theater:
W!]y • ·• • is the theater so bad? • • ~ Why has no one followed
on Brecht's track'Z vlh:y are our actors lazy and passionless: . vby
do so 'few of them think theat11r, dream theater, fight for theater,
above
practice theater in the spare time at their disposal? Why
is the: talent in this country-and the goodwill-frittered avay in
a Ilrl.x!'.ui-e of ineffectual grumbling and deep complacency? • •• I l .
think the villain ,is deeply buried in the system:
.
•·
····

au

.. . . . . .. .... ....................
,

~

,
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No one presses the artist to do anything-all they do is to create
a climate in which he only too readily 'Will castrate himself.
e

•

•

•

•

•

•. •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• ·•

•

•

•

•

•

•

All of this is because the yardstick is "Full of empty seats."
• • • It is maintained honestly and sincerely that a good show
should pay its way. • •• And this is. ~ong. The theater that
covers its cost is the true theater 'With its edge knocked o££.7

•

Brook goes on to give examples of the theaters that have made strides,
that have grown through experimentation.

He cites Stratford-on-Avon,

The Berliner Ensemble, The Komische Opera of Berlin, Glyndebourne,. and
Theatre Workshop.

All of these groups have one thing in common as" they·

are completely independent of the pressures of the box office, the critics
and the audience.

It is not necessary that a:rx:r of these groups produce

a box office hit, or popular success. T);l.ey are expected, however, to,
use this freedom to the highest artistic productivity possible.

No one

withdraws their subsidy if 'Within the limits of their artistic consciences they are producing, even though immediate gains are not always
apPe.r~nt.

Brook envisions not the 'Widespread of large national theaters

to be the answer, so much as1
• • • one tiny theater 'With a hundred seats, even fifty seats, but
subsidized to the hilt. • •• This subsidy would then be a ~
subsidy. It 'Will be run by a director and a new sort of committee.
This committee will applaud the director i f he announces that he has
lost every penny-he is entitled to do this. It 'Will chase §1m with
furies, however, i f he has failed to keep his theater alive.
This dream theater which Brook envisioned in 1959, became a reality for
him when in 1963 the Royal Shakespeare Company established an experi-

mental theater in conjunction 'With the London Academy of Music and
Dramatic Arts which was discussed in Chapter IV. 9

7Peter Brook, "Oh for Empty Seats! 11 The Encore Rea r,
Charles Haro'Witz, ed. (London: Methuan & Co. Ltd., 1965 1 68-74.

~Ibig.
9cb8.rles Marowitz, 11 Notes on the Theater of Cruelty1 ll Tplane
Drama Review, XI, (Win"ter, 1966), 152.
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Brook appears at times almost obsessed with the idea of' artistic
freedom. - His life is an apparent continual search for situation~ which
allow him to develop new theatrical forms; to follow instinctive,
revolutionary ideas; to investigate always the relationship of' the .
dramatic expression to the chaos of the twentieth century.
The quest appears to be an ever-present motif throughout Brook 1 s
career; however, the manifestations directorially have assumed different
forms over the years.

His early period, which ran roughly from 1945 ·

· until 195.3, was characterized by a vitality and sensationalism.

The use

of striking lighting effects, bold color and dazzling theatricality marked
his style.

It is likely that the influence of directing grand opera in

his early years accounted for this flamboyance. Works in this period
include Romeo and Juliet, Ring Around the Moon, A Penny for a Song,
Colombe, The Beggar's Opera, and Dark of the Moon. One critic described
Dark of' the Moon by lauding Brook 1 s luxuriant direction:
He summoned moonlight, magic and the mystery of night to break doyn
our defenses. He hurled the witches against us with such passionate
appeal that, like a Christmas audience at 1Peter Pan 1 we were almost
ready to shout 'Yes 1 to his question 'Do you believe in witches'l 1
The. culmination of' the revival meeting scene is hysterical,
sensual and blasphemous, but under Peter Brook's direction it becomes art.lO
·
His early spectacles took on a more somber note in his "middle
period. n From 195.3 through 1959 he directed such productions as Venice
Preserved,

~'

Cat on a Hot

T~n

The Dark is Light Enough,_ Titus Andronicus, HaroJ_et,
Roof, and The Visit.

Clearly his interest bad passed

to an emphasis on sobriety and darkness.

Often the striking effects of

10neverly Baxter, Craddock Munro and Gerard Fay, "Connnents
on Peter Brook's production of Dark of the Moon," World Review, III,
(May, 1949), 18.
.
.
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his earlier period were still present, but the tone. of his .work bad
changed·.

Kenneth Tytlan described Brook 1 s production of Venice Pre-

served as giving one 11 the eerie sensation of being underground, trapped
in a torch-lit vaul.t.nll He called Brook's Titus Andronious a 11 trage~
naked, godless, and unredeemed, a carnival of oarnage.nl2 The Visit
received considerable controversy. Walter Kerr commented on the efrecta produced by Brook:
Something of the appalling fascination that seeps through the
playhouse is due to director Peter Brook 1 s manipulation of abandoned
figures in constantly constricting space. The idle, silky, subtly
threatening movement of presumably innocent townsfolk as they halt
their man's escape by night, the terror of a line of stubborn backs
blocking his every turn, the infinitely slow and quiet encircling
that ends in a most discreet murder-all are images .of' insinuating
power.l3
.
.
This period of' darkness ws a harbinger for a new line o:f development which was to begin. around 1960, and has continued into the present
in Brook's wrk. This most recent period has come under the influence
of Jan Kott, Polish critic, the French e:x:!.stentialist playwrights, the
theories and works of Bartelt Brec:ht, and most significantly-Antonin Artaud.
Out o:f this period comes Brook's direction of' King Lea,r, The Physicists,
lord of the Flies, The Theater of' Cruelty, Marat/Sade

and 1!§,.

One of the

earmarks of' this directing approach to these plays, especially Marat/Sade,
is the bringing together of two seemingly irreconcilable styles of
theater-the "alienation" techniques of Brecht coupled with the shock
tactics of Artaud.

In regard to this paradox Brook comments:

Brecht's use of 'distance' has long been considered in opposition
llKenneth Tytlan, Curtains (New York:
12~.,

Atheneum, 1961), 51.

103.

13Rachel W. Coffin ( ed.), New York Theater Critics Reviews,

(May' 12, 1958), 296.

m
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. to Artaud 1 s conception of theater as innnediate and rlolent subjective experience. I have never believed this to be true. I
believe that theatre, like life, is made up of the unbroken conflict bet\oleen impressions and judgments-illusion and disillusion
cohabit painfully and are inseparable.l4
·

In an attempt to translate t\olentieth-century life into thatrical
terms Brook is called upon to distinguish those characteristics· of
modern man that bear reflection. In this analysis the human experience
is seen by Brook as an endless nux:
What are \ole-you and I? Things enclosed in solid, stolid frames'l
Rather, \ole are at any instant a no" of mental pictures that stream
from us and superimpose themselves on the outside world, sometimes
coinciding with it, sometimes contradicting it. We are all at once
voices, thoughts, words, half-words, echoes, memories, impulses •. We
change purpose from instant to instant. We look our friends straight
in the eye, but nine-tenths of us is else\olhere: here and not here,
listening \olith one ear, daydreaming, observing \olith one eye, changing
mood and identity in an endless condition of nux.l5
· ·
This theory or observation of the nature of the human condition, although
hardly an innovation philosophically, is the special frame of reference
for Brook's approach to the theatre. He has long since broken with an
acceptance of the simple narrative solution as the means to realistic·

drama.

In the chaos of the world around us, narrative terms alone can-

not provide a complete or a true picture, according to Brook.

This be-

lief undoubtedly accounts for :!!his passion for the density of Shake-·
speare,n16 and his particular success in the direction of the Bard's .
plays.

For Brook, Shakespeare 1s vision of life, \olith its incongruities,

its swirling imagery, its internal and external shirts, is .truer today
than the majority of contemporary dramatists '•

14Peter Brook, ·"Introduction, n Mara.t/Sade. {New York a Atheneum,

1966), vi.
lSBrook, Mademoiselle, 95.
16Penelo:pe Gilliatt, "A Natural Saboteur of Order," Vogue
· (January 1, 1966), 103.
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The visual arts, including scenic art has progressed 'With the
times; why has acting and direction stagnated at the point o£

ah

acc:ep-:

tance of superficial naturalism? . This is a question that haunts.· ·
: Peter Brook:
I 1m interested in why the theater todey in its search £or popular
forms ignores the £act that in painting the most popular form in
the world. today has become abstract. • •• We lmow that the theater
lags beb.iild the other arts because its continual need £or immediate
success chains it to the slowest members of its audience. But is
there nothing in the revolution that took place in painting fifty
years ago that applies to our own crisis today?l7
.
Many of Brook's questions are .unanswerable, yet it is indicative of'

Brook as director that he is a man who questions everything, and who is
loathe to accept pat or obvious answers.

His presence at rehearsals is

essentia.lly Socratic; he is more likely to prod an actor 'With a
question about his character, than to offer an immediate

lea~

~lution.

Penelope Gilliatt considers this trait significant:
.
I ,think it may be Peter Brook's passion for asking himself
apparently unanswerable questions that gives his work its characteristic flavour: stinginf$1 quizzical, pithy, inquisitive.lS
· ·
Brook's. manner of' approaching a play is basically intuitive. He
He is instinctively against pat psychoanalytic answers to problems

o·r ·

interpretation, and tends to. work through a problem until an answer reveals itself in rehearsals.l9 Upon first reading a script, Brook ~s
said to conceive the staging of the play only in broad outlines. He

.

"

never begins .to £ill in details until he has a chance to evaluate the
17~eter Brook, "From Zero to the Infinite, 11 The Encore Reader,
Charles Ma.rowitz, ed., (Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1965), 251.

113Quuatt, 104.
l9char1es Ma.ro'Witz, "Lear Log, 11 Tulane Dr!lma Reyue, VIII,
(Winter, 196.3), 107.
.
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special abilities or liabilities of the actors themselves.2°
·starts, n says Gilliatt,

11 from

the beginning.

11 He

He has a sort of genius

for throwing everything into chaos and then working to let the essentials emerge.u21

Brook considers that the work of rehearsals is 11look-

ing for meaning and then making it meaningful. 11 22
Brook is in many respects a "Renaissance Man. 11
better than to be able to design· and score the music for his plays as
well as direct them.

Kenneth Tynan comments on this attribute:

His (Craig 1 s) notion that true drama was a one-man responsibility,
in which words, direction, d6cor, lighting and music should all
proceed from the same brain, once seemed a fatuous vanity; yet last
year Peter Brook, directing Titus Andronicus, undertook all these
tasks, save that of writing the play.:;!3
Brook's relationship to the actor is a subject often commented
upon.

The director's role as omniscient is a thing of the past, accord-

ing to Brook: ·
I don 1t think there is a director left in the world in that old. high

tradition of shouting from the stalls and telling the actor how to
do it. The idea of the actor saying 1'Mr. Reinhardt, I put myself in
your hands, 11 and the director pulling up his riding boots and saying,
11you will play this, and you will play it in this way 11 --all that has
gone. And this means, in effect that directors have repeatedly
learnt, to their cost, that the result isn 1;1; as rich and lively when
you impose yourself consciously on an actor, as when by some other
means he manages to achieve the effect for himself. The director, ·.
still eventually imposes himself, as of course he cannot but do,
but in another way.24 ..
. ,
Brook's more subtle method of influencing actors is by a charismatic
quali.ty. Marowitz seems to think that Brook's greatest asset is that

H.

w.

20Charles Moritz (ed.), Current Biography 1961 (New York:
Wilson Company; 1961), 76.
21Gilliatt; 104:

22Maz.owitz,

11 Lear

The

Log, 11 105.

23Tynan, 141•
24Penelope Houston and Tom Milne, "Interview with Peter Brook~ u
Sight and Sound, XXXII (Summer, 1963), lll.
.
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his personal charm and acknowledged past achievement inspires contributions from actors.

The actors' desire to please their mentor oi'ten makes

them work harder than they_ would otherwise.
makes cunning use of admonition· arid praise,

To encourage this, Brook
11

cold-blooded:cy applying

one or the other depending on 'What effects he thinks he ma:y achieve.u25
Even though Brook has the ability to inspire confidence from his
company, he is not, above all,

an

actor's director. He -works best with

actors of exceptional gifts and training· such as Paul Scofield,
John Gielgud and Laurence Olivier. He needs only to sllp a suggestion
or a question to these men and most often his meaning is effectively
interpreted.

Brook expects actors to -work on ideas outside of rehear-

sals; he is not interested in "coaching actors" or building a characterization in the wy Ella Kazan might do.

In fact, his approach to a pla.y

is almost entirely externally oriented.

He is most grate.f'ul for crea-

tive actors, and in most cases, almost always lets them have their own

wy.26.
What Brook is interested in, however, is the structural needs of
a pla.y.

He has

character.

un~

strong visual sense, almost architectural in

His imaginative use of space and color and sound are indeed

trademarks of his work•

There was much talk of Brook1 s use of space in

regard to his production of Marat/Sade.
his work

Critics' gene;ally agreed that

iii this area was brilliant. "His productions are always being

admired ·for their firewrks, 11 says Penelope Gilliatt, 11as though it were
t~e

supreme dramatic achievement to leave sparks before the eyes, but

25Maro'Witz, !'Theater of Cruelty," 170.

10)
their real property is not that they are dazzling but that they are
prodigiously disconcerting. 11 27

1

!hat Brook 11 is obsessed with arrangements, with illlagery, with
the allegro and adagio configurations of the hUill8.ll body in motion, n2S
·is an important characteristic; that he has an instinctive feeling for
violence, stark
his -work.

e~fects

and the.nnacabre may be even more significant of

In his latter period especia.J.:cy in his direction of King

1&.£, Marat/Sade, li>rd of the Flies and !!§., violence and starlmess pre-.
dominate.
Brought into an association with violence by an explora-tion of
man's instinctive, sometimes mystical nature, Brook is ever aware of the
ritual manifestations that are a part of life.
these whenever possible.

He tends to. emphasize

Skeptical that language can express all the

complexities of the inner life, he s:tates:

f
L.. its

I believe in the word in classical drama, because the word was
tool. I don 1t believe in the word much today, because it has .
outlived its purpose. Words don.1 t communicate, they don't~erress
·much, and most of the time they fail abysmally to refine.29

Perhaps it is Brook's propensity to minimize the linquistic and literary
aspects of the drama that characterize his shortcomings as a director.
Marowitz believes that Brook's greatest failing is his inability to explore acting possibilities, and because of this he often resorts to
alarming theatricalism as a compensaticin.3°

Ii' an emphasis on the al.armingcy theatrical is a shortcoming,
27Gilliatt, 10).
Actors 1

28Gordon Rogoff, "Richard 1s Himself Again: Journey to an
Theater, n Tulane Dra.ma Revue, D: (Winter, 1966) 1 37.
29Brook, Madem.oiselle.
30Maro'Witz, "Theate;r of Cruelty,n Tulane Drama Reyue, 170.

'·.
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it is a pity that so f'ew directors share this f'ailing.

looked at in

perspective, Brook 1 s style of directing seems odcfcy one-sided and incomplete; one can see that his obsession with the formalistic aspects
of directing leaves something to be desired.

Yet, in an era that still

has ita f'eet stuck in the mud of the "Method" misuse, it is a rei'l"eahing
rarity to find a director who is ever conscious of the theatrical. in
the theater.
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